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There is a need to identify how leadership influences school reform frameworks 
enhancing teacher resolve needed to address underperforming students (Goddard, 
LoGerfo, & Hoy, 2004).  An issue equally not well understood are perceptions of self-
efficacy on the part of teachers and the extent to which this perception is enhanced or 
constrained by leadership.  The new Texas Teacher Evaluation and Support System 
(TTESS) is a potential framework encompassing these types of needs.  While the 
majority of educators see an effective teacher evaluation tool as necessary, the manner in 
which school leaders implement TTESS is varied and worthy of study (Vara-Orta, 2013). 
School leaders are challenged to implement TTESS in a manner that best improves 
teacher effectiveness and student learning. The literature on leadership efforts connected 
to teacher evaluation richly describes aspects of self-efficacy implications, time 
constraints, local decision-making complexity, accountability implications, dismissal 
recommendations, as well as reflection and growth.  However, research lacks an equally 
comparable study and analysis of the influence of leadership on teacher self-efficacy and 
perception of teacher evaluation implementation, particularly within the context of this 
new, detailed, and complex evaluation framework.  This study is an analysis of 
leadership’s influence on teacher evaluation implementation and teacher self-efficacy.   
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CHAPTER ONE:  INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 
Background 
Teacher evaluation frameworks are experiencing unprecedented change due to the 
importance placed on the practice and process.  As stated by Sledge and Pazey (2013), 
“an effective teacher influences the quality of the learning environment” (pg. 232).  
However, teacher evaluation systems were historically poor at truly evaluating 
instructional quality (Hill and Grossman, 2013).  Catalyzed by requirements imposed by 
the Federal Government to earn exemptions from school performance accountability 
penalties, states revised teacher evaluation systems in a variety of ways to address the 
needs of classroom instruction and inform the teacher workforce of expectations (Hill and 
Grossman, 2013; Minnici, 2014; Sawchuk, 2011; Strauss, 2014).  The call for 
accountability and excellence in teacher and student performance created specific interest 
in teacher evaluation, as policy-makers focus on teacher evaluation as a means to 
improve classroom instruction and student outcomes across the nation  (Ovando, 2001).  
However, consensus varies on what makes a quality teacher, essentially because opinions 
differ over what is good pedagogy and how the teacher best demonstrates effectiveness 
with students (Walshaw and Savell, 2001). 
A direct facilitator or driver of this consensus is the local school leader.  Tuytens 
and Devos (2014) found leaders at the campus level are required to interact with staff 
about instructional issues while demonstrating the characteristics of strong instructional 
leadership.  Kraft and Papey (2014), supported this idea with the finding that school 
leaders, such as the principal, play a key role in supporting professional growth among 
teachers by serving as instructional leaders.  School leaders tasked with providing a 
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culture that promotes the improvement of teaching and learning are required to show 
strong leadership and commitment towards implementing new teacher evaluation 
frameworks effectively (Ovando, 2007). 
While leadership is a construct potentially owned by many, depending on the 
context and culture of the school, the school leader is considered someone with a position 
of influence over the implementation of practice and policy at the district and campus 
levels for the purposes of this study.  School leaders are expected to be instructional 
leaders, meaning they are to “have comprehensive understanding, knowledge, skills, and 
dispositions associated with teaching and learning” (Ovando, 2007, pg. 94).  The task of 
evaluating teachers to improve inequitable student outcomes is the most ubiquitous 
component of school instructional leadership (Rigby, 2015).  Speaking directly to the 
issue, Bigham and Reavis (as quoted by Ovando, 2007) claimed, “the leadership under 
which a statewide teacher appraisal system is implemented is crucial to its success” (pg. 
52). 
Evaluating teachers effectively is a demanding and important role of school 
leadership, considering the other rigorous variables involved in school leadership 
relatively non-existent a decade ago (Painter, 2000).  As well, Painter (2000) found a 
school leader’s disposition towards the evaluative framework, as well as their attitude 
towards their own ability to deploy a teacher evaluation framework, substantially impacts 
implementation.  Regardless of the level of preparation and training put into a teacher 
evaluation framework, school leaders are still responsible for interpreting and applying 
teacher evaluation in a manner effective towards teacher efficacy.  It is very clear school 
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leaders play an important role in the implementation of teacher evaluation (Derrington 
and Campbell, 2015). 
The concept of using teacher evaluation as a process is not new.  Teacher 
evaluation has existed as long as teaching itself, and the purpose of evaluation has been 
rooted in school improvement by increasing student achievement (Strong and Tucker, 
2003).  For decades, an assumed purpose of teacher evaluation was not only a means of 
improving the teacher workforce, but also a mechanism for dismissing sub-standard 
teachers (Hull, 2013).  However, the advent of new teacher evaluation frameworks across 
the nation is generally perceived as positively linked to teacher growth, due to the focus 
on instruction to match higher standards for learning (Hill and Grossman, 2013).    
Evaluation instruments are created by each individual state, and there is a great 
deal of variation between state teacher evaluation instruments.  Overall, states adopt 
uniform evaluation practices for teachers of all subjects and all grades across the state.  
While espousing an idealistic rubric for performance, this process relies on a standardized 
approach regardless of student age, content taught, or teacher years of experience. A 
uniform and rigid approach neglects systems and environments that realize teaching is 
creative, dynamic, diverse, and challenging work (Chao Sanches and Jacinto, 2014).  
Still, teacher quality is important and something needing to be intentionally 
developed.  Howard, Sugarman, Christian, Lindholm-Leary, and Rogers (2007) found 
teacher professional development, including evaluative feedback, as essential to ensuring 
high expectations for students, regardless of race or socioeconomic background.  New 
teacher evaluation frameworks aimed at providing feedback to teachers on aspects of 
instruction in need of improvement is a widely appreciated initiative (Hill and Grossman, 
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2013).  An evaluation framework is pivotal to guiding these expectations through 
campus, district, and system-wide conversations on student expectations and teacher 
development.  Further, teacher evaluation is seen as most effective when it provides 
“frequent, specific, and rigorous feedback” (Sledge and Pazey, 2013, pg. 233).   
Context of Teacher Evaluation in Texas 
Teacher evaluation in Texas began in 1984, with the passing of House Bill 72 and 
the introduction of the Texas Teacher Appraisal System (TTAS).  Ratings applied to 
teachers invited “raging debate” and the system was tied to a form of incentive pay.  
TTAS was perceived as so unpopular and unsuccessful that the Texas Education 
Commissioner labeled the system a “dog and pony show” as he called for a replacement 
(TASB, 2014, retrieved from: https://www.tasb.org/Services/HR-
Services/Hrexchange/2014/November-2014/d-teacher-eval-update.aspx). 
Since 1997, Texas schools have used the Professional Development and Appraisal 
System (PDAS) as a form of evaluative feedback for classroom instruction (TEA, 2005).  
The goal of this system was to improve student learning through a focus on professional 
development.  The system consisted of eight domains, including: active student 
participation, learner-centered instruction, evaluation and feedback, management of 
student discipline, professional communication, professional development, compliance 
with policies, and improvement of academic performance.  The guidelines for classroom 
evaluation feedback for the first four criteria were based both on the quality and 
frequency of the desired outcome during an observation.  The guidelines for the latter 
four domains were based on the quality and frequency of outcomes over the course of the 
year through documents and observations collected by the appraiser (TEA, 2005).   
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During the 2013-14 school year, Texas developed a heavily revised version of the 
teacher appraisal system, the Texas Teacher Evaluation and Support System (TTESS), to 
be piloted across sixty-seven districts across the state.  This was a departure from the 
previous model of teacher appraisal, the Professional Development and Appraisal System 
(PDAS) (Vara-Orta, 2013; Texas Education Agency 2015).  This was part of a “vision to 
expand support and assistance to educator evaluation and professional development” 
(Texas Comprehensive Center, 2015, retrieved from: 
http://txcc.sedl.org/our_work/tx_educator_evaluation/teachers/).  A committee comprised 
of teacher leaders, principals, and representative from higher education and educator 
organizations from across the State of Texas created the TTESS rubric and process as the 
product for the 2014-15 pilot year of implementation.   
The rubric contains sixteen descriptors of teacher quality, with five levels of 
ratings for evaluators to use as they appraise teachers.  Holistically, the Texas 
Comprehensive Center committee identified areas of instruction and student performance 
aligned to research indicating those areas improved student performance (2015, retrieved 
from: http://txcc.sedl.org/our_work/tx_educator_evaluation/teachers/).  According to the 
Texas Education Agency (2014), TTESS differs from the previous evaluation framework 
entitled the Professional Development and Appraisal System (PDAS) through a stronger 
focus on the holistic nature of teaching, more diverse levels of teacher practices, a focus 
on quality instead of frequency, as well as the greater ability to self-assess performance.  
Another aspect of the rubric that is set apart from PDAS is a rating system built upon 
degrees of learner-centered instruction.  This aligns well to Ovando’s (2001) assertion 
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that “a learner-centered teacher evaluation system is a promising vehicle to focus on 
student learning” (pg. 229). 
In addition to the rubric, a process was prescribed, involving a pre-conference to 
discuss the upcoming lesson prior to a formal evaluation and a post-conference following 
the formal evaluation to promote discussion and reveal scoring decisions.  A conference 
to review beginning of year goal setting was also recommended.  A controversial 
component of the process was the concept of incorporating student performance into the 
final evaluation score for teachers. Texas is not unlike the rest of the nation, as thirty 
states now require documented evidence of student achievement as a variable in teacher 
evaluation.  Twenty of those thirty states “require student achievement to be the most 
significant factor in the teacher evaluation scoring (Sledge and Pazey, 2013, pg. 234).  
Under the Texas system, twenty percent of the teacher’s evaluation would come from 
student test scores.  In response to disagreement from special interest educator groups, 
the Texas Education Agency exempted the concept of incorporating student performance 
on state assessment from the first and second pilot years of implementation (Smith, 
2014).   
The development of the rubric was facilitated in collaboration with the Texas 
Education Agency, Texas Regional Educational Service Center XIII, and National 
Institute for Excellence in Teaching (NIET).  All three of these organizations strongly 
influence the development of rubrics for teacher quality across the nation, as well as 
incorporating student test scores into teacher performance evaluation (Texas Education 
Agency, 2015; http://www.mcrel.org/; http://www.niet.org/).  Through this collaborative 
effort, a document and process aligned to the Texas Teacher Standards was produced by 
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a teacher development group (Texas Association of School Boards, 2015, retrieved from 
https://www.tasb.org/Services/HR-Services/Hrexchange/2014/November-2014/d-teacher-
eval-update.aspx).  A notable objective of this evaluation system that serves as a contrast 
to the previous system of PDAS is the intention to provide timely feedback through non-
negotiable post-observation conferences (Texas Association of School Boards, 2015, 
retrieved from https://www.tasb.org/Services/HR-Services/Hrexchange/2014/November-
2014/d-teacher-eval-update.aspx).  TTESS is a teacher evaluation framework serving as a 
significant reformation of the previously used framework of PDAS.  As this new 
framework moves past pilot years of implementation, school leaders are challenged to 
effectively implement this feedback mechanism in a manner that best improves teacher 
effectiveness and student learning.   
Problem Statement 
 There was a need to identify the influence of leadership on school reform 
frameworks enhancing teacher resolve needed to address underperforming students 
(Goddard, LoGerfo, & Hoy, 2004).  An issue equally not well understood were the 
perceptions of self-efficacy on the part of teachers and the extent to which this perception 
is enhanced or constrained by leadership.  The new Texas Teacher Evaluation and 
Support System (TTESS) is a potential framework encompassing these types of needs.  In 
2001, Ovando stated a need to “illuminate teachers’ perspective associated with teacher 
evaluation and development”  (pg. 229).  While the majority of educational stakeholders 
and lawmakers see the need to provide an effective teacher evaluation tool as necessary, 
the manner in which teachers and school leaders implement new evaluation framework, 
such as TTESS, is varied and worthy of study (Vara-Orta, 2013).   
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The behaviors and actions a leader employs in order to make sense of a mandated 
teacher evaluation framework varies between campuses and districts, adding to the 
degree of unintended variation across the state.   The development and understanding of 
school leader conceptions of teacher evaluation as a function of instructional leadership is 
a relatively undeveloped field (Rigby, 2015).  Kimball and Milanowski (2009) supported 
this assertion when they found school leader decision-making was related to the strength 
of the teacher evaluation rating. 
Teacher evaluation is seen as important, but it is increasingly difficult to 
standardize a rubric applicable to all teachers in all areas of student need (Sledge and 
Pazey, 2013).  As school leaders consider how to best implement TTESS as an evaluation 
framework, the manner in which it best applies to various academic programs from 
kindergarten through twelfth grade is a serious consideration for them.  As an example of 
this perceived difficulty, the Cypress-Fairbanks ISD Superintendent stated the new 
evaluation system is responsible for “placing additional fear, anxiety, and pressure on 
professionals who are stressed enough already” (Smith, 2014).  Given the uncertainty of 
both the framework and how leadership can influence implementation for teachers, there 
is a strong need for research to explore the effects of school leader influence and support 
on teacher evaluation (Tuytens and Devos, 2014).  While there might be a rational 
framework for evaluation and a comprehensive system of training, these “are not 
necessarily enough because rationality does not rule the actions of human beings” 
(Painter, 2000, pg. 370). 
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Purpose of The Study and Research Questions   
 How do school leader behaviors and actions influence teacher perceptions of self-
efficacy within the implementation context of a new teacher evaluation framework?  The 
purpose of this study was to understand and explain how leadership actions and behaviors 
influence the implementation of the Texas Teacher Evaluation and Support System 
(TTESS).  One goal of this study was to explain how leadership influenced teacher 
perceptions of self-efficacy, as it related to the context of the TTESS.  An additional goal 
was to help explain how certain leadership behaviors influenced the implementation of 
this new teacher evaluation framework.  The following research questions were used to 
guide the study: 
1. To what extent do school leader behaviors and actions influence teachers’ 
feelings of self-efficacy within the context of TTESS?  
2. How do school leader behaviors and actions influence teacher perceptions of 
the TTESS framework implementation? 
Overview of Methodology 
 This qualitative grounded theory case study employed a constructivism 
epistemological stance and a theoretical perspective of interpretivism.  Interpretivism is 
defined as understanding and explaining reality through “culturally derived and 
historically situated interpretations of the social life-world (Crotty, 1998, pg. 67).  An 
understanding was gained through a series of semi-structured interviews conducted with 
nineteen participants in the single case of high schools within a large Texas school 
district.  An interview protocol provided the initial structure, while still allowing for 
follow-up questions based on participant responses. 
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 Participants were chosen to represent both teacher and school leader perspectives.  
Interview data was triangulated with field notes, archival documents, participant check 
responses, and reflective journals.  Additionally, theoretical sampling in the form of 
follow-up interviews, as well as the expert panel review of individuals responsible for 
teacher evaluation at the region and state level, confirmed the findings of this study. 
Definition of Terms 
 Self-efficacy – Albert Bandura’s conceptual definition of the belief about one’s 
own capabilities to organize and execute a certain task (Bandura, 1989). 
 Teacher Self-Efficacy – A construct developed within the context of Bandura’s 
social-cognitive theory as the ability to use professional knowledge and skills to enhance 
learning.  This concepts is marked by mastery learning experiences, vicarious 
experiences, social persuasion, and physiological and emotional states (Gavora, 2010). 
 Collective Efficacy -  “Collective efficacy reflects how capable members of a 
group believe themselves to be at attaining organizational goals” (Goddard, LoGerfo, and 
Hoy, 2004). 
 School Leader – The individuals charged with cultivating a school’s culture and 
helping the organization achieve set goals (Fullan, 2014).  While leadership is a construct 
that can be owned by many depending on the context of the school, the school leader is 
considered someone with a position of influence over the implementation of practice and 
policy at the district and campus level for the purposes of this study. 
 Evaluation – A form of feedback intended to improve the effectiveness of an 
educator (Kraft and Papey, 2014). 
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 Texas Teacher Evaluation and Support System –  A system focused on 
providing continuous, timely, and formative feedback for educators so they can improve 
their practice (Texas Education Agency, 2015, retrieved from: 
http://tea.texas.gov/Texas_Educators/Educator_Evaluation_and_Support_System/Texas_
Teacher_Evaluation_and_Support_System/).  This is a new teacher evaluation system in 
its second year of pilot implementation within the State of Texas in 2015-16. 
 Evaluation Framework – For the purposes of this study, the word “framework” 
is used to define both the instrument and the process of the Texas Teacher Evaluation and 
Support System.  Within the study, the terms “system,” “process,” and “framework” are 
used interchangeably to refer to the same idea. 
Limitations of Methods   
Without rapport, interviews and observations may have seemed intrusive for the 
research participants.  Also, participants were likely to say and do things that seemed out 
of context because I would not understand the specific contextual significance of the 
behavior at that specific school or district.  However, it did allow for further probing 
because participants were part of the purposeful sampling for interviews (Creswell, 
2009).   
 Interviews are inherently biased because it is a retelling of an experience from the 
specific lens of the participant.  Because of my position as a school administrator, 
responses may have been biased towards what participants perceived to be the safest or 
most desirable response.  Lastly, not all participants were “equally articulate and 
perceptive” to being interviewed for research purposes (Creswell, 2009, pg. 179). 
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 Lastly, documents were not completely available to me since teacher evaluation is 
information seen as personal and potentially linked to employment considerations.  For 
that reason, materials may have been incomplete or difficult to attain for the purposes of 
this study.  Aside from the actual teacher evaluation rubric, I was required to “search out 
the information in hard to find places”  (Creswell, 2009, pg. 180) to find information both 
not easily attained and best aligned to a triangulation of data.   
Delimitations 
 The TTESS framework experienced a pilot year of implementation across the 
State of Texas at all levels of public school.  However, this study specifically focused on 
the perspectives of educators at the high school level in a single public school district.  It 
did not focus on variables unique to middle or elementary school educators.  
Additionally, the nature of interviews were focused on the influence of leadership 
behaviors and actions on teacher perceptions of the implementation effort and self-
efficacy, rather than preferential aspects of the rubric itself. 
Assumptions 
 This study operated under the following assumptions.  The researcher assumed 
that all participants were honest and transparent when responding to semi-structured 
interviews.  The researcher assumed participants had experienced all facets of the TTESS 
framework relevant to the interview.  Finally, the researcher assumed that participants 
had a vested interest in helping the TTESS framework be implemented successfully.   
Significance   
This research was needed at a critical time in education and for our state.  A 
teacher evaluation framework has the ability to control the discourse of school 
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improvement for teachers and campus/district leaders alike.  When focused on aspects of 
teaching that improve teacher skill and student achievement, concepts and standards 
within that framework have the potential to dramatically improve instruction within a 
school.  However, an evaluation tool difficult to comprehend or inadequately deployed by 
district and campus leadership has equal potential to derail efforts to effectively 
implement a teacher evaluation framework.  Michael Fullan (2014) alluded to this in his 
work “The Principal,” when he states that leadership is rendered ineffective when 
“principals are expected to lead the implementation of policies they do not comprehend 
and that indeed are incomprehensible as a set” (pg. 37). 
 Further, this complicated aspect of leadership has the potential to contribute to 
either a damaging or ameliorating influence on the culture of the school, based on the 
collective perception of teacher feelings of effectiveness within the school and classroom.  
Success in the school, via a credible teacher evaluation framework, impacts those feelings 
of teacher self-efficacy (Schmoker, 2012; Gavora, 2010).  As a result, teacher self-
efficacy directly influences a school’s ability to meet challenges and adapt to change.  
Goddard, LoGerfo, and Hoy (2004) alluded to this need when they appealed that “future 
research is needed to identify the types of teacher education, ongoing professional 
development, and school reform initiatives that build in teachers the resolve that they can 
effectively serve socioeconomically disadvantaged students” (pg. 408). 
 This study was necessary because much was unknown regarding how leaders can 
best use TTESS as an evaluation framework to influence instruction.  Leadership 
practices aimed at improving teacher self-efficacy through a teacher evaluation 
framework, as described in this study, can directly inform practice.  As a result of this 
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study, analysis highlighted leadership strategies and behaviors to effectively implement a 
teacher evaluation framework.  As well, the experience of this teacher evaluation 
framework was examined to understand how it impacts teaching and student achievement 
as a function of the district and campus discourse on instruction.  Further, a full 
understanding of how leadership influenced the implementation of this system-wide tool 
were developed, as effective change was proven to require the full contributions of 
district and campus administrators (Ovando, 2001).   
Summary 
 The purpose of chapter one was to introduce the study.  This included background 
information, a statement of the problem, the purpose of the study, research questions, and 
an overview of the methodology.  The overview of the methodology led to the definition 
of terms, limitations, delimitations, and overall significance of this study. 
 Three main sections represent chapter two.  Section one describes evaluation as a 
function of self-efficacy.  Section two details the challenges associated with 
implementing a new evaluation system.  Section three describes leadership considerations 
for teacher evaluations.  Section three is followed by the introduction of an initial 
conceptual framework, as well as a brief discussion of chapter two. 
 Chapter three outlines in detail the research methods, procedures, and study 
design.  This chapter outlines the nature of a case study methodology, the method of data 
collection, and procedures.  Lastly, this chapter also describes positionality on this study. 
 Chapter four presents the findings based on the two research questions, along with 
additional related findings.  This chapter begins by describing the creation of themes 
based on participant responses.  Data gathered from participants are presented as a 
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response to the research questions.  This chapter explains how leadership influences 
teacher perceptions of self-efficacy, teacher perceptions of TTESS framework 
implementation, and identifies an over-arching structure to describe leadership behaviors 
and actions that influence the implementation of a new teacher evaluation framework. 
 Chapter five presents the overall findings from this study.  Within chapter five, 
the purpose of the study, research questions, methodology, and data analysis are 
reviewed.  A theory is generated based on the findings and analysis of this study.  
Implications for practices are presented in this chapter, along with areas for future 
research.  
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CHAPTER TWO:  REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Evaluation as a Function of Self-Efficacy 
Teacher Self-Efficacy.  Evaluation is an instrument intended to improve the skill 
of teachers, and subsequently, improve student achievement across all demographics 
(Strauss, 2014).  Although the recent decade saw a rise in collaborative practices, such as 
concept of professional learning communities, teacher evaluation is something perceived 
as isolated to the individual teacher and the selected supervising administrator (Kanold, 
2011).  Teacher evaluation is also a form of feedback aimed at facilitating reflection and 
growth on the part of the teacher.   
Feedback, as a practice and concept, directly ties into perceptions of teacher self-
efficacy.  Bandura (1989) described an individual’s perception of their own ability as a 
combination of beliefs within a context of past and current experience, a process formally 
known as “triadic reciprocal causation”  (pg. 1175).  As Tshannen-Moran, Hoy, A. and 
Hoy, W. (1998) described, teacher self-efficacy is the belief in one’s ability to attain the 
desired outcomes for student learning. Given Bandura’s description of triadic reciprocal 
causation, teacher evaluation creates a context through which teachers establish 
perceptions of their own effectiveness. 
Teacher self-efficacy is an application of the concept of self-efficacy to the 
educational context.  Gavora (2010) defined self-efficacy as one’s personal belief they 
are capable of performing in an effective manner to attain specific goals.  Teacher self-
efficacy is specifically defined as the “teacher’s belief they have the capacity to influence 
a student, even the unmotivated” (Brouwers and Tomic, 2000).  Specifically, teacher self-
efficacy is important because “it requires a strong sense of efficacy to remain task 
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oriented in the face of pressing demands and failures that have social repercussions 
(Bandura as quoted by Painter, 2000, pg. 371).  An individual’s sense of self-efficacy 
directly impacts “human motivation, affect, and action” (Bandura, 1989, pg. 1176).   
Skallvik and Skallvik (2010) defined self-efficacy as conceptualizing how an 
individual’s belief in their own ability impacts one’s goals, behaviors, and efforts when 
met with challenges or obstacles.  Social learning theory asserts an individual’s sense of 
self-efficacy regulates a self-evaluation system allowing control over thoughts and 
feelings (Elliot, Isaacs, & Chugani, 2010).  Self-efficacy plays a vital role in the 
performance of the overall organization, given that individuals with high self-efficacy are 
more likely to persist and succeed despite obstacles.  Bandura (1989) clearly underscored 
this idea when he states, “social realities are strewn with difficulties” requiring successful 
individuals to possess a “robust sense of personal efficacy to sustain the perseverant 
effort needed to succeed” (pg. 1176).  
Teacher self-efficacy is a more contextually purposeful concept than self-efficacy 
alone.  Teacher self-efficacy is marked by strong “self-regulatory characteristics that 
enables teachers to use their potential to enhance” learning and shows a direct 
relationship to the level of perseverance the teacher demonstrates (Gavora, 2010, pg. 18).  
Teacher self-efficacy impacts teacher decisions and the effort they exert in those pursuits, 
consistently resulting in positive gains in student achievement (Hoy and Spero, 2005; 
Gavora, 2010).  Bandura (1989) punctuated this idea when he asserts, “it requires a 
strong sense of efficacy to remain task oriented in the face of judgmental failures” (pg. 
1176). 
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With teacher evaluation, the guidelines and overall view of evaluation has a direct 
impact on how a teacher defines their own efficacy.  This in turn, impacts the teacher’s 
decision-making and overall commitment to students, to an organization, and their 
influence on the profession.  Kraft and Papey (2014) found rigorous teacher evaluation, 
as a source of meaningful feedback, is a strong factor in establishing a supportive 
environment more likely to retain teachers despite challenges, while leading to significant 
and long-term improvement in effectiveness.  Teacher evaluation has the ability to serve 
an influential role in building teacher self-efficacy and resulting effectiveness. 
Collective Efficacy.  Teacher evaluation, as implemented by school leaders, 
poses serious implications for teacher morale and teacher development.  Since teacher 
evaluation consumes much of the time and attention of teachers and school leaders alike, 
the concept of evaluation has a serious impact on the school leader’s ability to influence 
the culture of collaborative instructional work (Fullan, 2014).  Drawing a direct link 
between the concepts of evaluation and leadership, Fullan found leadership is most 
effective when building collaborative conditions where “feedback for growth and 
transparency are evident” (pg. 76).   
Because of the influence of context on the school leader and the individual 
teacher’s ability to improve, Goddard, LoGerfo, and Hoy (2004) highlighted the concept 
of collective efficacy as a concept describing how capable a group believes themselves to 
be at attaining organizational goals.  As an illustration of this concept, they found an 
organization is likely to respond productively to a challenge not so much because of the 
phenomenon, but more because of “the cognitive processing and social interpretation of 
group members that makes sense” of the phenomenon (pg. 420).  Further, they found a 
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“robust sense of collective efficacy fosters creative problem solving and the resilient 
pursuit of desired outcomes” (pg. 405).   
Acknowledging the reciprocal nature of collective efficacy, Goddard, LoGerfo, 
and Hoy (2004) also found that past school successes tend to raise a faculty’s belief in its 
collective capabilities, whereas past failures tend to diminish collective efficacy”  (pg. 
418).  This connects to Bandura’s (1989) assertion that self-efficacy is “regulated by an 
interplay of self-produced and external sources of influence.”  In this case, experience 
and belief lead to a rise in collective efficacy.  The importance of collective efficacy is 
underscored by research highlighting beneficial teacher improvement reform efforts 
including opportunities for productive and sustained peer collaboration with a focus on a 
school culture characterized by high expectations, trust, and respect (Kraft and Papay, 
2014).  
Simply put, Fullan (2014) states “principals should shift from one on one teacher 
improvement to building capacity for improved instruction with the faculty” (pg. 10).  
When teachers have influence over school decisions concerning the instructional 
program, levels of perceived collective efficacy improve (Goddard, LoGerfo, and Hoy, 
2004).  Additionally, teacher improvement takes place at faster rates when teachers 
receive meaningful feedback about instruction in a collaborative environment where their 
efforts are recognized.  As a contrast to the perceived lack of collaboration within many 
forms of current teacher evaluation practices, Tuytens and Devos (2014) asserted the 
“professional approach to accountability that encompasses teacher evaluation is limited 
by its focus on the capacities of individual professionals” (pg. 526). 
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Feedback on instruction is more influential when teachers have the opportunity to 
improve within the context of the organization rather than in isolation (Kraft and Papay, 
2014).  This is reinforced by Michael Fullan’s (2014) assertion that teachers are 
motivated to improve by doing things “intrinsically meaningful to themselves and 
working with others to accomplish worthwhile goals” (pg. 7).  The aspect of collective 
efficacy extends beyond the school setting as well, as Goddard, LoGerfo, and Hoy (2004) 
found U.S. soldiers were more likely to express higher commitment to the organization’s 
efforts in work environments marked by strong senses of collective efficacy.   
Teachers with a strong sense of collective efficacy tend to approach their work 
with a sense of diligence and tenacity while persisting when confronted with challenge.  
School leaders enhance their influence on a teacher evaluation framework if they focus 
on developing the professional capacity of teachers as a group (Fullan, 2014).  Minnici 
(2014) supported this idea by appealing to school leaders to design school days around 
teacher collaboration instead of trying to make collaboration fit the school day.  Given 
this appeal, a school-day embedded collaborative setting provides teachers a setting to 
work towards achieving the aims of an evaluative framework while receiving collegial 
feedback.  Further supporting this notion, Michael Fullan (2014) stated a “purpose of 
leadership is to influence the culture of collaborative instructional work” (11).  This again 
underscores the important aspect of the context of the school and collaborative setting as 
it relates to improving teacher ability through a teacher evaluation framework, even when 
that framework comes with significant implementation challenges.   
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Implementation Challenges with New Evaluation Systems 
Time constraints.  While policy makers create an idealistic framework for 
teacher evaluation, teachers and administrators at the campus level grapple with 
implementation, even when that implementation is impractical and unrealistic (Ramirez, 
Clouse, & Davis, 2014).  Tuytens and Devos (2014), found it was most effective when an 
evaluation process allows school leaders to provide constructive feedback to teachers.  As 
a detracting factor to feedback, many evaluation procedures inundate administrators in 
procedures and paperwork overloading available time, considering the appraisal load and 
other responsibilities associated with the work of the school leader (Ramirez, Clouse & 
Davis, 2014).   
School leaders viewing a teacher evaluation framework as unreasonably time-
intensive are less likely to spend time observing and recording carefully (Kimball and 
Malanowski, 2009).  Another aspect of time complexity is the act of providing feedback 
to the teacher.  It is not unusual for school leaders to delay feedback days to weeks from 
the time of the observed lesson, essentially diluting the quality of the feedback (Hill and 
Grossman, 2013).  As an illustration of this, Ramirez, Clouse, and Davis (2014) found a 
lack of time and assistance as the biggest obstacle in effectively implementing teacher 
evaluation initiatives.  Quality teacher evaluation not only considers the nature of the 
feedback, but also the resources and time provided to both teachers and evaluators in 
order to provide timely feedback. 
Given time constraints, one aspect of feedback appearing to improve effectiveness 
despite time constraints is the brief classroom walkthrough.  Walkthroughs are defined as 
observations aligned to evaluative frameworks, but shorter in duration, such as between 
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three and ten minutes (Marshall, 2009).  Ovando and Ramirez (2007) found monitoring 
instruction through walkthroughs as a leadership action was linked to effective teaching 
and learning.  Walkthroughs allow for immediate and personal feedback after classroom 
visits (Marshall, 2009).  These walkthrough are seen as time efficient and effective, 
particularly when the feedback from walkthrough aligns to the relative complexity of the 
teacher evaluation instrument. 
Complexity of the instrument.  Michael Fullan (2014) found while teachers 
generally receive very little feedback about their work, systems that insist on appraisals 
for all teachers “place principals on a treadmill of pointless activity”  (pg. 76-77).  
Further illustrating this complicated issue, Tuytens and Devos (2014) found most 
“teacher evaluation policies are not very specific and place a high responsibility with the 
school leader to implement and conduct teacher evaluations” (pg. 523).  Because of the 
responsibility for implementation and interpretation placed on the school leader, varying 
levels of complexity develop at the campus level based on corresponding levels of 
interpretation. 
Interpretation of a teacher evaluation framework is also directly related to the 
content expertise of the school leader.  Hill and Grossman (2013) found school leader 
attention to content specific issues in classroom observation was proportional to that 
school leader’s level of knowledge in the observed content area.  Since it is impractical to 
expect school leaders to be experts in all areas, generalized criteria for evaluative 
feedback is perceived as more practical.  However, the non content-specific and broad 
manner in which evaluative criteria are written allows for more varied interpretation at 
the local level.  Hill and Grossman (2013) go so far to address this issue by 
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recommending “subject-specific observation instruments available for use in certain 
situations”  (pg. 380).  Hill and Grossman (2013) make a recommendation for “feedback 
bundles” as a district practice: 
“Based on past observations and current district priorities, district staff 
may identify a small number of skills and practices critically needed in 
classrooms and then use observations to first assess whether specific 
teachers already possess those skills and, if not, to deliver a feedback 
bundle during the lesson debrief. Such a bundle would provide a rich 
description of the desired skill or practice, perhaps through a case study or 
video clip, but it would more importantly provide practice-based resources 
for getting the work done: information on how to find the practice or skill 
within the district’s curriculum materials, names of teachers who might 
serve as resources during implementation, and connections between the 
skills and practices and state assessments” (pg.  381).” 
This suggestion highlighted the difficulty school leaders grapple with as they seek 
to apply a teacher evaluation framework to all classrooms representing a diverse 
range of content areas. 
Regardless of interpretation, confusion and complexity run as a nationwide theme 
for educators as they study how best to implement teacher evaluation frameworks.  
Schmoker (2012) admonished that training and evaluation should “focus on a severely 
limited number of crystal clear criteria, which inspire confidence and competence – not 
fear and confusion” (pg. 71).  Further, teacher evaluation has been criticized for 
“reducing the complex act of teaching to a simplistic level,” while being unable to 
describe teacher performance “in terms that are precise, clear, specific, detailed, and 
understandable” (Peterson as quoted by Kimball and Malanowski, 2009). 
Of further consideration is the applicability of the teacher evaluation framework 
across content areas.  Hill and Grossman (2013) described an aspect of a teacher 
evaluation framework as being the “grain size” of described practices.  When practices 
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are described in detail, it becomes more difficult to apply the instrument across 
disciplines as opposed to broader definitions of instructional quality.  For this reason, the 
degree of applicability for the evaluative instrument directly influences the effectiveness 
of implementation because of contextual relevance to the classroom teacher.   
 Adapting evaluation to school context.  Under conditions lacking relevance, 
well-intentioned evaluation instruments become bland routines failing to enhance the 
development and motivation of employees (Tuytens and Devos, 2014).  When 
government leaders use education as a means of rallying a supportive base concerned 
with school improvement and, thus, focus on teacher evaluation through policy, these 
efforts fall flat if resources and personnel do not provide school leaders the ability to 
apply the ideal policy to the reality of instruction.  As Ramirez, Clouse, and Davis (2014) 
found, teacher evaluation is more likely to become a ritual rather than a substantive 
process when barriers to implementation are present.  These significant details rarely 
make their way into policy, as policy-makers project the ideal and are not normally 
concerned with details of implementation. 
 When considering the ideal policy best aligning with practical details, Tuytens 
and Devos (2014) found the most effective schools used teacher evaluation as part of the 
broader school context in order to support teacher growth on a daily basis.  Chao-Sanches 
and Jacinto (2014) highlighted this idea describing administrator feedback as influencing 
teacher practices when feedback is consistent and within the structure of the school 
context.  Conversely, Ovando and Ramirez (2007) found school leaders felt the most 
effective way to implement teacher evaluation was to align instructional strategies to 
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teacher evaluation as a way to ensure compliance and improve learning across the 
campus.  
Adapting to any significant sense of change or challenge requires an adaptation of 
the cultural context of school, rather than the individual mandate of a school leader 
(Davis, Ellett, and Annunziata, 2002).  Clearly, understanding the structure, challenges, 
and aspirations of the school context has a direct impact on the successful 
implementation of a teacher evaluation system.  Further, the school expectations and 
vision guide what evaluators look for within classroom instruction (Kimball and 
Milanowski, 2009).  An effective evaluation system continues to improve student 
achievement through the cultural context of the school when “school leaders provide 
feedback on what’s effective, while teachers truly understand and accept the feedback” 
(Marshall, 2009, pg. 21).  Developing a campus mindset through vision and mission 
focused on instructional improvement is a precursor toward effective teacher evaluation 
framework implementation (DeMatthews, 2015). 
 Research on teacher motivation and evaluation appears to support this idea.  
Tuytens and Devos (2014) claimed setting high expectations, motivating others, and 
creating a safe environment are paramount to creating a positive environment, 
incorporating teacher evaluation in a more effective manner.  Firestone (2014) shared the 
idea educators must experience a level of competence and expectance (the idea that the 
behaviors or tasks will lead to intended outcome) in order to effectively adhere to an 
evaluation process.  Subsequently, teachers should feel challenged intellectually, actively 
engaged in collaborative settings, reinforced in learning, and provided multiple 
opportunities to solve their own problems (Firestone, 2014).  Through growing the 
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capacity of teachers with an evaluative process, teachers are more likely to be retained 
due to overall effectiveness.   
 Evaluation as a dismissal mechanism.  School leaders are also tasked with 
remediating or removing lower performing teachers from schools (Painter, 2000).  Recent 
evaluation policy intends to simultaneously improve the ability of teachers while 
dismissing teachers seemingly unable to adequately serve students (Borris, 2014).  
Firestone (2014) believed there was significant evidence demonstrating a relatively small 
percentage of teachers were severely underperforming, with a particularly higher 
concentration in America’s most disadvantaged schools. This issue of teacher quality is 
superimposed onto the entire teaching profession, an issue rising to the forefront for 
states and districts seeking to fulfill legislative mandates while advancing accountability 
standards.   
Policy sets the expectation of a quality teacher for both the teachers directly 
working with student and district administrators tasked with key personnel decisions.  
The administrator is additionally tasked with providing procedural due process by 
adhering to proper timelines and employee notices as well as substantive due process by 
providing a process perceived as fair (Matula, 2011).  A strong legal consideration is that 
of providing adequate notice, as courts have reversed dismissal decisions when districts 
have failed to provide adequate notice.  This includes both the notice of evaluation 
standards and expectations as well as any shortcomings in performance (Desander, 2000).   
Given this mindset, teacher evaluation not only includes feedback to improve, but 
allows district and school leadership to compile evidence related to retention and 
dismissal decisions.  This is often not the true intent of evaluative frameworks and the 
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trainings associated with those frameworks.  Ovando and Ramirez (2007) found school 
leaders “expressed certain discomfort when faced with the need to apply (a teacher 
evaluation) system to terminate” classroom teachers (pg. 101).  Researcher Michael 
Fullan reinforced this idea by describing teacher evaluation as an enormous system 
imposed on one hundred percent of the teaching workforce in order to identify the five to 
seven percent of teachers incapable of serving students (Borris, 2014).   
  For school districts, a mechanism of teacher evaluation is to provide a clearer and 
more decisive route to dismissing ineffective teachers than previously available in earlier 
personnel laws.  In schools and school districts, the inability to dismiss ineffective 
teachers is normally tied to legal and human resource rules, providing multiple levels of 
protection to every employee regardless of teaching ability.  While it may be assumed 
that a “well structured” legal system would render the dismissal of problematic teachers 
as an unproblematic process, that has not proved true in today’s school human resource 
system (Painter, 2000, pg. 370).  Rather than attempt to dismantle or reform that system, 
policy aimed at teacher evaluation allows a relative circumvention of legal protection by 
directly connecting employment decisions to measured performance in the classroom 
(Ramirez, Clouse, and Davis, 2014).  A research study by Hazi (2014) found this 
approach is resulting in litigation proceedings in eight states across the country, with one 
state (Florida) actually seeing a teacher advocacy group filing lawsuit against the State 
Superintendent.  Further, research finds that non-tenured (probationary) teachers are 
among the first targeted for dismissal since they have “no established Fourteenth 
Amendment property interests” (Hazi, 2014, pg. 135).   
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 A downside of this dynamic is the potential for an evaluation system to cause 
teachers’ compliance with rules and standards instead of focusing on genuine teacher 
learning and development (Tuytens and Devos, 2014).  In this case, evaluation is 
perceived as a poorly calibrated personnel dismissal mechanism instead of a tool intended 
to grow and improve (Darling-Hammond, et. al,  2012).  Hazi (2014) reinforced this 
mindset when she found that problems typically arise with evaluation when there are 
questions of validity, multiple measures, and policy vagueness.  While the intent of 
policy may be rooted in authentic need, it is difficult to frame it as a tool enhancing the 
teaching profession as opposed to a threat to the livelihood of teachers.  Schmoker (2012) 
reinforced this idea when he asked if evaluation built to serve as a dismissal mechanism 
is displacing “much higher priorities that would guarantee a better education for all, such 
as furnishing a decent, coherent curriculum” (pg. 71).  Ultimately, evaluation is used as a 
dismissal mechanism as a means to improve student learning accountability standards.  
Evaluation as an accountability tool.  Teacher evaluations are a tool of choice 
for increasing accountability (Johnson, 1999).  Kelly and Orris (2011) found that 
policymakers intend to hold educators to a professional standard for student educational 
success or failure. While policymakers see success on the state exam as the ultimate 
measuring stick of educational quality, it is uncertain whether all other stakeholders share 
that view.  Firestone (2014) found test-based rewards focus on core subjects, while the 
general public expects students to master several other subjects and develop the mental 
capacity to solve problems difficult to measure through a standardized test.  This 
dissonance contributes to varied perceptions on what makes a quality evaluation 
framework, potentially leading to a sense of overwhelming expectations.   
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Workload considerations.  Emotional exhaustion refers to feelings of being 
emotionally overextended and depleted of one’s emotional resources (Brouwers and 
Tomic, 2000).  According to Skallvik and Skallvik (2010), the greatest source of 
emotional exhaustion is teacher perception of overwhelming expectations, having to 
prepare for teaching in hours beyond the school day, and the feeling of no flexible time 
during the actual school day.  Conversely, Minnici (2014) found the effective 
implementation of teacher evaluation is a process requiring a commitment of time.  A 
challenge for school leaders is to allot time to honor the teacher evaluation process while 
guarding against emotional exhaustion.  As it relates to self-efficacy of teachers, 
emotional exhaustion is linked to lowered feelings of self-efficacy (Skallvik and Skallvik, 
2010).   
The resulting perception of poor working conditions may impede efforts by 
teachers to improve practice and promote turnover (Kraft and Papey, 2014).  An 
evaluation instrument tightly focused on a small number of clear student achievement 
standards further enhances teacher job satisfaction, promotes retention, and improves 
student achievement (Schmoker, 2012).  Bolman and Deal’s (2013) symbolic frame of 
leadership is marked by the leader’s ability to appropriately send direct and indirect 
messages about the values of the organization, while directing attention and energy to 
practices reflecting those values.  Essentially, the challenge for school leaders seeking to 
effectively implement a new teacher evaluation framework is to provide a “high demand, 
high support” environment to simultaneously help teacher understand new learning 
standards while receiving feedback and learning opportunities to develop new skills (Hill 
and Grossman, 2013, pg. 382). 
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Evaluation, depersonalization, and self-efficacy.  An essential key to Bolman 
and Deal’s (2013) political frame is the quality of relationships to stakeholders at all 
levels of the organizational hierarchy.  Skallvik and Skallvik (2010) found in their 
research that a source of lower self-efficacy was depersonalization related to strained 
relationships.  Depersonalization is a concept referring to a negative, callous, or apathetic 
response towards students and stakeholders (Brouwers and Tomic, 2000).   
Depersonalization in schools is most strongly related to poor teacher relations 
with parents.  School leaders earn positive self-efficacy dividends with teachers by 
spending time clearly articulating methods and practices to approach parents and parental 
conflicts in a productive and problem-solving manner.  As found by Brill and McCartney 
(2008), relationships with parents and the community can impact teacher attrition more 
than pay or facility quality.  The ability of a teacher evaluation process to reward and 
measure the ability of staff to develop positive relationships with community and parent 
stakeholders pays dividends in terms of job satisfaction, retention, self-efficacy, and 
ultimately student performance (Brill and McCartney, 2008).  In this sense, teacher 
evaluation promotes positive relations with stakeholders by setting clear expectations.   
Within schools, a basic form of clear expectations is within the practices of 
classroom management or school discipline.  Brouwers and Tomic (2000) found teachers 
who saw themselves as less competent in this domain were more likely to suffer lower 
perceptions of self-efficacy.  Given this aspect of self-efficacy strain, it is important for 
the teacher evaluation process to provide clear expectations for campus discipline 
management.  This is particularly true for teachers in their novice years of experience, as 
classroom management has a longitudinal effect on depersonalization and emotional 
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exhaustion (Brouwers and Tomic, 2000).  Brill and McCartney (2008) emphasized this 
point by highlighting studies supporting the idea that student behavior is a variable 
leading to teacher attrition. 
 Disagreements on teacher evaluation format.  The topic of teacher evaluation 
elicits emotions because teachers develop self-esteem and self-fulfillment through their 
job, given the complexity of the task and the time commitment required in teaching 
(Tuytens and Devos, 2014).  These emotions factor into decision-making and serve as an 
obstacle to the implementation of teacher evaluation.  Further, it is difficult to build a 
strong sense of consensus on what makes a quality teacher because of the widely varied 
opinions over good pedagogy and how the teacher might demonstrate effectiveness in the 
classroom (Walshaw and Savell, 2001). 
The American Federation of Teachers (AFT), a special interest group advocating 
for teachers, stated politicians are driven by the idea that you can “fire your way to better 
schools.”  However, the AFT advocated for clear goals and the accomplishment of 
learning objectives, while simultaneously advocating for local control and decision-
making in the teacher evaluation process (American Federation of Teachers, 2009).  The 
American Federation of Teachers (2009) believed policymakers should advocate for an 
evaluation approach supporting professional development, while simultaneously 
providing teachers the supplies, time, and autonomy necessary to turn a good teacher 
workforce into a great teacher workforce.  The design of a teacher evaluation framework 
is critical to the success of the educator workforce.  Hill and Grossman (2013) reinforced 
this idea by stating, “feedback from observations should be accurate and usable” in order 
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to help teachers feel they have the reasonable capacity to improve under the evaluation 
framework (pg. 372).   
Local control considerations.  Teacher special interest groups see teacher 
evaluation as an important part of public education reform nationally.  Yet, teacher 
groups also see the need to include parent and teacher input in order to attain the common 
goal of an improved education for student (Lynn, 2013).  Minnici (2014) asserted that 
teacher engagement in the creation of a teacher evaluation framework should be broad 
and deep in order to be effective.  Teacher involvement in rubric development enhances 
the aspect of buy-in, but also potentially decreases skepticism towards teacher evaluation 
practice while, and enhances the quality and depth of implementation (Tuytens and 
Devos, 2014).  The difficulty for policymakers is the obvious variation from local context 
to local context and the resulting inability to establish clear expectations for evaluation at 
the statewide level. 
A pilot study in Austin, Texas found positive reactions when teachers and 
principals worked together to design student learning objectives, serving as the platform 
for teacher evaluations (American Federation of Teachers, 2009).  This study showed 
stronger recruitment and retention at high needs schools and a richer dialogue between 
teachers and administrators on pedagogy within the context of a teacher evaluation 
framework.  However, politicians and policy-makers hesitate to distribute this type of 
local control to individual schools and school districts.  Local creativity for improving 
teacher practice runs the risk of depending too much on the skills of local leaders to adapt 
an espoused policy and expectation to their local context  (Tuytens and Devos, 2014). 
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 Despite conflict, teacher special interest groups across the spectrum see teacher 
evaluations as an important part of measuring teacher quality and see clear reasons to part 
ways with the current teacher evaluation systems (Lynn, 2013).  Sledge and Pazey (2013) 
cited findings that teachers reported “poor performers are typically ignored and effective 
teachers go unrecognized” (pg. 232), regardless of the current evaluation framework.  
Many evaluation systems neglect measures of instructional quality and student learning 
in a more direct and serious way.  Lynn (2013) emphasized this by highlighting 
evaluation rubric items that value outdated practices and student compliance to classroom 
conduct expectations. 
 Chao-Sanches and Jacinto (2014) asserted teachers uninvolved in this 
collaboration tend to view evaluation as another form of work intensification.  Instead of 
being seen as a tool to develop and strengthen the profession, it is viewed by teacher 
groups as making the challenging task of educating students even more challenging.  
Teacher evaluation has the potential to be a strong experience for teachers or one that 
represents a “threatening control tool” (Tuytens and Devos, 2010).  As another alternative 
to this posed dichotomy, evaluation can also be no more than a formal procedure with 
minimal impact on school practice.  A variable influencing the perception of evaluation is 
the influence of leadership. 
Leadership Considerations for Teacher Evaluation 
The school leader’s influence.  Leadership plays an important role in the 
successful implementation of any educational initiative into the existing school culture.  
Leaders are already required to be strong instructional leaders who interact with staff 
about instructional issues (Tuytens and Devos, 2014).  In a study of urban teacher 
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retention, Olson and Anderson (2007) found teachers committed to the profession were 
likely to leave their school largely because of the administrative approach to leadership 
and culture.  When studying teacher attrition, major factors influencing attrition included 
a lack of administrative support and a misaligned philosophy of teaching and learning 
between teachers and school leadership (Olson and Anderson, 2007).  The most 
successful school leaders implement change such as a new teacher evaluation framework 
when employing effective organizational strategies to collaboratively mobilize teachers 
while capitalizing on existing feelings of trust. (Tuytens and Devos, 2014). 
Through the implementation of a teacher evaluation framework, these factors 
become significant through the context of leadership behavior, attention, and decision-
making.  Regardless of the teacher evaluation framework, the influence of the principal 
shapes the teaching staff’s perception of practicality (Tuytens and Devos, 2014).  The 
manner in which the principal determines their role as a teacher evaluator and how they 
approach the task of evaluation influences the process of teacher evaluation (Rigby, 
2015).  As an illustration of this, Rigby (2015) found school leaders that see teaching as 
labor tend to see teaching as the fulfillment of a specific set of checklist practices, while 
school leaders that see teaching as an art form are less likely to focus on specific practices 
and more likely to collect holistic evidence. 
Clearly, leadership’s approach to teacher evaluation has a profound impact on the 
implementation of a teacher evaluation framework.  Fullan (2014) found leadership 
influences student learning when it is targeted at improving instruction within the context 
of strong working relationships.  School leaders, such as the principal, serve a crucial role 
in supporting the growth of teachers by serving as instructional leaders who provide 
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targeted feedback and facilitate opportunities for teachers to reflect on their practice 
(Kraft and Papey, 2014).  This is directly related to the school leader’s ability to grasp the 
evaluation framework as a tool.  Derrington and Campbell (2015) found leaders more 
familiar with the process of an evaluation system implement it more effectively with 
teachers. 
Similarly, Davis, Ellen, and Annunziata (2002) found that two predominant 
modes of leadership influence with new teacher evaluations frameworks was either the 
“knight in shining armor” or “small jazz combo” approach.  The “knight in shining 
armor” was most likely to see change through teacher evaluation as a threat to teachers 
and used the role of leadership to protect teachers from the instrument and process.  The 
leader employing the more effective “small jazz combo” approach was likely to introduce 
the change to peers from a collaborative and problem solving perspective.  The small jazz 
combo approach included “collaborative group engagement, opportunities for discussion, 
definition of processes, greater coherence, strong relationships, and increased collective 
efficacy” (Davis, Ellen, & Annunziata, 2002).  Through this contrast in leadership style, 
it is evident to see the potential contrast in the implementation and effectiveness of the 
teacher evaluation framework.   
Leadership strongly influences the manner in which teacher evaluation is 
perceived, and as Tuytens and Devos (2010) found, “even if the quality of a teacher 
evaluation system is outstanding, it has little meaning if the principal is unsupportive” 
(pg. 522).  The process and tools used for teacher evaluation symbolizes certain ideas and 
values.  All of these play vital roles for the school leader in defining the overall culture of 
the organization.  The inability to grasp and evaluate these symbols in an intentional 
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manner runs the risk of distorting the meaning created by teachers within the 
organization.  As Papey and Kraft (2015) found, teacher evaluation as a source of 
meaningful feedback is a strong factor in establishing a supportive environment more 
likely to retain teachers despite other challenges.   
Goal Development.  According to Brill and McCartney (2008), a strong 
collaborative school culture stressing support and involvement in decision-making 
improves teacher self-efficacy, effectiveness, and ultimately teacher retention factors.  
The ability to involve teachers in goal development and evaluative self-assessment sends 
a symbolic message to teachers of their value and their ability to control the factors that 
impact their work.  As related to self-efficacy, Yost (2006) stated it is not enough to 
merely increase feelings of worth, but the focus should be on raising competence and 
confidence primarily through successful experiences.   
Given this perspective, it is important to help outline and model specific aspects 
of valued and measured teacher performance when developing goals.  Additionally, it is 
equally important to provide feedback specifically related to pre-determined aspects of 
teacher effectiveness in order to help teachers work towards clear targets for student and 
classroom performance.  Clear targets facilitate the creation of goals and standards 
attainable by all staff members, regardless of the students they are tasked with serving.  
Juxtaposed with this concept, the Texas Teacher Evaluation and Support System applies 
to all teachers despite context, reflective of the inability to distinguish between unique 
roles such as special education teachers (Sledge and Pazey, 2013).   
Fostering autonomy.  Another important aspect of promoting teacher self-
efficacy is the concept of autonomy.  As leaders collaboratively mold the social 
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architecture of an organization, the level of autonomy teachers feel can be smothered 
under top-down management or allowed to bloom through individual decision-making.  
Skallvik and Skallvik (2010) found teacher autonomy directly related to job satisfaction.  
Job satisfaction improves a sense of resilience, thus indirectly impacting self-efficacy in 
times of challenge. However, an effective teacher evaluation process does not allow team 
members to perform in an autonomous manner without specifically impacting the goals 
of the organization (Kanold, 2011). 
Connecting to the context of school.  A sense of belonging and connectedness to 
the functions of the school as an organization are also essential to fostering positive 
feelings of self-efficacy among teachers.  An evaluation system is an essential link 
between teachers and the collaborative goals of the organization.  Teacher evaluation is 
criticized as a mere compliance measure when contrasted against the more influential 
strategies of creating a vision, decision making, and creating a culture conductive to 
student learning (Murphy as quoted by Rigby, 2015).  Friedman and Kass (2002) found 
school climate, principal behavior, sense of community among staff, and school decision-
making influence an individual teacher’s sense of professional efficacy.  Within Bolman 
and Deal’s (2013) human resources frame of leadership is the concept of employee 
empowerment as well as aspects of organizational democracy.  Essentially, teachers are 
interdependent agents in the organization, and their success is dependent on strong 
working relationships and processes in order to develop interconnectedness throughout 
the organization. 
Friedman and Kass (2002) offered a broader definition of teacher self-efficacy as 
not only including the ability to help students learn, but also to perform “organizational 
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tasks, become part of the organization and its political and social processes.”  As 
Gruenert and Whitaker (2014) stated, “Even brand-new schools have a culture in place, 
made up of the values and beliefs that staff members bring with them.”  Given this 
definition, a function of leadership as a human resources function within the evaluative 
process, is to not only select staff, but also find a manner in which each teacher can 
function and interdependently thrive in the new organization (Bolman and Deal, 2013).  
Teachers have historically held formal and informal roles beyond their basic job 
description, including those of teaching partner, information provider, action researcher, 
mentor, and consultant (Ovando, 2001).  These roles specifically speak to performance 
and involvement beyond the classroom.  
Teacher Self-reflection.  The structural aspect of teacher evaluation enhances a 
sense of interconnectedness by formalizing the process and decision-making for all 
members.  According to Yost (2006), self-reflection is an influential variable impacting 
teacher self-efficacy.  Intentionally creating systems and methods for reflection are 
essential to developing strong feelings of confidence and competence as related to a 
teacher’s ability to build their own capacity (Ovando, 2001).  Unfortunately, schools in 
general “follow a factory model of leadership whereby teachers are not encouraged to 
think reflectively (Darling-Hammond as quoted by Davis, Ellett, & Annunziata, 2002).  
Following this logic, it is important for an evaluative process to develop these systems 
through two strategies:  creating the time and the process, while also developing 
individuals as leaders, coaches, and facilitators to foster the reflective process.   
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Conceptual Framework   
The conceptual framework used to study how leadership influences a new teacher 
evaluation system was determined through an application of grounded theory case study 
methodology.  Under grounded theory methodology, concepts out of which theory is 
constructed are not identified prior to research and are drawn from data collection 
(Corbin and Strauss, 2015), while using frameworks related to the goals of the study as 
an initial perspective.  One aspect of this research that provided a foundational starting 
point to examine the influence of leadership on a new teacher evaluation framework is 
social cognitive theory.   
Within social cognitive theory, Albert Bandura (Bandura as quoted by Gavora, 
2010) defined self-efficacy as the “belief in one’s own abilities to organize and execute a 
certain task” (pg. 18).  An application of self-efficacy is the concept of teacher self-
efficacy, defined as the teacher’s “personal belief in their ability to plan instruction and 
accomplish instructional objectives” (Gavora, 2010, pg. 18).  The aspect of teacher self-
efficacy is particularly important in the face of challenging circumstances and student 
underachievement.  This research study used the framework of social cognitive theory as 
an initial foundational lens to examine school leadership practices and teacher perception 
within the context of the implementation of a new teacher evaluation system.   
However, as data was collected and analyzed, grounded theory case study design 
was applied in order to help yield a new theory towards best explaining leadership 
behaviors that influenced the implementation of this new teacher evaluation.  Grounded 
theory is a form of qualitative research allowing for the identification of general concepts 
while offering new insights into the experiences described in a study (Corbin and Strauss, 
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2015).  This approach allowed for a more comprehensive look at the experience of 
leadership implementation of a teacher evaluation framework through the lens of self-
efficacy. 
Discussion 
The review of literature illuminated the complexity and challenge of effectively 
implementing a teacher evaluation framework in a manner that improves teacher self-
efficacy, and ultimately, student achievement.  Political policy influencing teacher 
evaluation is growing to a climax in America.  While educators generally value 
constructive feedback and professional development to improve teaching as a craft, new 
influences on teacher evaluation appear to create strain between the reality of working in 
a school, with the need to adjust expectations to meet new and potentially more rigorous 
learning standards.  Through this strain we continue to create policy; pushing schools to 
best serve students.   
Teaching, as a profession, is largely spent in isolation with few opportunities to 
collaborate.  Although the recent decade has seen a rise in the concept of professional 
learning communities as a collaborative mechanism, teacher evaluation is typically seen 
as solely dependent on the interaction between the individual teacher and the supervising 
administrator (Kanold, 2011).  By providing guidelines through an evaluation process for 
peer-coaching and team-based goal setting, teachers are placed in situations where they 
interdependently work towards goals, simultaneously based on individual and team 
needs.  These are all conditions the school leader calibrates, among the other pressing 
needs of school leadership (Painter, 2000). 
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Self-efficacy is best fostered when a teacher work force finds a strong degree of 
confidence and competence in their own ability, which is cultivated in a positive and 
supportive environment (Yost, 2006).  Leadership and evaluation practices establish this 
type of environment by lending themselves towards teacher specific feedback, while 
helping the individual develop the skills to become self-reflective of their own practice.  
Dependent on the teacher’s stage of career, school leaders need to find specific ways to 
promote this positive and supportive environment, tailored to the specific growth needs 
of the developing teacher (Marshall, 2009).  Essentially, teacher efficacy encompasses 
two basic aspects.  These include working with students within the classroom and being a 
member of the school as an organization, both aspects of which a school leader heavily 
influences (Friedman and Kass, 2002).  A school leader with a clear vision for both, 
linked to performance expectations, improves teacher perception about a teacher 
evaluation framework (Tuytens and Devos, 2014). 
 Within the symbolic frame of leadership, Bolman and Deal (2013) describe 
evaluation as a form of theater.  Incorporating an evaluative conference both before and 
after formal evaluation is an opportunity for the organization to show it takes goals 
seriously, while providing opportunities to affirm individuals for their progress.  
Evaluation also provides the opportunity for the organization to show it is serious about 
metrics of quality and publicly espoused goals.  For that reason, teacher evaluation is not 
a practice to be left wide open to the desires and wants of the school community.  Rather, 
it is most effective by being outlined by leadership/management and adjusted to the needs 
of teachers through input from actual teachers and other campus level personnel.   
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School leadership should provide the training and structure necessary to allow 
adequate reflection and process time for the evaluated educator.  School leadership 
should also use their position, words, and actions to best help teaching staff incorporate 
teacher evaluation in a manner that minimizes work overload and depersonalization while 
maximizing autonomy and connection to the school culture (Skallvik and Skallvik, 
2010).  Further, school leaders are charged with the task of providing meaningful 
feedback to teachers across multiple disciplines while maintaining a supportive culture 
best fostering teacher growth and student achievement. 
Helping teachers view an evaluation framework within the context of the existing 
school culture is another task of school leadership.  Given the cornucopia of values 
brought to a new school, certain aspects of culture must be taught, adjusted, and 
cultivated.  This includes skills to build relationships as well as the ability to deal with 
difficult professional and social situations.  Equally linked to the political and structural 
frame, it is important to model the process to resolve formal and informal conflict while 
maintaining a focus on the organization’s mission (Kanold, 2011).  Under the lens of the 
human resources frame of leadership (Bolman and Deal, 2013), the ability to function 
well in the organization, feel a sense of belonging, and accomplish attainable goals for 
success, the educator cultivates positive self-efficacy. 
By engaging educators as a special interest group and stakeholder, policy-makers 
can tailor evaluation structures to fit the reality of working in a school.  Just as leaders are 
more effective helping staff advance the school’s mission, politicians interested in 
improving schools can improve our schools by helping understand the individual needs of 
school districts and adapting instruments to fit the specific school context.  As an 
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example, Ramirez, Clouse, and Davis (2014) found a lack of time and assistance is the 
biggest obstacle in effectively implementing teacher evaluation initiatives.   
Further, school leaders see a need for more autonomy to spend time on 
evaluation, since novice teachers typically get short-changed because administrators are 
tasked with evaluating already effective teachers (Ramirez, Clouse, and Davis, 2014).  
Policy changes allowing for this type of administrator discretion are subtle changes, 
significantly improving the implementation and buy-in of a teacher evaluation protocol.  
By providing a systematic approach towards professional development, time, and support 
for teachers, the potential effectiveness of a teacher evaluation framework 
implementation effort is enhanced. 
An effective teacher evaluation tool and process allows members of the 
organization to engage in work directly impacting the success of students, instead of 
redistributing teacher time and effort to processes and practices leading to emotional 
exhaustion, fatigue, and the resulting impact of lowered self-efficacy.  Additionally, 
evaluation itself is a symbol.  The very act and process of teacher evaluation is symbolic 
towards the goals of the organization and how seriously the organization takes its work 
(Bolman and Deal, 2013).  What school leadership chooses to emphasize in regards to 
teacher evaluation sends a signal to teachers about what is valued by the organization, as 
does the elements of teacher evaluation school leaders choose not to emphasize.   
Conclusion 
The discourse on teacher quality and classroom excellence is largely driven by 
legislative mandate and policy.  At this critical point in educational improvement in 
Texas, it is essential to examine the process of teacher evaluation and analyze the 
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influence of leadership on the implementation of a teacher evaluation system as it relates 
to teacher self-efficacy and student achievement.  Teachers are three times more likely to 
leave challenging work environments than supportive work environments and a 
significant factor in establishing a supportive work environment is a fair teacher 
evaluation system with meaningful feedback (Kraft and Papey, 2014). 
District and campus leadership is faced with the challenge of negotiating multiple 
meanings associated with teacher evaluation.  As discussed within this chapter, teacher 
evaluation is variably associated dismissal recommendations, accountability, as well as 
defining what is valued about classroom instruction.  A teacher evaluation framework 
also has the potential to influence the school context, teacher collaborative efforts, and 
self-efficacy dependent on the manner in which school leaders apply the framework with 
a teacher staff. 
The extent to which leadership influences the implementation of a teacher 
evaluation framework directly influences self-efficacy.  While the concept of self-
efficacy has implications for teacher recruitment and retention, a worthy topic in itself for 
school leaders, it is paramount to consider the impact on student achievement, as that is 
the essential function of organizational effectiveness within schools.  The extent to which 
leadership influences teacher evaluation has serious implications for teacher self-efficacy 
and subsequent issues of student achievement and teacher retention. 
As a conceptual framework, social-cognitive theory provides a solid foundation 
towards the function of teacher evaluation as a framework for improving instruction 
through teacher effectiveness.  However, social-cognitive theory did not encompass the 
needs of this research as I attempted to explain the influence of campus and district 
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leadership over the implementation of a teacher evaluation framework.  As well, 
leadership practices were examined to determine how campus and district leadership 
handled challenging aspects of the teacher evaluation framework and how these 
behaviors influence teacher feelings of self-efficacy.  For that reason, the application of 
grounded theory within a qualitative case study was used to yield more information about 
this phenomenon and how meaning was formed around it. 
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CHAPTER THREE:  METHODOLOGY 
The purpose of this chapter is to detail the research methods, procedures, and 
design employed by this study.  The research methods are preceded by the purpose of this 
study and research questions.  This chapter outlines the nature of a case study 
methodology, the method of data collection, procedures, positionality, and strategies to 
enhance trustworthiness. 
Purpose of The Study and Research Questions   
 How do school leader behaviors and actions influence teacher perceptions of self-
efficacy within the implementation context of a new teacher evaluation framework?  The 
purpose of this qualitative grounded theory case study was to understand and explain how 
leadership actions and behaviors influence the implementation of the Texas Teacher 
Evaluation and Support System (TTESS).  One goal of this study was to explain how 
leadership influenced teacher perceptions of self-efficacy, as it related to the context of 
the TTESS.  An additional goal was to help explain how certain leadership behaviors 
influenced the implementation of this new teacher evaluation framework.  The following 
research questions were used to guide the study: 
1. To what extent do school leader behaviors and actions influence teachers’ 
feelings of self-efficacy within the context of TTESS?  
2. How do school leader behaviors and actions influence teacher perceptions of 
the TTESS framework implementation? 
Research Methods 
Epistemology.  For the purposes of this study, the epistemological stance of 
constructivism was used.  Maxwell (2013) described epistemological constructivism as 
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an understanding of an experience as “inevitably our construction, rather than a purely 
objective perception of reality, and no such construction can claim absolute truth” (pg. 
43).  Given this description, the reality constructed by teachers of leadership influences 
within the context of a teacher evaluation system was seen as a study in perspective 
rather than an objective perception of reality.  As a contrasting example, this approach 
was more salient than the opposing approach of positivism that seeks to define an 
absolute truth or reality.  This was because of the ability to describe an 
experience/phenomenon from the perspective of the individuals within the experience.   
Theoretical perspective.  The theoretical perspective utilized for the purposes of 
this study is interpretivism.  Crotty (1998) defines interpretivism as understanding and 
explaining reality through “culturally derived and historically situated interpretations of 
the social life-world” (pg. 67).  Given this perspective, I greater understood the context of 
teachers and leaders within the context of working with a new teacher evaluation 
framework.  Teachers and school leaders had the experience of working with previous 
evaluation frameworks, while the culture of teachers and school leaders created a unique 
perspective on how leadership practices influence teacher evaluation. 
Case study methodology.  A qualitative grounded theory case study 
methodology was utilized in order to better understand the influence of leadership on 
teacher evaluation as it relates to self-efficacy.  Corbin and Strauss (2015) described 
qualitative research as most appropriate for those interested in seeking how participants 
form meaning, as well as researching areas not widely researched.  Stake (1995) 
described case study as an intensive description and analysis of a phenomenon or social 
unit such as an individual, group, institution or community.  By concentrating upon a 
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single phenomenon or entity, this approach sought an in-depth understanding of a 
phenomenon or social unit.   Yin (2014) described a case study as being particularly 
relevant when research seeks to understand how or why a social phenomena works 
instead of understanding what is behind a social phenomena.  A case study was most 
appropriate since the intent of this research was to examine how leadership and 
leadership practices influence the effectiveness of a teacher evaluation system.   
Further, Yin explained that a case study is best when studying contemporary 
events that cannot be manipulated (2014).  The aspect of a case study set apart from a 
historical perspective is the direct observation of the experience/phenomenon as well as 
interviews of the people involved in the experience. Following the guidelines explained 
by Yin (2014), this study appropriately involved interviews school leaders and teachers, 
as well as document collection. 
Sampling method.  Yin (2014) explained that a holistic approach is advantageous 
when a relevant theory lends itself to being studied across subunits (such as school 
districts).  However, a holistic approach avoids the study of findings in specific details in 
order to help reveal pertinent thematic insights for the researchers.  For this reason, I 
primarily focused on teachers and administrators located within two high schools in the 
same Texas school district encountering their first year for implementation of a new 
teacher appraisal instrument during the 2015-16 school year.  The aspect of the first year 
of implementation gave teachers and school leaders interviewed a context that highlights 
leadership decision-making as they experienced a new framework.  I used a mixed 
sampling method, using purposive sampling to interview ten teachers and nine school 
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leaders within North Texas school district.  Initially, teachers were intentionally selected 
to represent both core area classrooms, as well as special education classes.   
Maxwell (2013) described purposeful sampling as selecting persons, activities, 
and settings to “deliberately provide information that is particularly relevant to questions 
and goals” of a study (pg. 97).  In order to achieve maximum variation, teachers were 
selected based on their years of experience (0-6 years, 7+ years) as well as educational 
program (regular education and special education).  Gender, sociocultural, and ethnic 
variation were utilized in the selection process.  The selection process involved both a 
purposeful and snowball selection method. 
Procedures 
Institutional Approval.  Appropriate steps were followed to protect the rights, 
privacy, and welfare of participants.  As the principal researcher, I applied for review and 
approval from the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at The University of Texas at Austin.  
The researcher contacted the selected participants and completed all necessary forms 
required to conduct external research while following the specific research protocol 
described on the IRB approved forms. 
Interviews.  Once IRB approval was granted to conduct research, the researcher 
solicited interviews from study participants by first attaining the approval of the campus 
principals.  To facilitate the interview process, the researcher met with participants in 
their respective offices and classrooms.  All interviews were tape recorded and 
transcribed.  The researcher had an opportunity to deeply interact with participants based 
on the setting of the participant’s choice and the researcher’s ability to meet during the 
most convenient time for the participant. 
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Sources of Data 
Interviews were conducted face to face.  However, as interviews were conducted 
among school leaders and teachers, I used snowball sampling to gain additional insights 
from campus and district personnel.  Snowball sampling is described as the researcher 
choosing a participant and asking that participant for additional participants that meet the 
needs of the research (Creswell, 2009).  Snowball sampling was particularly effective in 
order to provide confirmatory data based on initial purposive sampling data.  Semi-
structured format were used in the interviews.  This allowed the researcher to ask follow 
up questions and questions to clarify issues that come up in the course of an interview.  
Follow up interviews were conducted after analyzing the initial interviews in order to 
engage in theoretical sampling based on emergent themes from initial interviews (Jones 
and Alony, 2011).  Interview protocols were used in the course of conducting interviews.  
They were only used as a guide.  Rapport with interviewees was established prior to 
starting the interview.  Interviewees were assured of the confidentiality and anonymity of 
the data collected from the interviews. 
In addition to interviews, documents were collected to help provide confirmatory 
data from teacher and school leader interviews.  Among documents collected for the 
purposes of this study will be the actual teacher evaluation rubric, forms created by 
districts to apply the teacher evaluation framework, and written feedback from teachers 
and administrators trained and certified on the process of TTESS.  Public documents, 
such as minutes and transcriptions from teacher and administrator meetings were 
collected for data purposes as well.  Finally, qualitative/naturalistic observations of 
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school leader planning meetings for the purpose of effectively implementing TTESS 
were collected and coded as well. 
Data Analysis.  Following the constant comparison strategy of Grounded Theory, 
data was analyzed throughout the data collection process. Data was broken down into 
separate excerpts, analyzed and coded into the online program NVIVO using an open 
coding process.  Interview transcripts were coded using open coding procedures.  Codes 
from interview transcripts were further analyzed to develop categories and draw themes 
from the categories related to teacher perceptions of self-efficacy as well as their 
perceptions of leadership decision-making and application of the new teacher evaluation 
framework, Texas Teacher Evaluation and Support System (TTESS).  Coded data used 
for data analysis and findings purposes was linked to specific school leader and teacher 
actions and behaviors, not to identifiable individual leaders. 
To help identify themes within grounded theory, a process of constant comparison 
was used to identify patterns and similarities (Corbin and Strauss, 2015).  Open coding 
was used, and when completed, axial coding was applied in order to develop 
relationships between categories to develop a concept map (Corbin and Strauss, 2015).  
Information that potentially identified participants was assigned codes to ensure 
participants were non-identifiable.  Follow-up interviews took place for theoretical 
sampling after the identification of emergent themes.  Data obtained was kept in private 
and locked files.  As themes emerged from the data collection and analysis, follow-up or 
secondary interviews became necessary to help triangulate meaning emerging from initial 
data collection. 
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Strengths of Methods.  As a methodology, case study was advantageous because 
it allowed the ability to study an experience or phenomena in-depth instead of the unique 
perspective of individuals within the experience/phenomenon.  Since the research study 
was centered on the aspect of leadership as it interacts with a teacher evaluation 
framework, a case study was more appropriate than other methods because it allows the 
researcher to understand (answer) “how” this happens instead of merely describing or 
understand “what” is happening.  As well, case study allowed for investigation into 
phenomenon in its context, while the boundary between leadership behavior and this 
teacher evaluation framework is not fully understood or evident (Yin, 2014). 
 Creswell (2009) stated observations allows the researcher to have a “first hand 
experience” with individuals in the study, allows the researcher to “record information as 
it occurs,” document unusual aspects of the observation only noticeable when present, 
and help “explore useful topics difficult for participants to discuss”  (pg. 179).  Given the 
lack of experience with this significantly different evaluation framework, observations 
allowed insights to be observed. 
 Further, interviews with teachers and school leaders allowed for the researcher to 
attain information from experiences when observations were not possible or practical.  As 
a certified TTESS appraiser, many details shared by participants made sense because of 
past experiences from TTESS observations.  Participants provided social and cultural 
context of teacher evaluation through their responses, further adding to depth of follow-
up probing questions (Creswell, 2009).  Lastly, this allowed the researcher to tightly 
control questions as to give specific focus to the goals of the research. 
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 Documents enabled me to attain the language used by school leaders as they 
apply the teacher evaluation framework to teacher observations.  Documents also allowed 
me to obtain information without inconveniently intruding on the time and attention of 
the participant.  Further, when participants became aware of the aims of a study, 
documents tended to focus on providing direct data towards the research questions 
(Creswell, 2009). 
Trustworthiness and Quality   
Several strategies were used to promote trustworthiness.  These included the 
triangulated use of semi-structured interviews, reflective electronic journals, document 
analysis, and field notes.  Further, the use of participant checks were used after each 
interview to establish that recorded data aligned to the intended meaning from 
participants.  Data gathered from observations were to the trustworthiness of the findings. 
Positionality.  Dey (as quoted by Corbin and Strauss, 2015), asserts the 
importance of positionality in research by stating “the issue (of using accumulated 
knowledge) is not whether to use existing knowledge, but how (pg. 78).  I held a unique 
position in regards to the teacher evaluation instrument.  I am a high school principal, a 
role that gave me a unique perspective on teacher evaluation as a function of improving 
student achievement and schools in general.  My experience biased me against processes 
that do not lead to direct outcomes for improving teaching effectiveness and improving 
student outcomes.   
Further, a teacher evaluation instrument causing undue frustration for quality 
teaching staff requires school leaders to expend more effort in order to maintain quality 
job conditions for staff.  For this reason, I guarded against bias as I conducted research to 
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discover how leaders influenced the implementation of this teacher evaluation system.  
As a method to guard against bias, peer-debriefing and journaling were used to screen for 
potential issues and related concerns. 
 Additionally, I served on committees of influence for the teacher and principal 
evaluation systems in our state.  Given this perspective, I had a contextual background 
into the framework that teachers and school leaders might not possess.  I understand the 
practical and theoretical foundation for teacher and principal evaluation in Texas because 
it has been presented to me for the specific purpose of understanding the design of the 
evaluation framework.  Further, I witnessed or participated in discussions debating the 
use of language and terminology that became embedded within the evaluation system.  
For this reason, it was important to acknowledge my contextual knowledge while 
remaining open to understanding the context through which the participants view their 
experience.  As Jones and Alony (2011) asserted, it is impossible to totally deny oneself 
the knowledge they possess, but researchers should “disclose information which may 
affect understanding” (pg. 102). 
 Lastly, this study was designed to examine the influence of leadership on a new 
teacher evaluation framework as it related to teacher perceptions of self-efficacy.  
Bandura’s (1989) work on social cognitive theory was very influential on both my 
thinking related to this study as well as my work as a school leader.  For that reason, it 
was important to acknowledge this bias so it did not cloud my work as I apply a grounded 
theory case study design.  
 Ethical Considerations.  Given my positionality as a principal and former 
committee member on the teacher and principal evaluation framework, it was important 
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for me to consider the potential for bias as I collected and analyzed data.  Journaling and 
peer debriefing ensured a screening for bias throughout the data collection and analysis 
process.  Further, I advised individuals as they voiced frustration points with the 
evaluation instrument.  This behavior was helpful to participants, but had the potential to 
skew responses if done before the interview and follow-up process is complete.  Thus, 
assistance to voiced frustrations was offered at the conclusion of interviews.  Lastly, 
given the context of feedback on this process within the setting of the school district, the 
anonymity and confidentiality guaranteed through Institutional Review Board (IRB) 
protocols was essential. 
Summary 
 This chapter provided an overview of the research design, the need for a grounded 
theory case study, procedures for data collection, the process for data analysis, and 
strategies employed to promote trustworthiness and quality.  Chapter four presents the 
findings from this qualitative grounded theory case study. 
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CHAPTER FOUR:  FINDINGS 
 
 Evaluation systems are often seen as routine within schools and very little thought 
is exercised regarding how the evaluation system influences perceptions of teacher 
effectiveness.  While the concept of evaluation has the clear purpose of providing specific 
feedback to the instructor, research on teacher evaluation as a concept shows it has a 
powerful influence on the organization in terms of the focus of both the teacher 
workforce and organizational leadership.  Additionally, if one considers effort as a 
consequence of teacher self-efficacy, teacher evaluation has a powerful direct and 
indirect influence on the quality of student learning within the classroom.  Much of how 
teacher self-efficacy is either cultivated or diminished is dependent on the behaviors and 
actions of the school leader serving as appraiser. 
 The purpose of this study was to examine the influence of leadership on a new 
teacher evaluation framework in Texas titled The Texas Teacher Evaluation and Support 
System (TTESS).  Specifically, this study examined the case of a single large school 
district’s implementation effort at two large public high schools.  The implementation 
effort was studied through the following question:  (1) To what extent do school leader 
behaviors and actions influence teacher perceptions of self-efficacy within the context of 
TTESS?   (2) How do school leader behaviors and actions influence teacher perceptions 
of the TTESS framework implementation?  Using these two questions as a research 
guide, this study examined how teachers thought of their work as well as their own 
effectiveness as a consequence of leader behaviors and actions in reaction to a new 
teacher evaluation framework.  
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The previous chapter described the methods and procedures to identify the 
influence of leadership on a new teacher evaluation framework.  Chapter four presents 
the findings from this study.  This grounded theory case study used a combination of 
semi-structured interviews, data collection, reflective journals, participant checks, and the 
consultation of an expert panel to review results.  Before presenting the findings of this 
study, the nineteen study participants serving at two high schools in one school district 
represented by the pseudonym Large District ISD will be described.  Pseudonyms for all 
participants and sites are applied in order to protect the anonymity of all participants and 
to promote trustworthiness.   
Description of Participants 
 A total of nineteen participants took part in this study, including two campus 
principals, seven assistant principals, and ten teachers.  These participants were from two 
different high schools within a large Texas school district experiencing their first year of 
a new teacher evaluation implementation.  The participants within each high school will 
be described.  However, it is important to note this is not a complete description of the 
teacher evaluation implementation effort since not every teacher within each school was 
interviewed.  The teachers included in these interviews also had the distinction of serving 
as department chairs, which allowed them to have a unique perspective of someone both 
evaluated as a teacher and responsible for the collective function of their department 
colleagues. 
 Creek High School.  Creek High School yielded ten total participants who took 
part in interviews, participant checks, as well as offering documents related to TTESS 
orientation training.  The administrative team included Ms. Heinz, Mr. Jordan, Ms. Cruz, 
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Mr. Adix, and Mr. Booth.  Mr. Jordan, Ms. Cruz, and Mr. Booth all have less than five 
years of school leadership experience.  The teachers interviewed at Creek High School 
included Mr. Smith, Ms. Cage, Ms. Brown, Ms. Shiner, and Mr. Rolle. 
 Raider High School.  Raider High School yielded nine total participants who 
took part in interviews, participant checks, as well as offered documents related to 
TTESS orientation training.  The administrative team interviewed included Mr. 
Mackovic, Ms. Winters, Mr. Scott, and Mr. Mann.  The teachers interviewed at Raider 
High School and their respective content areas were as follows:  Ms. Thurston, Mr. 
McRaven, Ms. Bouchard, Ms. Day, and Ms. Painter.   
Emergent Themes 
 Emergent codes were developed during the coding process as interview 
transcripts, reflective journals, field notes, and archival documents described in reflective 
journals were analyzed.  All documents were loaded into NVIVO to code collected data 
using the process of constant comparison.  However, before the process of coding took 
place, a series of word clouds were generated to help develop codes for use in analyzing 
transcripts.  One of these word clouds is represented in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1.  Participant Word Frequency Word Cloud 
 Codes derived from this word cloud included the phenomena of goal-setting, 
questioning, time, conversation, feedback, and rubric quality.  This helped to establish 
initial codes to begin analysis of interview transcripts.  In order to help develop further 
themes, a separate word frequency word cloud was developed from reflective journals 
that documented the experience of each participant interview.  This is represented in 
Figure 2. 
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Figure 2.  Reflective Journal Word Frequency Word Cloud 
 This word cloud provides an alternative, yet equally valuable viewpoint to help 
develop predominant themes.  From this figure, the phenomena of affirmation, flexibility, 
demeanor, fidelity, feeling overwhelmed, and growth mindset were condensed into codes 
as well.  However, additional open coding was applied throughout the analysis of 
collected data to yield additional codes. Axial coding was used to establish the 
relationship among the initial findings represented by the open coding process.  Selective 
coding was applied to identify the core relationship of the axial codes.  A summary of 
teacher participant responses and school leader participant responses are represented in 
Table 1 and Table 2.  Words and phrases associated with themes determined through 
axial and selective coding are represented in Table 3.  Finally, theoretical sampling was 
applied through follow-up interviews with selected case study participants.  This 
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grounded theory case study method identified the theory behind the influence of 
leadership on a new teacher evaluation framework as well as perceptions of self-efficacy. 
Table 1 
 
Teacher Participant Response Summaries 
 
Question           Summary of Responses 
How would you 
describe your 
experience with 
the TTESS 
process at this 
school? 
 
Clear training, a more specific rubric; a little daunting; helps provide 
more purpose and focus for improvement; pushes for school success; 
positive experience with reflective conversations; difficulty finding 
time to meet with administrator due to observation demand  
 
How did the 
administration 
introduce TTESS 
to you at the 
beginning of the 
year? 
 
Teachers helped to deliver the teacher orientation; teacher leaders 
guided activity rating a video-taped lesson; focused on the framework 
as a growth model; walked us through the rubric, focusing on 
proficient; when the administrator focused on me, the process felt 
valuable, but when the administrator focused on the process, it felt 
diminished  
What materials 
were provided? 
 
Videos; handouts; copies of the rubric; an evaluation calendar; flow-
chart to explain process; sample evaluations 
How did the 
introduction of 
TTESS make 
you feel about 
your work? 
 
Something to work towards and something to prove; having the 
document showed things to work on; concerned about the focus on 
core areas, felt more of a growth model and less evaluative; the focus 
on growth a stark contrast to PDAS; teachers in charge of the 
training; appreciate the context of a conversation  
How did you feel 
TTESS 
addressed the 
needs of your 
classroom and 
your ability? 
The document helps focus on addressing the needs of every student, 
anxiety regarding the structure of the program and lack of alignment 
towards special education, the rubric felt overwhelming but 
applicable  
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Table 1 Continued 
 
Teacher Participant Response Summaries 
 
Question           Summary of Responses 
How did the way 
your appraiser 
facilitated pre-
observation 
conference 
influence you? 
 
Told the administrator what to expect; a challenge to convey the 
context of special education classrooms in response to administrator 
questions; the area on refinement encourages growth; made me feel 
more valued; ability to give background on some unique situations in 
the classroom; helped me reflect 
 
 
How did the way 
your appraiser 
facilitated post-
observation 
conference 
influence you? 
 
It is helpful to be asked to reflect prior to the evaluation debrief, more 
conversational; requiring reinforcement and refinement for every 
post-observation conference is good; reassuring conversation; getting 
strong and specific feedback on areas important to teachers; it 
depends on the relationship between the teacher and appraiser; 
focusing on one reinforcement and one refinement is important  
 
What aspects of 
the TTESS 
process 
influenced you 
the most? 
 
The instructional domain is more valuable than planning or classroom 
atmosphere; seeing proficient as a strong teacher; concerns over 
special education alignment to a rubric highly oriented to the core 
area classroom and state tested curriculum; quality conferences with 
administrators; ability to inform administrator of classroom context 
 
How well do you 
feel you 
understand the 
TTESS rubric? 
 
There were opportunities for department leaders to present and 
process this new system; we trained ourselves on campus; the district 
didn’t have a strong role; a strong focus on fidelity helped 
understanding  
Is TTESS 
feedback a fair 
evaluation of 
your 
performance? 
 
It is extremely fair but more difficult for a teacher that is used to a 
higher evaluation rating; effectiveness is a journey and this helps; 
provides focus; proficient is seen as average; it is tough but fair; 
administrators make critical decisions about how to balance staff 
relationships and the facts of the appraisal  
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Table 1 Continued 
 
Teacher Participant Response Summaries 
 
Question           Summary of Responses 
How did TTESS 
goal setting 
impact your 
practice? 
 
Gives a road map for improvement; helps with reflection; many 
people see the value in goal setting and it has led to growth and 
positive conversations; this process was difficult because it was 
unclear how to go about it; unless you are reflective, goal setting will 
be difficult  
 
What specific 
behaviors and 
actions 
influenced your 
feelings of self-
efficacy? 
 
Positive reinforcement; freedom to pursue my own growth; helpful 
feedback, a concise and comfortable conversation; things my 
administrator felt were important became important to the 
conversation  
 
What specific 
appraiser 
behaviors and 
actions 
influenced your 
perceptions of 
TTESS? 
 
Involvement in campus training, made me feel comfortable, 
understood the context of my classroom, more of a focus on the 
process and not on the observation, TTESS has forced a dialogue that 
wasn’t there before; feeling of dialogue is important; positive 
language to frame the conversation 
How does 
TTESS make 
you feel about 
your own 
ability? 
 
More aware of gaps I need to address; feeling like I was a good 
teacher but still needed to grow; the highest rating under the old 
appraisal system was easily attained, while the new rating system is a 
more accurate and challenging system 
What 
experiences from 
the TTESS 
process change 
your perception 
of your teaching 
ability? 
 
Feel I have the potential to be better; feel like there is a checklist of 
effective teaching to reflect upon has improved performance; there is 
something I can constantly refer to in order to develop my own 
growth; it is more student centered and that makes me think about my 
work differently 
Is there anything 
else you would 
like me to know? 
Vehicle for instructional leadership; a focus on goals; there needs to 
be work to help the non core-area teachers fit in this process; 
administrators are not as visible due to observation load 
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Table 2 
 
School Leader Participant Response Summaries 
 
Question           Summary of Responses 
How would you 
describe your 
experience with 
the TTESS 
process at this 
school? 
 
Time-consuming; concerns over focus and fidelity; feeling lack of 
flexibility to make work effectively; TTESS is a really good tool; 
incorporating TTESS the way it is designed, but don’t know if that’s 
feasible; a huge benefit, but haven’t been in anyone else’s classroom; 
really changed time management; experience as an instructional 
coach made this an easy transition; overwhelmingly positive 
How did the 
administration 
introduce TTESS 
to you at the 
beginning of the 
year? 
 
Went to the three day training to understand the domains; purpose of 
growth was communicated well; took the region training and 
followed it with fidelity; district determined timelines and frequency 
of observations; involved teacher leadership in training faculty 
How did the 
introduction of 
TTESS make 
you feel about 
your work? 
 
Never met with teachers before; enjoyed conversations with teachers; 
the conferences, write-up, and observations take up a lot of time; it 
validated out campus values; focused on how to present the 
information to faculty; initially overwhelming; allows a greater deal 
of feedback; value the growth mindset and lack of complacency 
How did you feel 
about the pre-
observation 
conference 
process? 
 
Early on, didn’t know what to ask teachers; focused on having an 
authentic conversation to vocalize what’s going to happen in the 
classroom; helps teachers focus on what they  will do and what a 
sound lesson plan looks like; value the face to face communication; 
training is very strong and guides the observation 
 
How did you feel 
about the post-
observation 
conference 
process? 
Knowing the teacher well changes the focus in the post-observation 
conference; spend a lot of time re-framing TTESS as a growth model 
and explaining the quality of proficient; predominantly reflection; 
struggle with asking the right questions to coach instead of tell; 
illuminates problems with instruction; need to grow in questioning 
skill 
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Table 2 Continued 
 
School Leader Participant Response Summaries 
 
Question           Summary of Responses 
  
What aspects of 
the TTESS 
process 
influenced 
teachers the 
most? 
 
Because of our focus on Professional Learning Communities, the 
planning domain is important; goal-setting is really important; pre-
observation conference is important; the rubric is really strong with 
clear expectations; post-observation conference has helped us affirm 
teachers and redirect teachers  
 
How well do you 
feel you 
understand the 
TTESS rubric? 
 
Feel we got a brief training and were expected to figure it out; we had 
to adjust the training to the needs of the campus; district didn’t take 
campus input very well; need more training and focus on setting 
goals; need more ongoing communication 
 
Is TTESS 
feedback a fair 
evaluation of 
teacher 
performance? 
 
Not as important as walkthroughs; I feel embarrassed giving feedback 
to more experienced teachers; struggling teachers need more 
guidance; the rubric reflects good teaching practices; it helps teachers 
think about what they are doing; no framework is ever perfect; 
reflection on the rubric makes it fair 
How well does 
TTESS goal 
setting impact 
teacher practice? 
 
It works well with most teachers, especially newer teachers; helps 
teachers work together through goal-setting; helps teachers anticipate 
changes needed; it has changed the nature of campus conversations; 
this is not as effective as intended because of district implementation; 
it influences classroom practices; did not have adequate training to do 
effectively; need to improve this for next year 
  
How do you 
think you would 
have performed 
under TTESS? 
I was pretty reflective, so I would have been at least proficient; I 
would have needed to grow more; hopefully maintained proficient  
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Table 2 Continued 
 
School Leader Participant Response Summaries 
 
Question           Summary of Responses 
  
How do you 
think TTESS 
influences 
teacher self-
efficacy? 
 
Teachers that were good think they are sub-standard now; it helps 
teachers improve through collaborative work; it will work as long as 
we do it with fidelity; it depends on the current teacher’s state of self-
awareness; teachers that are already reflective grasp the rubric better  
 
What specific 
appraiser 
behaviors and 
actions did you 
use to influence 
teacher 
perceptions of 
TTESS? 
 
Campus needs more work and training on goal-setting; tried to help 
teachers feel at ease; helped to reframe tough conversations with 
affirmations; affirmed teacher practices as already aligning to this 
new rubric  
What specific 
behaviors and 
actions did you 
use to influence 
feelings of 
teacher self-
efficacy? 
 
When people have anxiety about their performance, I work to build 
their confidence; a strong post-conference conversation has the most 
influence; for those over-confident, they need to be knocked down a 
peg, those with humility thrive under this system; mixed reactions 
based on if teachers have a growth mindset 
Is there anything 
else you would 
like me to know? 
It is very time-consuming; keeps me from getting to know other staff; 
there is a need to do walkthroughs and be more visible; the dialogue 
is the most important part because nothing changes without dialogue; 
it is hard to meet the needs of the school and do multiple 
observations; our calendar is crazy; this has been stressful and tough; 
need to align on definitions of quality for certain dimensions 
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Table 3 
 
Keywords and Phrases Sorted by Theme 
 
Major Themes    Key Words                                                                Totals 
 
Evaluative 
Consciousness 
 
Growth Mindset, Self-Efficacy, Reflection, Goal-Setting, 
Conversation, Goals, Teachers, Work, Talking, People, Help, 
Growth, Make Better, Kids, Grow, Improve, Department, 
Conference, Team, Change, Focus, PDAS, Preconference, 
Postconference, Observation, Thinking, Evaluation, 
Questions, Self-Evaluation, Practices, Developing, Students, 
Mindset, Encouraging, Effective, Administrator, Campus, 
Opportunity, Accomplished, Appreciated, Everyone, 
Individualized, Refinement, Differentiate, Relationship 
 
 
2800 
Reflexive 
Coaching 
Feedback, Demeanor, Developmental Difference, Trust, 
Affirmation, Questioning Skills, Informing, Teachers, 
Feeling, Relationship, Observation, Personal, Preconference, 
Process, Conversation, Important, Administrator, Positive, 
Strategies, Reflective, Reinforcement, Struggle, Thinking, 
Change, Refinement, Experience, Opportunity, Goal-Setting, 
Coaching, Instructional Focus, Expand, Strengths 
 
2016 
Collective 
Process 
Knowledge 
Fidelity, Feeling Informed, Collaboration, Fairness, Elite 
Standard, Rubric Quality, Teachers, Training, Helpful, 
Evaluator, Administrators, Classroom, System, Students, 
Focus, Presenting to Campus, Proficient, Conversation, 
Specific, Everyone, Rock-Solid, Communication, 
Refinement, Growth Mindset, Instructional Coach, Watch 
Teachers, Accountability, Consideration, Perspective 
 
2972 
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Table 3 (Continued) 
 
Keywords and Phrases Sorted by Theme 
 
Major Themes    Key Words                                                                Totals 
 
Strain 
 
Time, Overwhelmed, Flexibility, Visibility, Goal-Setting, 
Observation, Administrators, Walkthroughs, Classroom, 
Conference, Overwhelming, Help, Evaluation, Focus, 
Process, Planning, Scheduled, Time-Consuming, 
Conversation, Meetings, Rubric, Spending Time, Principals, 
Seeing Students, Struggle, Management, Concern, Difficult, 
Calendar, Coaching Opportunities, Intentions, Nitpicking, 
Complaint, Challenge, Confusion, Constraints, Drawbacks, 
Discipline, Fidelity, Special Education Needs, Ambiguity, 
Frustration, Teachers, Goals, Different, Observation, 
Walkthroughs, Difficult, Change, Growth, Differentiation, 
Evaluation, Struggle, System, Administrator, Anxiety, 
Conversation, Deficiencies, Hurt, Information, Length of 
Observation, Focus on Core Areas, Dog and Pony Show, 
Visibility, Calendar, Concerned, Consistent, Time-
Consuming, Frustrated, Expectations 
 
 2590 
 
Totals                                                                                                                          10,378 
 
 
Evaluative Consciousness 
 
 Through the process of axial coding, the theme of “evaluative consciousness” 
emerged as an original central concept when analyzing the influence of leadership on a 
new teacher evaluation framework.  Evaluative Consciousness captures the consistently 
emerging concepts of Growth Mindset, Self-Efficacy, Reflection, Goal-Setting, and 
Conversation.  For the purpose of this research study, Evaluative Consciousness refers to 
the educator’s awareness of one’s self-efficacy as an educator while maintaining an 
intention to grow through reflection. 
 Growth mindset and evaluative consciousness.    A focus on a growth mindset 
emerged as a major source of influence by thirteen of nineteen participants in the research 
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study, including both of the high school campus principals.  Administrators, as school 
leaders tasked with orienting the teaching staff towards an understanding of TTESS, 
focused on the concept of growth as the primary lens towards understanding the function 
of this new evaluation system.  A focus on growth also helped to establish a conscious 
need for evaluation and personal feedback prior to the actual experience of being 
observed and discussion of the observation. 
 Growth mindset as a primary lens.  Keeping a common and primary theme of 
growth emerged as an important focus while educating others about the TTESS process 
and procedures.  A focus on growth as a concept facilitated a deeper understanding of 
teacher evaluation as a guide on a journey towards development instead of a final 
judgment of ability.  Administrator Mr. Scott immediately underscored the importance of 
this focus: 
You have to sell it as growth, growth, growth.  Even if you have quite a bit of 
teachers rated as Developing, helping them understand that Developing is not bad.  
Developing also means, how can we support you?  How can we help you grow?  
The selling point is, “its not a gotcha.” 
 
Mr. Scott also explained that this focus on growth manifested in conversations with 
teachers that took place after observations began: 
I really think, once we get in and do the post-conference, it really lends itself to a 
growth mindset, where we can see teachers improve and focus on certain areas.  
More importantly, teachers see where they need to improve.  Making those 
suggestions.  Overall, it’s very positive on what it’s meant to teacher growth. 
 
Another administrator, Mr. Booth, echoed a similar statement when reflecting on how the 
training for teaching staff helped focus on growth: 
I don’t think it’s fair to say with the data I collected during the day, this is what 
that teacher is capable of during the school year.  Once our teachers realize that, I 
think that TTESS is going to be an instrument of significant growth.  Where we 
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don’t look at it as an evaluation, but a growth model that it intends to be.  This is 
where you are going, not what you are. 
  
Administrator Ms. Cruz, offered a variation on this concept as a way to use growth to 
frame the process in a more positive light for those initially resistant to change: 
I think I’ve come to see that more people are not so open to change than they are 
open to change.  So, when you say that you want them to grow as a teacher, they 
don’t see that as a positive thing, but they see it as something negative and I’m 
going to have to do more stuff.  Trying to frame it in a way that whomever I am 
talking to is in a good place to receive what I am saying.  That’s been a little bit of 
a challenge. 
 
Ms. Winters, an administrator, echoed the sentiments of Ms. Cruz by sharing her 
reflection on how teachers felt about the TTESS process after the staff took part on the 
campus-based orientation: 
It was nice to set the tone with staff to set the expectation as well.  Focusing on 
the growth mindset of it, has helped to make it a positive change with the staff.  
Sometimes it can be viewed as something new, something different, just another 
change.  Focusing on the growth mindset has made it…positive.  They’ve been 
able to make it positive and not just something to check off the list. 
 
Teachers who took part in the training and received observations and feedback 
echoed the idea that a focus on growth helped create a greater sense of consciousness 
towards the evaluative process.  Ms. Bouchele, a teacher, provided insight into how a 
growth mindset helped her perceive the TTESS process: 
I thought it was positive.  It made me feel less like they were coming in…not that 
I ever felt like they were there to critique me…but I felt it was more of a growth 
model and less of an evaluative.  It’s got both pieces and I know PDAS had both 
pieces, it’s given me more of a broader range and given me more control over 
what I want to grow over and have more control over that. 
 
For Ms. Brown, a teacher, the training focus on growth helped her to think of the new 
evaluation process in positive terms: 
I was really excited about it because being in the classroom so long and having 
PDAS….it really wasn’t helping anything.  We’re going to observe you teaching, 
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hey you’re a great teacher, move on.  This I think has a whole different 
perspective where everyone is growing, not just the people that need help, 
everybody.  Because you should grow.  If you are sitting there not changing your 
lessons to help the kids learn, you are not doing your job. 
 
Teacher Ms. Painter shared she felt the focus on growth helped distinguish the 
TTESS process from the previous evaluation system entitled the Professional 
Development and Appraisal System (PDAS).  Her reflection underscored the importance 
of this as she referred to the cynicism some teacher attribute to the older system: 
Ideally, it sounds like a deeper growth model than what PDAS has offered.  
Hearing everything that I had heard about it, looking through the materials 
myself, I was pretty optimistic about what it would offer.  Through PDAS, for 
someone that had…how do I phrase this…for someone that is putting in the work 
to feel like you would be successful…you know there are still areas that could be 
improved upon…this shows you more specific areas where those could grow 
where PDAS couldn’t offer that more comprehensively. 
 
Painter further explained how this mindset carried over to the day of her observation and 
post-conference, leading to a sense of anticipation and positivity instead of anxiety and 
cynicism. 
 Teacher growth mindset creating a need for evaluation.  A growth mindset also 
created a sense of positive tension in terms of a desired need for growth from the teacher 
perception of where s/he currently stands in terms of present performance.  Teacher Ms. 
Bouchele expressed this idea by positively referring to her evaluative post-conference:  
I came out of my post-conference feeling like I was a good teacher and that was 
exactly what I wanted where I didn’t feel beat down, but I had several things 
where I could grow on.  It wasn’t just a here, let me inflate you on everything.  It 
was like, “you’re a good teacher and here’s what to work on to be a better 
teacher.” 
 
Teacher Ms. Painter offered a similarly positive reflection, with her focus on a growth 
mindset allowing her to think realistically about her performance instead of aiming for 
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perfection.  She also anticipated learning about growth areas instead of expecting high 
marks: 
I had my postconference last week and I felt like it was pretty spot on.  If you’re 
surprised by data, you don’t know what’s going on in your room.  I was actually 
anticipating…it was just one area…the differentiation area…I had said to Scott, 
with all the things I wanted to do with that activity, it would have felt not as 
organic if I had left it all in there.  I knew there was going to be, it wasn’t going to 
be my highest area, but I was ok with that because it’s just a snapshot of what the 
week would look like.  You can’t hit every area in there…do you blow smoke so 
it’s smoke and mirrors when someone is in there or do you do what’s actually 
happening so you can get true feedback.  We’re all planning ahead of time, we 
want it to be a beautiful perfect lesson, but I wanted to see what the true growth 
areas would actually be, so there really wasn’t much of a surprise for me when I 
got the feedback back.  It was good feedback. 
 
Teacher Mr. Rolle also discussed the prevalence of the growth mindset influencing his 
perception of many aspects of the TTESS process towards a greater sense of 
consciousness: 
(The administrator) is going to come through again and gauge the growth.  Just 
that idea that there’s an intentional pre-conference, there’s a dialogue there, a 
reflection there.  There’s a post-conference that’s not an end in and of itself, it 
actually includes a walkthrough that follows up on what’s discussed.  That 
ongoing pursuit of growth is what is my favorite. 
 
The aspect of underscoring a growth mindset as the foundation for the evaluative 
system is essential towards establishing a sense of evaluative consciousness, as evidenced 
by the statements of the participants.  A growth mindset allowed participants to see 
themselves as “on a journey” instead of feeling evaluated at a final destination.  Equally 
important is the aspect of increased reflection due to the existence of a growth mindset. 
 Reflection and evaluative consciousness.  Reflection was the clearest way 
teachers demonstrated the presence of a growth mindset as well as the overall evaluative 
consciousness.  The concept of reflection refers to the mindful act of examining one’s 
own performance and ability through thought and conversation.  In this study, seventeen 
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of nineteen participants specifically stated the ability to reflect as a major determinant of 
teacher growth.  Both campus principals specifically cited reflection as the clearest sign 
of exhibiting a growth mindset and an ability to flourish under the teacher evaluation 
system. 
 Reflection as a manifestation of evaluative consciousness.  Administrators 
interviewed repeatedly referred to reflection as an action and reaction directly linked to 
the condition of a growth mindset.  Specifically, administrators and teachers shared that 
the ability to reflect was indicative of a desire to grow and an intentional and clear 
adherence to a growth mindset approach towards evaluation.  Principal Scott discussed 
the quality of post-conference meetings in terms of the reflection: 
…it’s allowed deeper conversation than what’s happened in the past.  The most 
important part has to be the postconference.  The coming together to talk about 
what I saw and what you saw, having your good teachers when they come in and 
talking about the five things that didn’t go well.  They knew what didn’t go well 
and here’s what needed to change and here’s what I changed.  That’s the part that 
helps us help our teachers grow.  They are willing to come in and have some very 
honest conversations about teaching. 
 
It was implied in Mr. Scott’s words that there was a two-way conversation, with 
questions and statements coming from him.  However, he referred to the quality of 
reflection and conversation the teacher brings to the post-observation conference.  
Further, Mr. Scott referred to the interaction of the evaluation process through the rubric 
and the concept of reflection: 
I think it is a great conversation starter.  It’s a great way to let a teacher truly 
reflect.  If you are a reflective teacher, the rubric can really guide you with some 
of the key words.  If you want to be a good teacher, look at those last two columns 
and do those things on a consistent basis and you are going to be a darn good 
teacher. 
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Ms. Heinz, administrator, referred to the same act of reflecting as a marker of 
growth and possession of evaluative consciousness.  When asked about the TTESS 
process prompting reflection, she stated, “I think it does, I really do.  The teachers who 
want to get better are reflecting.  Those that don’t care don’t want to get better.  Am I 
going to get fired?  Ok, I don’t care what that says.”  While she initially stated that the 
TTESS process prompts reflection, she also implied that reflection is a manifestation of a 
growth mindset and may predict stronger overall performance and growth. 
Administrator Adix stated the same, when he described the quality of the post-
conference as a new element promoting greater reflection among teachers: 
The most important aspect of the TTESS process is probably the opportunity to 
reflect on that lesson in the post-conference.  Before, when an observation was 
done it was done.  You might have opted out of the post-conference.  You might 
have received a written form summarizing the actual observation.  There wasn’t a 
lot of conversation about it.  The opportunity to reflect through a self-assessment 
and then have the conversation will have the greatest impact going forward. 
 
Mr. Adix also pointed to the increased amount of time spent in reflection as an 
opportunity to increase evaluative consciousness and ultimately influence the quality of 
teaching within the classroom. 
The reflective teachers who were already reflective on what they were doing are 
the ones that are getting into the rubric.  In the preconference, they are looking at 
what are the elements of an effective lesson, what are the things that are going to 
get me to accomplished and distinguished.  The teachers that are not as reflective 
are still having to be reflective in preparation for the post conference.  I don’t 
think their ability to examine their lesson is going to be an answer until they get to 
that point.  It’s going to be after that first lesson that they will have to be more 
reflective on their practices.  I think that this will increase the overall amount of 
time that people will be reflective. 
 
While Mr. Adix referred to reflection as a pre-existing condition with teachers, he also 
implied that this condition can be developed within other teachers as well by taking part 
in more frequent, quality conversations. 
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 Reflection as a vehicle towards greater evaluative consciousness.  The frequency 
and quality of reflection also had the ability to increase evaluative consciousness as well.  
Teachers and administrators referred to new conversations evolving based on teacher 
growth and examining the performance of students, where those conversations did not 
take place before within an evaluative context.  Administrator Winters referred to her 
ability to adjust the post-conference to increase the quality of reflection, dependent on the 
level of initial reflection exhibited by the teacher: 
Post-conference...that one is a little bit more…individualized.  Strong teachers, 
good at what they do, we reflect on the lesson and in the reflection we talk about 
the reinforcement and refinement in the reflections.  Most of the time we agreed 
on the area.  The reinforcement area is a little bit trickier.  The teachers with really 
great, it was kind of nitpicking apart.  That was a reflection we just talked about 
and now looking back on this, how can we make it even better.   
 
Within the post-conference discussion, Winters showed how she assesses the quality of 
reflection and uses her interaction with the teacher to improve reflection in measureable 
ways. 
Ms. Painter, a teacher that already demonstrated strong reflection in her interview, 
reinforced the idea presented by Winters when she described how her quality of 
reflection increased through her interaction with her administrator. 
It was more about reflecting.  He would bring up a point; the comment was more 
about what I was bringing up which I thought was great.  You know, instead of 
me I don’t want to say disagreeing with it, since it’s based on evidence, that part 
lends itself to that reflection piece.  I’m able to look at it and say, ok this is 
exactly what he saw.  Looking back at it in hindsight, did I do what I needed to 
do?  If there is an area in the accomplished area, I’m thinking in my head, what 
did I do that would qualify that as accomplished more than any other area?  I’m 
thinking in my head, I’m in IC mode, how would I transfer that to my group if 
that makes sense. 
 
Painter goes on to discuss how the TTESS framework influenced the reflective process: 
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I think there are just more components to it and it forces you to be reflective.  I 
feel like I’m a pretty reflective person anyway so just that additional…I 
think…whether you want to be an department chair or you want to be the most 
incredible teacher we can be…we are on a growth model…where can I help you? 
 
Administrator Booth alluded to the evolving process of growing evaluative consciousness 
through reflection.  Speaking of the vulnerability necessary to truly reflect, Mr. Booth 
stated: 
I think it does take a certain level of vulnerability to admit, “yeah, this is an area 
where my kids are weak and it is a reflection of my teaching.” A lot of teachers 
don’t know how, they ask if we are focusing on student outcomes here or in terms 
of my professional practice?  Those kinds of things.  I think it takes a certain 
amount of vulnerability to admit that my kids are hurting and it’s because of me. I 
need to grow here. 
 
Administrators and teachers share a view of reflection as a process of evolving evaluative 
consciousness prompted by the opportunity to reflect through the TTESS process.  
Through previous evaluative systems, educators did not reflect to the degree they do now 
through pre-conferences, post-conferences, and goal setting conversation. 
 Goal setting and evaluative consciousness.  The concept of setting a goal 
requires the educator to reflect upon performance to further his or her own progress.  In 
this regard, goal setting is a formalized context for reflection, providing a structure 
through which reflective conversation can occur.  Additionally, goal setting provides a 
target for the growth of self and students, essentially fostering reflection through an 
accountability mechanism.   
 Goal setting as a formalized context for reflection.  Teachers and administrators 
discussed goal setting as a mechanism that promoted reflection about past performance.  
Administrator Mr. Jordan discussed the influence of goal setting on the professional 
discourse at his respective campus: 
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I think…I think the goal setting is really important. I don’t remember doing a lot 
of goal setting under PDAS.  I remember we did goal setting under PDAS as far 
as professional development, but I don’t think we were really doing any goal 
setting.  I think that’s going to help.  We set our goals by PLCs and department 
groups, and we’re making them measureable so we can see did we hit it or do we 
need to adjust in different areas or look at why we didn’t reach it and trying to 
make it better or make instruction better. 
 
Through his statement, it is clear goal setting was a more standardized practice for 
educators at his school, along with the stated desire to follow-up.  This desire to follow-
up implied that a level of reflection took place through an accountability step within the 
goal setting process. 
 Teacher Mr. McRaven underscored the introduction of a formal process of 
reflection through goal-setting by sharing his thoughts on the process: 
It’s been helpful to me in my role as IC because now instead of talking to teachers 
about what they are doing and what they would like to work on, now they each 
have to set a goal for themselves at the beginning of the year.  That’s never been 
done before.  In the old PDAS format, that was part of the end of the year.  Ok, 
what’s something you want to work on next year and you forget about it over the 
summer.  Now, it’s setting the goal in August, here are the dates, and there’s this 
ongoing practice throughout the year and it’s not out of sight out of mind. 
 
Mr. McRaven specifically cited the accountability towards reflection through the goal 
setting process: 
In terms of a teacher, it has given me something to work toward and something to 
prove also.  It’s given me the ability to reflect on what areas I can get better at.  
The old PDAS system, it was a copy and paste kind of deal.  Not everyone will 
agree, but personally I believe there is a lot of accountability now which I think 
was lacking before.  If you are setting a goal for yourself and someone is 
following through and saying show me what you’ve done, that’s extremely 
helpful. 
 
Mr. McRaven essentially implied the accountability attached to goal setting created a 
consistent reminder to teachers that reflection should be occurring.   
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Goal setting as a context for growth and reflection.  Administrator Ms. Winters 
discussed goal setting as creating a target for teachers: 
I think with your really strong teachers, the goal setting does.  With those 
motivated to grow, it is the goal setting process.  We’ve done it in the past, but we 
never had a formal process.  They really took a lot of ownership in the goal 
setting and they have consistently been working through the goal and saying 
“look at what I’ve done through TTESS.” 
 
From the perspective of Ms. Winters, not only did goal setting produce reflection, 
but it also developed a commitment to the TTESS process by establishing a focus on 
teacher performance growth within the classroom. 
Administrator Adix shared a similar sentiment when he stated, “I think goal 
setting sets the tone for the year.  It’s like establishing a norm for the conversations that 
are going to happen afterwards in the pre and post conferences.”  Goal setting was not 
only a growth and reflection mechanism on its own, but it linked to the idea of teacher 
performance and the focus for reflection taking place in the pre-conference and post-
conference. 
Teacher Bouchele examined this link through discussing the sense of a target 
established for her through goal setting.   
I think pulling the rubric out and choosing a goal based on standards based 
grading, planning out, I want to work on these three components.  That goal 
setting piece, in the past we always set goals but they were always about the 
student.  We obviously still want to do that, but since it’s about us and we have 
complete control about it, that’s going to impact the students, but it’s about us.  If 
we do it right, that’s going to impact the kids and that is the most valuable piece 
so far. 
 
Through her statement, it is evident goal setting allowed her to shift her focus towards 
improving her craft as a teacher in order to better influence other teachers.  By being 
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focused on her own performance, she became more reflective and thoughtful about her 
interaction with the TTESS rubric and conversations within the TTESS process. 
 Conversation and evaluative consciousness.  The concept of conversation was a 
major concept discussed by participants as a new experience serving as a forum for 
growth, reflection, and an increased sense of evaluative consciousness.  Fifteen of 
nineteen participants discussed the value of conversations they felt had not taken place 
before.  Further, conversation served as a context for improving reflection and 
consciousness simply by providing the opportunity to interact between teacher and 
administrator. 
 Conversation as a forum for reflection.  Participants were eager to mention the 
ability to hold a conversation between teachers and administrators through the evaluative 
process.  Regardless of any constraints mentioned, each participant felt the ability to have 
a conversation about instruction was a relatively strong paradigm shift for the school 
culture.  Ms. Cruz, a first year administrator, discussed the value of these conversations 
under the TTESS process from a personal perspective:   
I think, you know, I came from a campus where there was no pre-conference or 
post-conference or summative meeting.  I like the fact that it puts you face to face 
with the teachers and it is another opportunity to build rapport aside from the 
observation and evaluation aspect of things.  The first two or three minutes of the 
preconference are “how are you doing?  How was your summer?” For me, it was 
“tell me about yourself” because I am brand new. 
 
Ms. Cruz described a nearly ubiquitous experience under the previous appraisal system, 
through which personal meetings with teachers were rare or brief.  For her as a new 
administrator, the conversations allowed her to build rapport, which in turn allowed 
teachers to reflect about their own performance with more ease. 
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 Teacher Ms. Day discussed the value of her conference with her administrator 
“feeling” like it was a conversation.  She stated, “When we sat down and went through 
my evaluation, I appreciated that it was a conversation with him.  We didn’t change 
anything, but it felt more like a conversation. I appreciated that it felt like a 
conversation.”  Through her words, I inferred the state of a conversation was different 
than a conference.  There was a level of mutual respect and rapport.  Additionally, verbal 
expression and listening were reciprocated between the two people in the conversation. 
 Administrator Ms. Heinz discussed a similar attitude towards the influence of 
conversation and how it influences the overall TTESS process and building a sense of 
evaluative consciousness: 
There are so many wonderful things about it.  The thing I really like about it is 
I’ve had rich conversations with the teachers I’m supervising and I have sixteen 
on my list.  So, for those sixteen teachers, I have spent and I have done goal 
setting, preconference, post-conference, and observation with each teacher.  I 
have spent 90 minutes with each teacher and I’ve never been able to do that.  So, 
that is a huge benefit. 
 
Not only did she value the aspect of having a personal conversation with each teacher, 
but she specifically used the word dialogue to discuss the importance of two-way 
conversation from her perspective as a school leader.  Asked to discuss her own 
reflection on the TTESS process, she stated, “Nothing changes without dialogue.  
Nothing changes without that conversation.  The system has validated what we already 
put down as a priority.  Having that conversation about instruction.”  Her words made 
evident the influence that conversation has on leading change through increased 
reflection, growth, and evaluative consciousness. 
 Conversation as a function of administrative skill building.  Many 
administrators expressed the ability to have an instruction-focused conversation with 
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teachers as a relatively new experience.  In this case, administrators saw the opportunity 
to have conversations as an opportunity to build skill as an instructional leader.  
Administrator Mr. Mann discussed his experience with the pre-conference and post-
conference expectations under TTESS: 
As far as the pre-conference, I never met with the teachers before.  I enjoy that, 
because it gives me more of a chance to see what to expect with the teachers.  For 
example, I had a teacher and we set a pre-conference.  She said, this is how I am 
going to differentiate.  It wasn’t an activity; it was how she was gearing her 
questions towards the students.  When I observed that, I wouldn’t have picked up 
on that if she wouldn’t have told me.  She knows her students better than I do. 
 
In this case, Mr. Mann was able to learn about instruction and what to expect in a pre-
conference or post-conference through his initial conversations with a teacher at this 
specific high school campus.  Administrator Jordan reiterated the learning process as well 
when he stated, “I think the preconference is pretty good.  I need to get better as I become 
more familiar…I start to know more things I need to talk about before the evaluation.  
Early on, I didn’t know what to ask them.”   Dependent on experience with instruction or 
confidence as an administrator, the degree of learning that takes place was varied.  Mr. 
Scott, an experienced administrator, reinforced the learning aspect for administrators 
when he described the time spent in pre-conference: 
I think really for us, compared to the way we used to do PDAS, we’ve had more 
meaningful conversation with pre-conference.  That has surprised us.  We didn’t 
think we’d get meaningful conversations with pre-conference.  Part of that was 
that we really didn’t pre-conference with PDAS.  IS that the most important?  I 
think maybe yes, because it’s allowed deeper conversation than what’s happened 
in the past. 
  
Not only were school administrators surprised by the level of meaning created in pre-
conference, but they effectively learned how to conduct stronger conversations through 
the actual experience of having an instructional conversation with teachers.   
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Self-efficacy and Evaluative Consciousness.  As a concept, self-efficacy 
appeared most closely related to evaluative consciousness.  However, an important 
distinction between self-efficacy and evaluative consciousness emerges in that self-
efficacy is the general perception of one’s own effectiveness as a teacher, while 
evaluative consciousness is described as the thinking of one’s own performance through 
an evaluative process.  In this process, an individual is asked to examine their own 
performance and respond to a structure of an observation and formatted conversation 
(pre-conference, post-conference, goal setting conference).  As a result of the evaluative 
process, self-efficacy is a result of evaluative consciousness. 
As an example of this sense of self-efficacy, Administrator Adix described how a 
teacher discussed the TTESS process with him: 
I’ve heard it’s going to shine a light on how effective you are and how good a job 
you are doing according to the latest research and best practices we have.  I’ve 
heard others say, this system, I was a highly qualified teacher before and I had the 
highest rating on PDAS and now I’m just proficient and I don’t understand how 
that works.  I’ve got a worse opinion of myself now because of this rescaling and 
how difficult it is to get to the highest parts of this evaluation system. 
 
Through this retelling, Adix shared how a teacher’s self-efficacy seemingly changed 
because of her experience with the evaluative process.  As he shared, he attempted to 
describe how he reframed the conversation: 
For them, I feel sorry for them but at the same time, if you explain that a teacher 
in that category is a really good teacher.  I share with them that if I were 
proficient, I would be…that would be good.  I am doing a really good job in my 
classroom.  I considered myself a good teacher and I know I would not be 
accomplished in every single category, but it would give me something to work 
towards.  I would have, for the first time, meaningful feedback to work towards 
improvement. 
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Mr. Adix demonstrates a sense of evaluative consciousness through this 
statement.  He shows a focus on growth, reflection, and assigning value toward the 
conversation around instruction.   
Administrator Cruz expressed a similar experience working with a teacher 
experiencing difficulty reconciling their perception of self-efficacy with the evaluative 
process: 
For those that are over-confident and have to be knocked down a few pegs, they 
are not really enjoying TTESS at this point. They hate it.  I have a teacher right 
now that is avoiding a post-conference.  The one avoiding this post-conference 
has been the most fun.  That is just how they deal with life in general.  In my 
opinion, if you are doing what you should be doing, this should be something you 
are excited about.  This is going to make me better. 
 
As a first year administrator, Ms. Cruz expressed obvious frustration with a teacher 
avoiding a conference.  Additionally, this same teacher expected to have an evaluation 
rating that will likely not satisfy him or her.  For that reason, self-efficacy was seen as a 
pre-existing condition both influencing and being influenced by evaluative 
consciousness.  
Reflexive Coaching 
 
 The ability to help develop evaluative consciousness is strongly influenced by the 
coaching skills applied by the administrator in reaction to the responses of the teacher 
being appraised.  This emerged as an influential theme from participants.  This theme is 
titled “reflexive coaching” in order to capture this idea.  Reflexive coaching includes the 
concepts of feedback, demeanor, trust, affirmation, questioning, and informing.  Each of 
these concepts contributes to reflexive coaching, which in turn provides a method to 
enhance evaluative consciousness. 
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  Informing as a method of reflexive coaching.  Informing refers to the act of 
providing information, guidance, or context to another person that previously did not 
possess that knowledge.  In the case of the participants, informing took place in order to 
help the other person better understand an experience or perform at a stronger level.  
Evidence of informing was seen in seventeen of nineteen participants.  Within the 
concept of informing, there was evidence of both teachers informing administrators and 
administrators informing teachers. 
 Teachers informing administrators.  Multiple participants shared experiences of 
teachers being able to provide broader context to a classroom situation through the pre-
conference than would be assumed if the administrator relied on observation alone.  
Administrator Mann described this experience: 
As far as the pre-conference, I never met with the teachers before.  I enjoy that, 
because it gives me more of a chance to see what to expect with the teachers.  For 
example, I had a teacher and we set a pre-conference.  She said, this is how I am 
going to differentiate.  It wasn’t an activity, it was how she was gearing her 
questions towards the students.  When I observed that, I wouldn’t have picked up 
on that if she wouldn’t have told me.  She knows her students better than I do.  
She knows what they need to be able to do. 
 
Mr. Mann stated clearly that his ability to accurately observe the teacher was influenced 
by the teacher’s ability to inform him during the pre-conference.  Teacher Ms. Light 
expressed a similar statement by sharing, “For me…it would be more of an opportunity 
to set the context.  To talk about what I saw and what I was doing.  Dealing with the 
social aspect where I get to explain what I did or why I marked myself how I did, just the 
open communication.”  Teacher Mr. Rolle reinforced the importance of informing: 
But just the idea of a pre-conference and being able to meet about the context of 
what that person’s going to see, pumped up everybody.  There’s not a single 
teacher that hasn’t thought, “man, you just don’t know what I’ve been doing.  
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You came in and watched this one lesson, but you don’t know about Johnny over 
there.”  The idea of pre-conference being introduced was exciting. 
 
Mr. Rolle expressed anticipation and a positive reflection in reaction to the idea of doing 
a pre-conference for the exact purpose of providing context.  He maintained that 
informing enhanced the evaluative process and lowering anxiety, yet contrasted it with 
his perception of the evaluative process if informing were absent: 
I felt like everything was in place and now I’m getting feedback for what I 
thought wasn’t completely true.  She saw an opening for me to do it.  So even at 
my most comfortable, even when I have everything down.  I thought, “yeah, I can 
really work on this.”  That’s really where what is needed to work on emerges.  
Otherwise, she can come and nitpick on all this stuff that may or may not be a 
freak thing.  But if I am actually trying and really thoughtfully going through a 
lesson and I miss something, that’s truly what I’m missing.  Because I thought I 
thought of everything.  Rather than just critiquing anything and everything.   
 
Through his reflection, Mr. Rolle hypothetically decreased the value of future feedback 
based on the lack of opportunity to inform. 
 Teacher Ms. Day specifically referred to the aspect of lowering anxiety and 
establishing a common sense of context through the act of informing: 
It helped my confidence to be able to say, “Here’s what I am doing.  Here’s some 
of the craziness you might see.”  It helped me to know he knows what is going on 
with the class.  He asked me questions that made me think, “I don’t know about 
that.”  It made me think about something that made me think, “I don’t know the 
answer.”  I need to think about that more.  Sometimes it’s just to give him specific 
information to make sure he knows that. 
 
Another teacher, Ms. Bouchele, expressed the strength behind informing by providing an 
example of establishing the context of specific teacher actions: 
So, in the preconference, they can say, here’s what I’m doing and here’s why I am 
doing that…I’m scaffolding my lesson and if you see them struggle and you see 
them confused that’s intentional and I want them to struggle and I’m going to 
build to the next step.  It’s a good struggle that’s happening and that helps him see 
what’s happening  and that helps me talk through that next step.  That process 
gave me confidence I wasn’t going to be criticized for that. 
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Administrator Adix articulated the value of being informed by teachers through the 
TTESS pre-conference: 
The pre-observation allows the teacher to share what the objective is, how the objective 
will be accomplished.  I think that it’s a brief conversation, but it does set off the 
observation.  It allows you to focus in on what to look for.  What areas they are working 
on, what things they are focusing on, and what evidence I should be concentrating on 
successful student and course objectives. 
 
The act of informing not only gave teachers the ability to provide information and context 
to the administrator, but also promoted reflection that allows teachers to verbally process 
the design of their classroom lesson. 
 Administrators informing teachers.  When administrators informed teachers, it 
allowed administrators to provide information specifically related to the TTESS process 
and rubric.  This potentially enhanced their performance on the observation, 
simultaneously resulting in perceived stronger quality teaching as measured by the 
TTESS rubric.  Administrator Mr. Booth demonstrated the act of informing through a 
series of questions with implied focus areas for the teacher: 
The pre-observation really does a good job of helping teachers focus on things we 
do recognize as good teacher practice.  What are good grouping strategies?  How 
do you focus on those things?  What does a sound student assessment look like by 
the end of class?  The preconference have let us focus in on fine-tuning those 
research based best strategies. 
 
Teacher Ms. Brown discussed the value of informing when her administrator 
shared specific strategies: 
It did, because she had some of the pointers.  One of the things I wanted to work 
on was questioning.  Sometimes I have certain questions and I don’t know where 
to go from there and get the kids to expand on their questions and think further 
about how to expand their thinking.  So, she gave me some strategies from her 
ELA background on how to get the kids to expand on their thinking. 
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In Ms. Brown’s case, informing allowed her to apply strategies she would not have 
employed.   
Administrator Ms. Heinz discussed the value of informing as a more influential 
practice than reflecting in terms of guiding instruction: 
I like having teachers vocalize what’s going to be happening in the classroom and 
I like having the opportunity to ask them questions about things they aren’t 
thinking of.  While it’s really good to have a few common questions, the great 
thing about that is that I’m an experienced educator and I know how to navigate 
through … Since the post observation, I’ve done a walkthrough focusing 
specifically on what we talked about improving and I’ve been looking for that and 
I don’t think there’s that much change.  So, I saw more change from pre-
observation to post-observation than I did from post observation to walkthrough. 
 
While Ms. Heinz approached the act of informing from a coaching perspective, 
Administrator Mr. Mackovic saw informing as a direct approach: 
I do a lot of talking with our teachers depending on what is going on at our 
school, we make sure the programming is consistent with what is best practice for 
our kids.  The pre-conference allows us to have a lot of time to develop what we 
are looking for, is there anything you are concerned with, those are thing we 
might be able to address in your post conference, seeing you in the lesson 
implement the programming during the instructional part.  The pre-conference 
really gives us the ability to target what the teacher needs to work on. 
 
Heinz and Mackovic, two administrators applied two different approaches with the same 
intent.  Each sought to inform the teacher in a manner that directly influenced the 
performance of the observation through instructional design.   
 Administrator Ms. Winters felt as if the process of informing allowed the teacher 
to become more clear on what they intended to do during the lesson: 
I think they feel comfortable with being able to tell me what they are going to be 
doing in class.  We just went through the dimensions of the instruction domain.  I 
know what their planning aspects look like.  We don’t have to talk so much about 
domain one as much as domain two.  What questions are you planning?  Those 
things.  It was helpful because it put it in their mind; it refreshed them on what 
they were looking at as well. 
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Through her role as appraiser, Ms. Winters assumed the teacher possessed the tools to 
improve; yet needed administrative guidance to have certain strategies highlighted.  The 
guidance she provided helped develop a greater sense of evaluative consciousness 
through both informing and questioning. 
 Questioning as a reflexive coaching concept.  The ability to appropriately apply 
questioning in coaching situations to develop evaluative consciousness emerged as a 
theme during data analysis.  Ten of eighteen participants mentioned the ability to use 
appropriate questioning in conferences throughout the TTESS process.  While the ability 
to use questioning was clearly a valued strategy, most participants expressed questioning 
strategies as a need for further administrative development.  Administrator Mr. Adix 
explained how he used questioning, but he felt as if he could have asked stronger 
questions to help extend the teacher’s reflection and, ultimately, evaluative 
consciousness: 
Even though we’ve practiced the pre-observation conversation in the training, 
that’s where my personal growth…where I’m going to need to improve.  The 
reflective nature of it, it requires some skilled questioning.  Probing, questioning, 
is a definite skill that is needed in order to draw a little bit more out of an 
individual.  I feel like I have a tendency to take that reflection on the area of 
reinforcement and the area of refinement without 3-4 questions to guide the 
conversation, I think the reflection kind of stops.  I’ve seen early on that my 
conversations were very brief.  I would ask what area of reinforcement did you 
have?  What were the good aspects of what your lesson was?  I would allow them 
to share.  I would ask a couple of guiding questions.  But then, I really wasn’t 
following up enough to extend the conversation and go in depth. 
 
As an administrator with less than five years of experience, Mr. Adix recognized how the 
quality of his questions directly influenced the quality of reflection and conversation with 
the teachers he evaluated. 
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 Mr. Booth, another administrator with less than five years of experience, shared a 
similar perspective as he illustrated the difference between telling versus questioning: 
That’s an areas where really I want to grow because teachers understand what I 
want in terms of feedback, and I’ve got to just kind of adjust from just sort of 
saying here’s what I saw, and here’s where I thought you were strong, and here’s 
where I think you can grow, to kind of having that coaching conversation to 
where they are understanding “here’s an area I can grow.”  Really having a 
coaching conversation to help them find for themselves where they are strong and 
where they are weak.  Rather than just stating, “hey I think you need an 
assessment at the end of class.”  Absolutely, that’s been my area to grow because 
just having those questioning strategies to help teachers arrive at that realization is 
more powerful. 
 
Mr. Booth felt as if he did not have sufficient questioning strategies to bring about the 
level of evaluative consciousness he wished to produce for all teachers.  Mr. Mann, 
administrator with more than five years of experience, acknowledges he may lack 
questioning strategies for stronger teachers.  He stated, “I almost feel embarrassed when 
I’m sitting here talking to an experienced teacher, 14 years of experience and you hear 
nothing but good things about them, and I’m sitting here questioning their goals setting.” 
Mr. Booth and Mr. Mann reflected upon the use of questioning as a coaching strategy and 
believed the ability for teachers to expand their own evaluative consciousness was more 
powerful than simply informing them of their personal opinion on best practices.   
 Teacher Ms. Howell expressed frustration when she recalled a TTESS conference 
that lacked questioning and did not provide her adequate ability to reflect: 
I think personally, when I sat down with my administrator, he was telling me 
more about what he was doing in the process than what I was doing in the process 
to get better.  I don’t know if that’s just my administrator, I kind of checked with 
other teachers in my department to see how they felt about it and it was very 
similar.  Let the educator talk.  Not the administrator.  Ask probing questions of 
knowing more.  Fine tune it from there.   
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In this case, Ms. Howell described the inability to adequately reflect a direct result of her 
administrator’s inability to use questioning to guide reflection.  The ability to use 
questioning contributes to a greater sense of evaluative consciousness, skills with the 
potential to build teacher capacity while working in concert with the concept of feedback. 
 Feedback as a reflexive coaching concept.  Feedback emerged as a theme from 
ten of nineteen participants.  From the perspective of the participants, feedback was 
defined as being told how the performance in the classroom reflected the nuances of the 
TTESS rubric as an evaluation measurement tool.  Feedback was also seen as a method to 
help reframe a teacher perception of his or her own teaching ability, essentially 
influencing the evaluative consciousness of the teacher.  The ability to provide feedback 
was a coaching strategy, as it worked within the context of reflective coaching and 
ultimately led to greater evaluative consciousness.   
Administrator Mr. Adix discussed the ability to provide stronger feedback by 
using TTESS as a lens for viewing instruction: 
I really feel the model in itself allows for a great deal of feedback.  My work as an 
educator, I’ve been fortunate to be around good people that taught me well early.  
Under the previous system, under PDAS, I hadn’t got a lot of feedback at all.  
This system allows for very specific feedback in specific areas and allows for 
growth in specific areas in a way that wasn’t allowed earlier. 
 
Mr. Adix specifically described the difference between the TTESS framework and the 
previous appraisal system was a variable influencing the quality of the feedback he was 
able to provide.  Teacher Ms. Day discussed the importance of providing clear feedback 
in order to help teachers grow: 
Well, you’ve got to balance.  If they really stink everywhere, I don’t want to lie to 
them and give them false hope.  I think it’s the truth that people can grow and 
they can get better.  I like that it gives you a lot more specific avenues to grow 
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from.  I think it helps you pinpoint specific areas and strengths compared to 
PDAS. 
 
In addition to discussing the importance of providing clear feedback, she also highlighted 
the stronger ability to provide feedback through the new evaluation system.   
 Administrator Mr. Jordan described the importance of feedback as a method of 
reframing a teacher’s sense of self-efficacy:   
I think I was able to get them to understand because they are not rated super high 
it’s not they are a bad teacher, I got them to see that on the rubric it said “all” 
students did that.  Teachers understand that it’s hard to get “all” students.  
Teachers might say that I’m never going to get all students, but then you can talk 
about “well there are ways you can do that.”  Then you have to talk about 
strategies so they can hit that level of performance. 
 
In this case, Mr. Jordan responded to information he received in an evaluative setting 
with feedback to help reframe how the teacher thought of their performance within the 
TTESS rubric.  As a concept within the broader theme of reflexive coaching, feedback 
provided the ability to help reframe the conversation in response to teacher reactions. 
 Affirmation as a reflexive coaching concept.  Affirmation emerged as a concept 
from eleven of nineteen participants.  Within the theme of reflexive coaching, affirmation 
was seen as the ability to provide positive recognition of teacher efforts and create 
positive feelings about their work.  Throughout participant comments, the use of 
affirmation was employed as a strategy to help build teacher confidence, lower anxiety, 
and establish stronger rapport in order to help the teacher accept feedback. 
 Teacher Bouchele discussed the authenticity of affirmation when framed around 
the TTESS rubric: 
I came out of my post-conference feeling like I was a good teacher and that was 
exactly what I wanted where I didn’t feel beat down, but I had several things 
where I could grow on.  It wasn’t just a here, let me inflate you on everything.  It 
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was like, “you’re a good teacher and here’s what to work on to be a better 
teacher.” 
 
Ms. Bouchele described receiving affirmation, but underscored the authenticity of it by 
also describing the sense that she wasn’t being needlessly “inflated” but given positive 
feedback based on rubric dimensions.   
Administrator Heinz talked about affirmation in different terms, as a method to 
build confidence to bring out stronger performance in a first year teacher during a pre-
conference: 
I do have a rookie, a first year teacher, he lacks a little confidence.  I’ve talked 
about what he brings to the table.  He’s not a young whippersnapper out of 
college.  He brings life experience and he brings maturity.  I keep reminding him, 
“you are going to get this and you are going to figure this out.”  When I see that 
lack of confidence, it gives me the opportunity to do some confidence building 
with him. 
 
Ms. Heinz’s ability to generate positive feeling within a teacher was reiterated by 
Administrator Jordan when he stated, “I felt like they left feeling really good about the 
process.  I had some teachers that were a lot more critical of themselves than what I was, 
I think they felt good after they heard all the good things I said.”  In these cases, the 
administrator felt as if the teacher had great potential, but were either self-critical or 
lacked confidence to a degree that influenced performance.  In reaction, the administrator 
implemented affirmation in order to help grow the teacher’s performance. 
 Administrator Harris described affirmation as delivering a positive feeling for 
teachers, who are deserving of it for their work in the classroom and general lack of 
appreciation: 
I had a post-conference with the teachers I evaluated.  The reason why is because 
I really don’t have a lot of time to sit down and talk with them.  So, that really 
didn’t differ a lot for me because I want to give them positive affirmation.  I don’t 
think they hear it a whole lot. 
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Mr. Harris was eager to provide positive affirmation to help build confidence with 
teachers that performed well within the classroom.  Affirmation as a confidence building 
strategy to improve performance was also evident when Ms. Light, a teacher, stated, 
“When we had the preconference, we were talking about things (the struggle in one 
particular class) and she was like, “I want to come in that class.  I know you are a rock 
star teacher and I want to see that class.” 
Teacher Mr. Rolle referenced affirmation in tandem with feedback when he 
responded to a question asking about the behaviors and actions of his administrator: 
Just stuff that I think leaders should be doing anyway.  Her positive language, her 
encouragement.  Through encouraging words and the way she framed the 
feedback, it was clear she was interested in my growth.  It kept growth at the 
center of the dialogue.  I was never feeling like I was being nitpicked. 
 
Mr. Rolle felt as if affirmation enhanced a sense of trust, helping him to focus on the 
feedback as a method of contributing to his further growth. 
 Trust as a reflexive coaching concept.  Trust emerged as strong concept from 
twelve of nineteen of the participants.  Analysis of participant comments showed trust 
was seen as sharing a common interest and being mutually supportive of each other.  As a 
concept within reflexive coaching, trust was used to lower anxiety about the TTESS 
process, help administrators relate to teachers, and provide stronger feedback to those 
being evaluated.   
 For Administrator Winters, her ability to relate to teachers within her department 
helped encouraged a sense of trust: 
My English teachers are strong group of teachers that want to grow and foster 
learning.  I set high standards for myself and I was an English teacher, so I know 
their pain.  They know whatever I am willing to ask of them is something I would 
do myself. 
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Ms. Winters built rapport and trust with teachers by modeling the work she 
expects of others and also capitalizing on common teaching experiences from her 
background.  Mr. Smith, a teacher, provided a similar perspective when he stated, “At 
least we are fortunate here in that my observer has special education experience and 
knows exactly what we deal with on a daily basis, as opposed to someone that doesn’t 
have that experience.” 
Administrator Scott used a similar strategy when discussing the TTESS process 
with faculty: 
One thing I told them was that this year I am being evaluated on the principal 
evaluation tool, and I told them it is a very similar process and I rated myself as 
developing on quite a few areas.  I should be developing.  You really need to sell 
them on what proficient means and what that means is that you’re a really solid 
teacher and it’s difficult to go above that on a consistent basis. 
 
Through his words to faculty, Mr. Scott demonstrated trust through a sense of 
commonality.  His appraisal system as a school administrator was similarly formatted and 
equally rigorous as the system teachers were experiencing under TTESS.  Ms. Day, a 
teacher, described the importance of trust in relation to receiving feedback from an 
administrator: 
I would say a combination of the relationship between the admin and whomever 
they are appraising.  It’s so important, that trust and that relationship.  You’re 
going to speak truth to me, but you’re also on my team.  That’s invaluable to 
teachers. 
 
Ms. Day underscored the importance of trust as a concept that influences the quality of 
reflective coaching. 
 Demeanor as a reflective coaching concept.  Demeanor emerged as a concept 
from seven of the nineteen participants.  Consistently, demeanor emerged as a way to 
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essentially set the tone of the conference and help provide a relaxed, less formal 
atmosphere.  It was perceived by the participants that a casual demeanor influenced the 
ability to produce stronger, more open feedback. 
 Teacher Bouchele referenced the casual setting when she stated:   
It was a very laid back casual setting where I got to go in and I don’t think it 
influenced that lesson and it helped me see that perspective and it helped to 
see…helped him to see what I was working on.  Just the value of sitting and 
talking more than anything. 
 
For Ms. Bouchele, a casual setting set the tone and allowed her to openly discuss her 
lesson.  She specifically cited the ability to “sit and talk,” alluding to the influence of 
demeanor towards feedback.  Ms. Painter, also a teacher, referenced a casual demeanor in 
positive terms as well: 
It was really transparent, really open, really casual which I thought was great.  It 
didn’t feel…I felt comfortable with the approach and conversation I was having.  
It didn’t feel super formal, which I think was great because if you want people to 
be transparent when you have it so formal it doesn’t lend itself to that.  That felt 
really good for me.  
 
Administrator Jordan referenced demeanor when he discussed his ideas about the 
pre-conference: 
I thought it was really important.  I have a bunch of great teachers, but I also have 
brand new teachers.  They are really nervous about this process.  It was really 
important that I made them feel at ease with the process, talked about the planning 
and things they were going to be doing and the planning they had done with the 
more experienced teachers and put them at ease with the process. 
 
In this statement, Mr. Jordan sensed the anxiety of teachers and used demeanor as a 
method to lower that anxiety.  Mr. Mann, also an administrator, referenced a different 
aspect of demeanor through discussing his own behavior during a conference: 
I just find that hard to do when we are supposed to be taking notes on goal setting.  
If I was a teacher, I couldn’t build trust with an administrator knowing they are 
copying everything because this…you have to have a true relationship with them 
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because you are asking for them to expose their weaknesses to you.  They are 
going to do that through the goal setting and I think when you copy stuff down 
and document, that prohibits a strong relationship. 
 
In all cases, demeanor was seen as a strong influence on the theme of reflexive coaching 
through intentional administrative behavior during personal meetings with teachers. 
Collective Framework Knowledge 
 An additional major theme that emerged from data analysis was collective 
framework knowledge.  The theme of collective framework knowledge describes the idea 
of true fidelity to a fair TTESS process and adherence to the rubric.  Through the case of 
implementation effort at the high school level in this large district, fidelity and fairness 
were achieved by ensuring all campus stakeholders worked collaboratively through 
training and process meetings in order to feel fully informed and involved about the 
rubric and process.  The theme of collective framework knowledge included the concepts 
of fidelity, feeling informed, collaboration, fairness, and rubric quality. 
 Feeling informed within collective framework knowledge.  The concept of 
feeling informed contributed to a greater sense of collective framework knowledge.  
Seventeen of nineteen participants referenced feeling informed when responding to 
questions about their level of knowledge with the TTESS process and rubric.  Within the 
context of the district, administrator responses regarding their sense of feeling informed 
varied.  At the campus level, the responses of feeling informed were strong and 
consistent, as this was a variable tightly under the control of the respondents.  Within this 
concept of feeling informed were the aspects of teachers feeling informed (via a campus 
training) and administrators feeling informed (through district training). 
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 Teachers feeling informed.  Teachers shared positive information about the 
aspect of feeling informed due to efforts of campus leadership at the high school level.  
Ms. Brown, a teacher, discussed how she felt involved in the training which led to her 
feeling a greater sense of knowledge about the process and rubric: 
Campus, we did a pretty good job because WE (emphasis added) were in charge 
of it.  The principal made it pretty clear it was going to be the department chairs 
rolling this out.  The fact we were presenting it, the teachers bought in.  They 
know us, they know what we are doing, and they trust us. 
 
Ms. Brown spoke specifically to the sense of buy-in that was generated by having the 
campus teacher leaders conduct the training.  Another teacher at the same campus, Ms. 
Cage, discussed the ownership she demonstrated when thinking through how to best train 
her department: 
At the beginning of the school year this year I helped do the teacher orientation 
and I have been…I perpetually beat the drum for making sure that we are in this 
as a team, the more we work together as a team, the higher the potential for us to 
be successful on TTESS.  TTESS really does kind of push for school success, 
team success, and I’ve kind of seen that as my role.  To make sure everybody sees 
that they are part of something bigger we are all trying to accomplish things that 
ultimately lead to student achievement but we will get more done if we all work 
together.  I made a copy of that table that has each one of the domains and the 
descriptors and I gave that to everybody in my department at the end of the year 
last year.  That was really useful because I was able to describe to them the kind 
of the infrastructure before we even got started so there was some scaffolding 
there for everyone to hang their training on. 
 
From the time Ms. Cage learned she would be part of the campus training, she 
immediately thought of the ways she saw TTESS as a benefit.  Through her role as a 
teacher and department chair, she began articulating those ideas to her colleagues. 
 Administrator Cruz shared her perception of the campus-based teacher training 
and the influence it had on the collective framework knowledge of staff: 
We condensed the typical three day training into a half day and one of the most 
beneficial ways that we rolled it out was that we had our department chairs do 
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95% of the presentation.  I think it is good for teachers to hear it from people 
other than administration.  It makes it a little more tangible.  It was great, they had 
been trained on it, we watched the lessons, and they did some interactive activities 
and I think having teacher leaders present it made it more receptive by the faculty. 
 
Mr. Rolle, a teacher leader, also expressed feeling empowered by helping staff at his 
school feel informed about the process: 
It was really cool for us.  I felt sort of empowered.  Ms. Kraft took the department 
chairs to the three day training and we facilitated the training to the campus.  
Instead of the administrator training it.  Now, she did the initial goal setting stuff.  
The initial training, the ½ day where we go through what it is the different 
dimensions and things, that was facilitated by us.  We were the only campus to 
have department chairs at the training, so felt pretty cool about that.  It was a good 
approach, I think.  She knows they are going to buy it a little better from us than 
the people…there is an inherent skepticism when the administrators present…you 
know?  They are going to package it.  Nothing even against them, it’s the nature 
of their role.  The video stuff where people actually had to live it and sort of have 
discussions about what they saw after a lesson…that was incredible.   
 
As a teacher leader and colleague, Mr. Rolle was able to see insights in adult learning that 
would not have been as apparent if administrators had solely led the training.   
 Ms. Winters, an administrator, discussed her campus’s effort to add authenticity 
to the training by incorporating campus initiatives: 
We did the six-hour training in about four hours knowing we would spend time in 
faculty meetings knowing we needed to more in depth.  We took the training we 
did over the summer and we added some Kagan strategies to make it more 
participative.  We did a bunch of that kind of stuff.  We tried to focus on areas we 
knew the staff would have questions about.  Introducing it as big picture first, 
before we went into the separate components of the model.  We talked about it as 
district assistant principal meetings, but at the secondary level there wasn’t a lot 
of time spent on it. 
 
In addition to thinking about how to best deliver training for staff, Ms. Winters described 
campus efforts to maintain a sense of feeling informed throughout the school year: 
We have talked at faculty meetings to make sure we’re talking about it as well.  
We want them to know it’s a learning process for us as well.  Those kinds of 
things so they are aware and they are a part of communication as well so it’s all of 
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us working on it together and it’s not just you versus your appraiser and that’s it.  
Talking about it whole group at department meetings has been successful. 
 
Incorporating teacher leadership, providing on going opportunities to continue learning, 
as well as considering the specific needs of the organization contributed to a strong sense 
of feeling informed. 
 Administrators feeling informed.  Campus administrators trained by the district 
provided varied responses regarding their ability to feel informed prior to deploying the 
TTESS process at their respective campuses.  Mr. Adix articulated his opinion regarding 
a lack of communication to schools from the district: 
I wanted more communication with other administrators to get their feedback on 
what they thought.  Maybe, rolling out a summer training for administrators ahead 
of time.  Especially for district curriculum coordinators.  I want to start that 
conversation with them and they haven’t been trained yet.  For it to be done well, 
they need to rely on instructional coaches and they will play a key role for the 
refinement areas.  When the curriculum directors haven’t been exposed to this, 
they can’t start this conversation.  Our science coordinator hasn’t been involved in 
training and I really want to talk about how the department chair will be involved 
as a resource. 
 
As an administrator with less than five years of experience delivering the TTESS process 
to the campus, Mr. Adix expressed the feeling of not having other people as resources to 
help strengthen his own skill set as an evaluator.  Another more experienced 
administrator, Mr. Scott, expressed a general scarcity of information until a regional 
training took place one month prior to school beginning: 
I know last spring, we had a brief email link to something the state had.  They 
didn’t pull us together as a group.  All I can remember is saying yes, we would 
pilot.  I introduced to the staff we were going to be transitioning this year.  The 
district was telling us they didn’t have details yet.  It was just an introduction to 
the staff to say, “hey, next year when we come back in the fall, we are going to 
have a professional development day and here is what that will look like.”  The 
first introduction was the three-day regional training.  That’s when I started to 
dive into what it looks like. 
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Campus principals were provided training through a regional resource, but were left 
without information or guidance related to best practices for campus implementation.  
From the statement, “That’s when I started to dive into what it looks like,” along with 
follow-up questioning, it was clear Mr. Scott and his administrative team were solely 
responsible for thinking through campus staff training considerations.  Another 
administrator that received district training expressed her thoughts on why district 
training did not meet administrator expectations: 
On a scale of 1-10, about a 5.  I was asked…I think they could have done better, 
but I don’t think they knew what they were doing either.  I think part of the lack 
of communication was because they did not bother to ask people in the position 
and listen to people in the position....I think it could have been better, I think they 
did the best they could do with the information they had. 
 
One aspect that stood out as far as a training need was related to goal setting.  Mr. 
Booth, an administrator, described the need for goal setting to be further explored: 
Even in the Region X training the goal setting part was a total afterthought.  We 
talked about it for maybe 5-10 minutes on the last day of training at the very end 
when everyone is tired.  It’s the first thing you do when you do TTESS!  And we 
covered it hardly at all. 
 
Mr. Jordan, another administrator, echoed this need by thinking about how he wants to 
approach TTESS training next year: 
Next year, we are doing PD on how to set good goals.  After we do that, we are 
having teams plan TTESS goals for the year.  Teachers really struggled with what 
we wanted to see in that goal, some didn’t come up with any way to measure that 
goal, they had a good idea of what they wanted to focus on, but no good 
measurement. 
 
Mr. Adix best articulated the sense of feeling prepared to deliver goal setting as he stated, 
“We felt out on our own as far as guiding instructors and how to set goals.  We defaulted 
to allowing PLCs and departments to set goals.”  Considering these statements, there was 
a connection between the level of an administrative team’s sense of feeling involved and 
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the overall function of the TTESS process at the campus level.  This relationship is a 
manifestation of collective process knowledge. 
 Collaboration within collective framework knowledge.  The concept of 
collaboration as a function of collective framework knowledge emerged from twelve of 
the nineteen participants.  Collaboration was the concept used to describe the action of 
working together throughout the ongoing process of learning and feeling informed about 
the TTESS process and rubric instrument.  Mr. Booth, an administrator, shared his sense 
of the TTESS process being enhanced by collaborative conversation between teachers 
within the same department: 
It has changed a lot of conversations we have had. With the department chairs, I 
have said, hey when you are talking with your departments, this is a way you can 
steer the conversation. I think that one of the things that has happened is that I 
have heard, “hey we need to do a better job of assessing during that class period.”  
Our department chair, who does walkthroughs, has said, ‘I’ve seen that too.’  
Let’s work on some strategies so it’s not super tedious heavy paperwork thing so 
we’re trying to do some research on that to help teachers. 
 
Although making individual teacher needs public is not part of the TTESS process, some 
teachers did that on their own as a way of seeking out assistance from their own 
colleagues.  Teacher Ms. Light described this same reaction from her department: 
I have a couple that are excited about being pushed to grow and actually what I 
am seeing is that they are having conversations in their team about “this is my 
refinement, what was yours.”  They are actually talking about those things and 
having conversations, when before there wasn’t something they just went about 
their merry way. 
 
In addition to considering ways for colleagues to collaboratively support each 
other, Ms. Light also described how collaboration to feel informed about the TTESS 
process has influenced the planning of teacher teams: 
It has helped reflect on what the team is doing.  We talk about what we are going 
to do instead of what we are covering out of the book.  We are teaching the same 
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thing, but maybe not the same way.  It helps me improve as a teacher, but it helps 
me improve what I am doing and we can either use or lose what we get. 
 
The aspect of collaboration as being influential to the collective framework knowledge of 
the faculty was seen as essential by campus leadership.  Administrator Ms. Heinz 
communicated this concept as a campus leader by sharing, “The most important part of it 
is having teachers teach teachers and having administrators there as support instead of the 
other way around.”   
 Fairness within collective framework knowledge.  The concept of fairness 
emerged as a function of collective framework knowledge from nine of nineteen 
participants.  Fairness is closely related to the idea of feeling informed and collaboration, 
as it refers to a feeling of all teachers being treated equally as well as considering the 
TTESS framework as a fair evaluation of teacher ability.  In general, participants felt as if 
the TTESS framework was challenging, but fair.  Special education teachers served as a 
notable exception to this sentiment, a reaction explored later in this chapter. 
 Ms. Cage, a teacher, felt the greatest aspect of fairness was the framework 
requirement of providing every teacher an area of reinforcement (strength) and 
refinement (area of need).  She shared, “The idea that there is both a reinforcement and 
an area of refinement and it forces everyone into that lane.”  This was noticeably different 
than the previous appraisal system, which only truly required teachers to focus on 
prescribed growth areas if they were evaluated as being below expectations.  Ms. Heinz, 
an administrator, echoed this sentiment as she talked about refinement and reinforcement 
adding to a sense of fairness: 
The one thing in post-conferences, the thing I talk about is that while at lunch, 
you’re not going to talk about, oh I got accomplished or I got marked for this.  
The thing you’re going to talk about is that everyone has a refinement.  Because 
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everyone has a refinement, it becomes a safe place to talk about improvement.  
You don’t have to be scared. 
 
Another teacher, Mr. McRaven, reflected on the framework as being a fair 
evaluation of teaching: 
I’ll probably have a better answer once the entire process comes out, but just for 
me I think it is extremely fair…and it might be more difficult for a teacher to get a 
higher evaluation on this new system, but that’s on them.  If you are not willing to 
put in the time as an educator and demonstrate you are working on that goal and 
that evidence, I think that’s fair. 
 
 As a need to further enhance fairness, some respondents mentioned the addition 
and incorporation of more frequent, five to ten minute observations of teaching in the 
form of campus walkthroughs.  Mr. Mann, an administrator, stated: 
Anyone can put on a dog and pony show for 45 minutes.  We currently have the 
2nd one, but even with the 2nd, you still only get a dog and pony show.  I think 
the most important thing is walkthroughs.  That really gives me a whole picture.  I 
can click all types of data and really see where that teacher is. 
 
Ms. Winters, an administrator, reinforced this idea when she reflected on the same idea: 
 
On some hands yes, a lot of the indicators and performance descriptors are where 
we want quality to happen.  The part that I don’t necessarily think is indicative is 
being based on one observation.  There are several dimensions within the rubric 
that don’t happen during that particular lesson but happen within several lessons 
and that’s the hardest thing to grab on to.  When teachers can’t…when it’s viewed 
on one lesson, it’s not necessarily indicative on everything a teacher does. I really 
like walkthroughs.  Being in the classroom several times to see various moments 
across a range of time gives a more complete picture. 
 
Overall, the TTESS framework was seen as fair with the possibility of enhancing fairness 
through minor adaptations.  Compared to the previous accountability system, respondents 
considered TTESS to be a more fair evaluation of teacher performance. 
 Fidelity within collective framework knowledge.  Fidelity emerged as a concept 
influencing collective framework knowledge as a constantly evolving theme.  Fidelity 
refers to the ability to implement a system as intended by designers of the appraisal 
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system and according to the rules set out by the state commissioner of education.  Twelve 
of nineteen participants spoke of fidelity as a concept within their responses.  Overall, 
fidelity was seen as a priority for implementation efforts.  A challenge to fidelity related 
to teacher dissatisfaction with scores based on a more rigorous scoring rubric. 
 Mr. Booth, an administrator, spoke to the importance of fidelity as an aspect of 
maintaining the value of the TTESS framework: 
I think the model will encourage that as teachers come to understand it as a viable 
way to improve their own practice.  I think the way you do that is to execute 
TTESS with the most fidelity as possible.  If we retreat back into the PDAS model 
of…we are not going to do it justice and I think if we do honor it I think slowly 
the mindset will change. 
 
Mr. Booth’s focus on fidelity was echoed by another administrator, Ms. Heinz as she 
reflected on the campus training materials she provided teachers: 
We took the Region training model and we followed it with fidelity.  If I had to do 
it all over again, I would reorder it.  I didn’t want to go so far out of the box, 
because I knew we were a pilot district and I wanted to do it with fidelity.  We 
have been working as an administrative staff to make sure our expectations for 
what teachers bring to the conference is very similar. 
 
Mr. McRaven, a teacher, described how he felt a sense of fidelity also helped fuel a sense 
of feeling informed: 
I didn’t feel like we had a lack of information we needed, it was all right here in 
these folders.  There was an evaluation calendar provided, a flow chart, all with 
the understanding that we were piloting this with Creek HS.  Our administration 
has been professional and crossing their Ts and dotting there Is. 
 
Despite the focus on fidelity, one teacher shared she felt interpretation of the rubric was 
still subjective: 
I think it’s very subjective to who your administrator is.  I get to implement the 
pilot…administrators are doing things differently to see what works better…but 
all the teachers knew that.  It makes you sit there and go, “do I really need to 
change things I’m working on or is it just a different lens from a different 
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assistant principal?” Then, it’s always going to be somewhat subjective and we’re 
humans and there’s going to be a little bit of error.  
 
While this reflection did change this teacher’s impression of the TTESS framework, it 
also illuminated the need for fidelity and greater collaboration at the district level.  Mr. 
Adix, an administrator, articulated a greater need for collaboration for administrators. 
Mr. Adix also spoke to the difficulty of maintaining fidelity while connecting 
fidelity with feeling informed and collaboration: 
It is a different system, so if it is not handled correctly in the rollout, in training, it 
is a shock to the system because of the proficient language being a very good 
teacher is difficult for people to accept.  With good training and good people 
being involved in cushioning that blow, it is a fair system. 
 
While fidelity is a concept akin to perfection, it was described as important and necessary 
towards the collective framework knowledge of the staff. 
 Rubric quality as a function of collective framework knowledge.  Rubric 
quality emerged as an influential concept during interviews.  Fourteen of nineteen 
participants discussed the quality of the rubric within the context of collective framework 
knowledge.  Rubric quality refers to the perception of the TTESS rubric as a strong 
evaluation tool for quality teaching.  Rubric quality was also seen as a function of 
collective framework knowledge because perception of the rubric and process was 
largely dependent on the sense of feeling informed, as well as the fidelity and fairness of 
application.  Overall, participants saw TTESS as a framework possessing strong rubric 
quality. 
 Teacher Ms. Brown felt the breakdown of the rubric into dimensions provided her 
different areas to focus and grow: 
I like how it’s broken down into the different sections.  You can kind of focus on 
certain areas.  There are areas you are really strong in, so you don’t focus on that.  
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There are other areas where you just want someone to come in and watch me, 
give me some feedback on how I can improve that, I like that. 
 
Teacher Ms. Cage expanded on this idea by reflecting on the quality of the vocabulary 
within the rubric: 
It provided focus.  I’ve always been a reflective practitioner, if you want to use a 
25-cent term.  It gives you a document when you feel like something didn’t quite 
go as well as you thought it should, it give you a place to look at the vocabulary 
for the encapsulation what may be needed to improve on. 
 
Mr. McRaven, a teacher, expressed that a strength of the rubric was rooted in specificity: 
There’s a lot more specificity in assessment in the rubric, that’s helpful.  It can be 
a little bit daunting at first, I’ve got all these target areas that now I haven’t had to 
be cognizant before but overall it’s a good specific way to know how to get from 
point a to point b on the assessment.  The instructional domain has the best impact 
for me as an IC.  We’ve come a long way in terms of the planning, but instruction 
has been the one I’m working on the most. 
 
Ms. Bouchele, a teacher, discussed how the detail within specific dimensions has 
changed how she thought about her own instruction: 
The one I came up with was differentiation…personally and as a 
department…we’re still trying to wrap our minds around that idea of what does 
that mean when we say differentiation.  What he saw was differentiation and that 
got my wheels turning about what I want to work on this spring.  The other things 
about TTESS that’s a struggle is that it’s so literal.  It’s so factual.  I think looking 
at all the different criteria has forced us to think about more things about our 
teaching.  I can’t put my finger on any specifics for you.  Being able to look at the 
whole rubric and seeing what is considered and effective teacher and you can sit 
down with that rubric and you can see what you can implement right now and 
you’ve got a checklist of what effective teachers do and that’s an important part 
about this. 
 
Ms. Bouchele not only described how her interaction with her administrator gave her a 
focus, but also provided a guide to meeting a higher standard for her classroom. 
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Figure 3.  TTESS Rubric Dimension 2.4  
One concern of rubric quality was also connected to fidelity, regarding the length 
of the rubric.  An example of this rubric is supplied in figure 3.  Ms. Howell, a teacher, 
explained, “How long the rubric is.  If you go into a classroom, you might not see 
everything that’s in a rubric.  At least that’s what I heard from administrators, the rubric 
is really overwhelming and long to fill out.” 
Strain 
 Another major theme emerging from the analysis of interviews and documents 
was the theme of strain.  Within the context of this case study, strain is defined as a 
combined effort to fulfill the expectations of the TTESS framework, depleting effort from 
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other areas.  In this sense, strain influences evaluative consciousness in a potentially 
negative manner. The concepts that emerged from analysis and fall under the theme of 
strain included time, visibility, elite standard, ambiguity, and flexibility. 
 Time as a source of strain.  As a concept, time emerged as a source of strain 
during the analysis of interviews and reflective journals.  Twelve of nineteen participants 
discussed the concept of time during interviews.  The concept of time was used to 
describe the challenge administrators face meeting the requirements of TTESS while 
attending their other assigned duties.   
 Ms. Cruz, an administrator with less than five years of experience, described the 
time commitment of this new appraisal system: 
It’s time consuming for sure, but I like that it is more of a collaborative process 
instead of me telling you this is what you need to work on.  As we kind of made 
sure that we are documenting and scaled it down to where we can not look at it 
like this huge unattainable goal, but we break it down into calendars and make it 
more attainable and constantly communicating with each other.  Our calendar is 
crazy.  This is the biggest challenge, when AP stuff comes along.  If you have a 
pre-conference and you miss the observation window, you have to start all over.  
You need to make the time to see kids, parent phone calls. 
 
The role of being an administrator combined with deploying TTESS with fidelity has 
served as a significant challenge in regards to time management.  Administrator Jordan 
mirrored the aspect of time management in his statement: 
I don’t know any different because this is my first year, but it’s very time 
consuming.  I don’t know if it’s my inexperience, with it being my first year.  We 
are doing it the way it is designed, I don’t know if it’s really feasible to do it that 
way.  One thing is that we’re spending a whole lot of time writing up evaluations 
and getting ready to do that and not very much time going and getting kids to be 
successful or getting them help.  Same thing with classes, I was in classes just one 
time to evaluate them and there is really no chance to follow up because I’m 
spending all of my time in here doing conferences and all that.  I’m spending a lot 
more time in my office handling TTESS than I ever thought I would. 
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Mr. Booth, also an administrator, discussed the influence TTESS has on his ability to 
manage time: 
In general, I’d say it has really changed the way I operate in terms of time 
management simply because of the requirement of so much scheduled change.  
PDAS gave you freedom to pop in.  With the requirement with the fall and the 
pre-observation and post-observation being scheduled, it has changed the way I 
have handled my time and that has been the biggest thing.  I completely 
understand why we want multiple observations on each teacher, but the 
interesting thing is how can we do that effectively and how can we do the other 
parts of our job.  How can we meet the needs of the whole school and do this as 
effectively as possible. 
 
Mr. Booth expressed frustration over the sense of strain that the concept of time has 
caused.  However, he also alluded to the local district decision to conduct two full-lesson 
observations during the school year despite the state only requiring one observation.    
Mr. Mann, also an administrator, discussed the influence of time on framework fidelity: 
It’s been very time-consuming.  During the summertime, I sat down with my 
calendar and scheduled this.  I could already see, I oversee 30 teachers, so you’re 
looking at 120 meetings right there.  I could tell it was going to take a lot of time 
to go into this.  So, I mentally prepared myself, as this semester has been winding 
down and I’m down to my last two, I’ve really had to sit back and refocus 
because I’m really just burnt out on it.  It’s huge.  Can it be done?  Are we doing 
the best we can?  You better believe it.  I do have some concerns over focus and 
fidelity.  That is a concern of mine.  I keep in touch with administrators there.  
They have already decided, they are just doing one observation.   
 
Mr. Rolle, a teacher, noticed time as an emerging concept for administrators from his 
personal observations on the campus: 
I hear that it is an incredible amount of work for the administrators.  That I 
wouldn’t expect even though it has no impact on my personal perception of 
TTESS, but for me I enjoyed it.  The only thing I noticed that was different about 
TTESS was I didn’t expect it to seem like such a logistical thing for them.  
Writing all the pre-conference and post-conference.  Not that they are 
complaining, but it is taking a lot of their time. 
 
 Faced with the second set of observations due during the second semester, 
administrator Mr. Scott expressed concern with time.  Specifically, his concern related to 
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his respective administrative team’s ability to meet the challenge of continuing TTESS 
with fidelity as he shared, “We’ve had to deal with some of the logistics on it and the 
time commitments.  A lot more of it compared to PDAS.  As we move into spring 
semester, we need to figure out how to balance.” 
 Visibility as a source of strain.  The concept of visibility emerged as a 
significant concept from eight of nineteen participants.  Visibility is a concept defined as 
the administrator being physically present in various aspects of campus operations, to the 
degree that stakeholders from various departments and teams have exposure to the 
administrator.  Teachers and administrators described visibility as being significantly 
influenced by the strain caused by factors related to TTESS. 
 Ms. Heinz, an administrator, discussed her visibility in other classrooms as she 
stated, “I haven’t been in anyone else’s classroom.  Neither has anybody else.  We have 
seen nobody else’s classroom other than the people we supervise because all of our time 
has been caught into this scheduled observation.  The time commitment is huge.”  A lack 
of visibility and the resulting inability to be in other classrooms contributed to a sense of 
administrators not getting a complete picture of instruction.   
Ms. Howell, a teacher, expressed, “The biggest complaint is that you weren’t here 
yesterday when I did this great thing in the classroom.  It’s a frustration also, because if 
I’m being nailed for this, I’m like, “I did do that.”  Another teacher, Ms. Light, expressed 
a similar sentiment when she stated, “I liked in the past when all the principals were 
coming in the room and all of them didn’t know when they were coming through.  I liked 
when there were all the other walkthroughs and you put those all together.   It gives a 
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broader perspective.”  Teacher Ms. Painter felt increased visibility through more frequent 
visits to classrooms in the form of walkthroughs contributed to teacher growth: 
If they do continue that process in the summer with the additional observations 
and there are no walkthroughs, intentions are great, but if there are no 
walkthroughs…that’s ideally a growth model that’s a good transition from 
PDAS…but is that piece going to be missing from areas of needing 
improvement…is it going to be…I think there’s going to be…I don’t want to say 
confusion…but who is going to be doing that growing? 
 
Administrator Mr. Scott reflected on the impact the decreased visibility has at his 
respective campus in terms of campus culture by stating, “Teachers just don’t feel like 
they can meet with us to share and engage in more of the casual dialogue about what is 
going on in the classroom that they were used to.”  Additionally, Mr. Scott also discussed 
his respective administrative team’s knowledge of campus teaching capacity under the 
requirements of TTESS: 
We were very good with walks going across departments.  We still made sure we 
did 3-4 walks in other areas.  So, when we’re talking about a teacher in another 
department or a student comes to you to talk about a teacher, you’ve already been 
in their classroom.  Not as much as their supervisor would, but you have an idea 
of what the classroom looks like.   With this and our struggle for time, you are 
only going and seeing who is on that list and you aren’t seeing teachers in other 
areas.  That has hurt us.   
 
Administrators and teachers expressed a concern over visibility, with much of their 
concern regarding the long-term effect on the campus culture and the diminished 
likelihood of continuing TTESS with fidelity. 
Elite standard as a source of strain.  Elite standard emerged as an influential 
concept under strain through interviews with participants.  Seventeen of nineteen 
participants described the TTESS rubric as an elite standard for teaching quality.  The 
concept of elite standard is described as the perception of the TTESS rubric’s strongest 
rating marker (distinguished) as an almost unattainable standard.  Overall, participants 
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saw the rubric as having an elite standard and the presence of an elite standard as 
something capable of improving teaching staff by providing a target for instruction.  
However, some participants saw the elite standard as contributing to defensiveness and a 
negative influence on self-efficacy for more experienced teachers. 
Administrator Ms. Cruz shared her view of the campus perception of TTESS as 
an elite standard: 
I think we presented it really well by saying that proficient is rock solid.  I think 
proficient really has a bad rap, the changing of that mindset has taken time.  I 
think in looking at themselves next to that rubric and asking what areas do you 
think work, what didn’t work, has changed their perspective of how they are as a 
teacher and how others would perceive them. 
 
Essentially, Ms. Cruz described a statewide effort to align the highest rating under the 
previous appraisal system (Exceeds Expectations) with the middle of five ratings on the 
TTESS rubric (Proficient).  While this has been the consistent message, Ms. Cruz 
believed the transition towards accepting that message would take longer than just one 
year.  Teacher Mr. Rolle discussed his perspective of distinguished (the highest rating) as 
being “superhuman,” yet worthy of pursuit: 
Even though distinguished is super-human, it gives them something to strive for.  
I have AP kids writing at the highest level.  I struggle sometimes with how to give 
them feedback, but having that distinguished column, just to drawn analogy, it 
allows that person that is really high functioning to still have something to strive 
for. 
 
Teacher Ms. Day expressed her general reflection on TTESS having an elite 
standard through her own observation scores: 
I wasn’t realistically expecting to be at the top either.  I felt it was fair.  It was 
honest.  You’re right.  In that class period, that’s what you saw.  Expecting all 
those things to happen in a 45 minute period, are you kidding me?  We’re all 
trying to get there. 
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Teacher Ms. Light reflected on how her department reacted to the concept of the 
highest rating in TTESS serving as an elite standard: 
The veteran teachers on our campus, that are coming to me are a little bit more 
high strung about it because they want those excellent marks they have been 
getting.  We are technically on a growth plan and we are all improving.  The 
instructional coaches on campus have been talking to them and working with 
them, but the refinement pieces have been nice because that’s what my role is and 
now we know what needs to be worked on. 
 
Although the aspect of an elite standard has caused a certain degree of stress for those 
wanting “excellent marks,” it also provided a sense of growth for Ms. Light’s department.   
Yet, Ms. Light also shed light on a certain degree of defensiveness from more 
experienced teachers discouraged by their current performance.  She stated, “Some have 
taught for 15-20 years and they think it is too time consuming and it’s going the change 
and this is going to pass.  Those that bought in are using the team to find ways to 
improve, which is what we want them to do anyway.”  Mr. Mann also recalled a teacher’s 
similar response, “A teacher posted something to the effect of “yeah, I used to be really 
good and now I totally suck.”  She’s a really good, experienced teacher and I can tell 
she’s really frustrated. “ 
 Mr. Jordan, an administrator, described the effort he spends helping teachers 
understand why their rating is not the top possible rating, unlike their experience under 
the previous appraisal system, PDAS: 
It seems we spend a lot of time talking about the difference between PDAS and 
TTESS now.  You’ll have teachers that have been teaching for a while, whenever 
they rate themselves they rate themselves as Distinguished or Accomplished and 
they end up in the developing area.  I spend some time telling them that those that 
are EEs are proficient and those that were proficient are more the developing area.  
Once they see that, they understand. 
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Initially, the presence of an elite standard caused a certain degree of discouragement to 
teachers, particularly to experienced teachers that flourished under the previous appraisal 
system.  Overall, a high standard for teaching quality was perceived as a worthy pursuit.  
However, the manner in which the administrator handled the concept of the elite standard 
either carried the potential to reinforce the pursuit of a worthy standard or cultivated 
further discouragement. 
 Flexibility as a reaction to strain.  The concept of flexibility emerged as a 
dynamic concept as a reaction to the conditions of strain.  Thirteen of nineteen 
participants discussed flexibility.  Flexibility is defined as the ability of the administrator 
to adjust the TTESS framework in reaction to strain. 
 Mr. Mann, an administrator, expressed the need for flexibility in order to help 
better manage time and reallocate time to teachers in need of more assistance: 
Yes, if we had some flexibility, this would be a great instrument. I like the 
concept, but if administrators had some flexibility to work with the high 
performing teachers that you know are always evaluating themselves.  Maybe 
only require one formal observation a year.  Those sort of things.  That allows us 
to spend more time with those first year teachers or teachers that need more help, 
that would be great. 
 
Ms. Painter discussed the concept of flexibility when reflecting on providing authentic 
feedback that deviates from a sense of fidelity: 
I think there needs to be subjectivity.  That’s where I look in a classroom and I 
ask myself which areas am I more concerned about and what’s going to show me 
if a teacher is accomplished.  There’s a lot of areas on the rubric where I look in a 
room where those kids are as engaged as it gets and that’s incredible.  Yet, they 
didn’t differentiate as much as they needed.  Yeah, that’s important and I need 
them to work on that but I don’t think that’s enough to draw then down to the next 
box.  That devalues the amazing things I saw. 
 
Ms. Painter described a process of tailoring the feedback in a manner that softens the 
sting of feedback.  While her argument was largely dependent on the quality of reflexive 
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coaching, she felt feedback should be both specific to what yields the most benefit and 
personal to the teacher.  Administrator Ms. Winters described using a process similar to 
what Ms. Painter proposed: 
Strong teachers, good at what they do, we reflect on the lesson and in the 
reflection we talk about the reinforcement and refinement in the reflections  The 
reinforcement area is a little bit trickier.  The teachers with really great, it was 
kind of nitpicking apart.  That was a reflection we just talked about and now 
looking back on this, how can we make it even better. I didn’t want it to take a 
negative turn on a lesson that was so good, I didn’t want them to feel nitpicked.  
They are so hard on themselves that they usually found it.  That made it a little bit 
more organic than step lock of going through the process.  For teachers that had 
some weaknesses, I had those areas picked already and went through the process 
of going through some questioning on going to the area where we need to focus.  I 
led them in that direction. 
 
Mr. Adix, administrator, described a similar approach when trying to build a sense of 
trust and reflection with a teacher: 
Being open to change the rating based on new evidence.  Being flexible.  Not 
making that initial save a “hard save,” but take in that feedback and work with 
them.  Saying, “I can see where you are coming from and I can change that 
rating…if we agree that this is where we are at.”  I think that flexibility and 
openness in the process is very helpful to that person that is resistant to seeing 
himself or herself for what they really are. 
 
Mr. Adix deviated from fidelity and applied the concept of flexibility to establish 
a stronger post-conference.  Ms. Day, teacher, described adjusting rubric scores to 
minimize the negative perception of an elite standard taking: 
I mean, yes, there is a huge difference in how you’re evaluated, but it isn’t tons 
different.  I think it’s kind of like with students, “how do I give them a realistic 
evaluation and help them grow, but not totally hate life and make them want to 
quit in December.”  You’ve got to find their strengths somewhere, you’ve got to 
be honest with them, but you can’t totally destroy them unless you want to hire a 
bunch of teachers. 
 
Essentially, Ms. Day described balancing a sense of fidelity with the reality of a 
human being with emotions and a potentially fragile sense of self-efficacy.  For those 
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teachers, Ms. Day described a scenario where relatively strong teachers leave the campus 
for the sake of protecting their own emotional welfare.   
Teacher Ms. Light applied flexibility in terms of goal setting in order to assist 
administrator demands on time.  Ms. Light stated, “We have been trying to help the 
teachers align their goals to be beneficial towards TTESS.  We tried to align our goals so 
the Principals didn’t have 15 goals for the entire department; they were maybe looking at 
five for the five different content areas.”  Throughout participant comments, flexibility 
was applied in order to nullify the sting of fidelity or compensate for unsustainable 
demands on time.  Ironically, the aspect of flexibility potentially acted as a strain against 
fidelity and the broader theme of collective framework knowledge.  Ultimately, any sense 
of strain inhibited the development of evaluative consciousness.  However, the 
prevalence of flexibility is an aspect of evaluative consciousness that will be explored 
further in Chapter five. 
 Special education compatibility as a source of strain.  Special education 
compatibility emerged during discussions with administrators and teachers responsible 
for special education services at the campus level.  Due to the limited number of 
individuals involved, titles and names will not be used in order to protect anonymity.  
One individual discussed the impact of other duties associated with being a special 
education teacher: 
I think for SPED, it’s difficult for PDAS to TTESS, because it only looks at what 
happens in the classroom and for SPED teachers it’s more than just what happens 
in the classroom.  It’s how you’re following up on the paperwork, how you’re 
developing relationships with parents, relationships with kids, because if they 
don’t have someone they can go to they are going to be drowning in classes.  As 
an evaluation system, it doesn’t look at all the things we do. 
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Through this statement, this individual clearly illustrated the aspect of job performance 
being equally important to the performance in the classroom.  Another individual 
reinforced this idea when he described his reaction to TTESS as a system focused on the 
core areas and not entirely applicable to individuals that teach special needs students: 
I was a bit concerned.  My initial impression was that it’s highly oriented on the 
core subject areas.  Our roles are quite broad and they cover not only the 
classroom but administrative tasks, case management, IEP development, running 
of ARDs, the same.  I stated repeatedly that much of what we do is oriented 
outside the classroom.  Dealing with behaviors of low-level students, students 
with physical disabilities, just a wide range that take up the majority of the time. 
 
In addition to believing the rubric did not address the realities of serving as a special 
education teacher, this individual questioned the rubric requirements as being practical or 
appropriate for a special needs classroom: 
We have teachers that are maybe only in the classroom teaching 1-2 class periods, 
the rest is inclusion, so there is not a lot of opportunity when you consider their 
classroom requirements.  They also will deal with their students in the resource 
areas that are very small.  So many of the activities that you will see in a 
classroom of 25 are just hard to fit when you have a room of 4-5.  Additionally, 
we don’t have a set curriculum, because that needs to be tailored to the needs of 
individual students. 
 
For some individuals working with special needs students, the aspect of being evaluated 
by TTESS seemed unrealistic and yielding little benefit when compared to the roles a 
special education teacher is expected to fill.  Another individual provided an anecdote to 
illustrate the diverse needs filled by special education teachers: 
I’ve experienced evaluation systems in education as well as my previous career.  
A number of them.  If they are not properly integrated into the spectrum of what a 
teacher does, if it is not oriented on solely on the classroom but what the teacher 
does.  I know there is a lot of emphasis on tying student performance to teacher 
evaluation and some movement towards compensation.  Our definition of success 
may be that a kid doesn’t have a meltdown.  It’s hard to measure those things.  
That’s when I get a little concerned, is how we look at how we evaluate the 
contributions of teachers.  It’s not always in the classroom. 
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Further, this individual also shared aspects of working with parents that were not 
adequately valued through TTESS: 
When you look down the line at our group, conduct at an ARD was not evaluated 
on.  It is primary to what we do.  That ARD meeting sets up the behavior plan.  
The relationship with the parent.  Taking that and overlaying that with the 
classroom teacher.  That ARD process sets up the kid for success or failure.  
That’s a big part of what we do and that’s not accounted for. 
 
Ultimately, special education personnel did not feel as if the TTESS rubric adequately 
valued the needs of their learning area.  The greater harm, in their view, was potentially 
providing feedback to special education teachers that distorted growth efforts away from 
the needs of special education students.  This compatibility contributed to a sense of 
strain that inhibited the evaluative consciousness of special education teachers under the 
context of TTESS. 
 Ambiguity as a source of strain.  Ambiguity emerged as a concept that 
contributed to the theme of strain.  Ambiguity is defined as the perception that 
requirements of the TTESS framework are confusing or conflicting.  During interviews, 
ambiguity was specifically referenced from eight of nineteen participants.  Much of the 
ambiguity centered on the goal setting process, but it also related to other aspects of 
TTESS. 
 Mr. Booth, an administrator, described confusion when reflecting upon teacher 
goal setting:  
Some teachers really did a good job, but by and large, our teachers really need to 
understand what specific and measureable actually means in terms of their 
professional development and goal setting throughout the year.  A lot of teachers 
don’t know how, they ask if we are focusing on student outcomes here or in terms 
of my professional practice? 
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The general confusion related to goal setting was largely attributed to the lack of training 
for administrators.  However, Administrator Mr. Scott discussed that the lack of 
preparation only exacerbated an unaddressed condition of being ill prepared to write good 
content area goals, as well as being confused on the best format for a goal: 
 
Goal setting was a blurb in the training.  We are used to thinking we are really 
good at goal setting in this business, it’s probably the thing we struggle with the 
most on our campus.  #1, we get good at writing a SMART goal.  When we talk 
about goal setting for them, that doesn’t work.   They were confused about writing 
a goal without a number embedded in it.  When we talk about what a SMART 
goal looks like for them, having a number isn’t really necessary.  When you look 
at PDAS and goal setting in PDAS, so many times teachers just threw something 
in there. 
 
In addition to goal setting, Mr. Scott expressed that a sense of ambiguousness plagued the 
routines surrounding post-conference protocol, which led to greater confusion on the part 
of teachers: 
Something we need clarification on is that we didn’t submit scores to them prior 
to them coming in.  We thought we did everything right, but teachers think it’s a 
little bit of a gotcha.  When teachers see you slide that rubric across, it seems like 
“oh.”  I just sat here pouring my heart out and thinking you are telling me this and 
now you just got me.  It’s not that.  They felt like we were setting them up.  We 
would love to just release that, but there’s so much information in that rubric. 
When you put it in front of them and they try to absorb it, that’s not something 
they can talk about in real-time.  If human resources says we need to change that, 
then that’s something we will adjust in the 2nd semester. 
 
Along with ambiguity within the framework of TTESS, conflict arose when it came to 
specific aspects of the TTESS rubric dimensions.  Ms. Winters described conflicting 
information coming from different stakeholders on the dimension of differentiation: 
The conversation we’ve had is with 2.4, differentiation.  Even with conversations 
we’ve had on “what is differentiation.”  That’s something we’ve all done 
observations and asked, “what would you rate this?” because we want to be as 
consistent as possible so there is talk going on about “Hey, I got this and I got 
this?”  This is the one that has stumped everyone the most.  It is the lowest one 
overall.  I think that is because of a very vague idea of what differentiation is 
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supposed to be.  We all have different definitions.  The “all” part, we have 
different ideas of what that means.  You ask people at the district, and they have 
different ideas of what that means. 
 
Ambiguity resulted in confusion and contributed to a sense of strain.  Ambiguity 
subtracted from collective framework knowledge such as trust, fairness, and rubric 
quality.  Further, it inhibited the development of evaluative consciousness due to human 
error or human conflict. 
Summary 
 Chapter four explored findings from a qualitative grounded theory case study.  
Feedback from participants identified evaluative consciousness as a central theme within 
the context of an effort to implement a new evaluation system at the high school level 
within a large school district.  This theme also had powerful connections to the extent 
school leader behaviors and actions influenced teacher feelings of self-efficacy, as well as 
teacher perception of the TTESS framework implementation.  The study also found the 
themes of reflexive coaching, collective framework knowledge, and strain as a collection 
of conditions, actions, and consequences with important implications for leadership 
consideration.  Additionally, these themes exhibited a relationship with evaluative 
consciousness as a central theme.  The themes and their relationship are expressed in 
figure 4.  Chapter five will discuss findings from chapter four further and provide 
recommendations and implications for school leaders implementing the new evaluation 
system.   
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Figure 4.  Diagram of Themes and Concepts  
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CHAPTER FIVE:  FINDINGS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 Chapter five presents the findings, implications, and recommendations of this 
study, along with a developed theory to explain the findings of this research study.  The 
qualitative methods used to arrive at these results are described in chapter three.  The 
interview process, reflective journals, documents, field notes, and theoretical sampling 
produced full and complete findings.  Additionally, the interview protocol employed was 
a semi-structured approach, which allowed the use of follow-up questions to produce 
personal reactions to the studied phenomenon.  The comprehensive design of the study 
allowed multiple perspectives to be represented, including administrators of varying 
experience and responsibilities, core content teachers, special education teachers, and 
teacher leaders.  The findings are presented in three parts, beginning with a summary of 
the results of the research questions.  Second, implications for practice are presented.  
Lastly, recommendations for further research and a summary of the study close this 
chapter. 
Problem Statement 
 There was a need to identify how leadership influences school reform frameworks 
enhancing teacher resolve needed to address underperforming students (Goddard, 
LoGerfo, & Hoy, 2004).  An issue equally not well understood was the perceptions of 
self-efficacy on the part of teachers and the extent to which this perception was enhanced 
or constrained by leadership.  The new Texas Teacher Evaluation and Support System 
(TTESS) was a potential framework encompassing these needs.  In 2001, Ovando stated 
a need to “illuminate teachers’ perspective associated with teacher evaluation and 
development”  (pg. 229).  While the majority of educational stakeholders and lawmakers 
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saw the need to provide an effective teacher evaluation tool as necessary, the manner in 
which teachers and school leaders implement new evaluation framework, such as TTESS, 
is varied and worthy of study (Vara-Orta, 2013).   
The behaviors and actions a leader employs in order to make sense of a mandated 
teacher evaluation framework varied between campuses and districts, adding to the 
degree of unintended variation across the state.   The development and understanding of 
school leader conceptions of teacher evaluation as a function of instructional leadership is 
a relatively undeveloped field (Rigby, 2015).  Kimball and Milanowski (2009) supported 
this assertion when they found school leader decision-making was related to the strength 
of the teacher evaluation process. 
Teacher evaluation is seen as important, but it is increasingly difficult to 
standardize a rubric applicable to all teachers in all areas of student need (Sledge and 
Pazey, 2013).  As school leaders considered how to best implement TTESS as an 
evaluation framework, the manner in which it best applies to various academic programs 
from kindergarten through twelfth grade was a serious consideration.  As an example of 
this perceived difficulty, the Cypress-Fairbanks ISD Superintendent stated the new 
evaluation system was responsible for “placing additional fear, anxiety, and pressure on 
professionals who are stressed enough already” (Smith, 2014).  Given the uncertainty of 
both the framework and how leadership can influence implementation for teachers, there 
was a strong need for research to explore the effects of school leader influence and 
support on teacher evaluation (Tuytens and Devos, 2014).  While there might be a 
rational framework for evaluation and a comprehensive system of training, these “are not 
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necessarily enough because rationality does not rule the actions of human beings” 
(Painter, 2000, pg. 370). 
Purpose of The Study 
 How do school leader behaviors and actions influence teacher perceptions of self-
efficacy within the implementation context of a new teacher evaluation framework?  The 
purpose of this study was to understand and explain how leadership actions and behaviors 
influence the implementation of the Texas Teacher Evaluation and Support System 
(TTESS).  One goal of this study was to explain how leadership influenced teacher 
perceptions of self-efficacy, as it related to the context of the TTESS.  An additional goal 
was to help explain how certain leadership behaviors influenced the implementation of 
this new teacher evaluation framework.   
Methodology Overview 
This qualitative grounded theory case study methodology was utilized in order to 
better understand the influence of leadership on teacher evaluation as it relates to self-
efficacy.  Corbin and Strauss (2015) described qualitative research as most appropriate 
for those interested in seeking how participants form meaning, as well as researching 
areas not widely researched.  Stake (1995) described case study as an intensive 
description and analysis of a phenomenon or social unit such as an individual, group, 
institution, or community.  The social unit described and analyzed was a collection of 
high school teachers and administrators within a single large district that experienced the 
first year of a new teacher evaluation system.  Semi-structured interviews were used, but 
the specific structure of the interview was adapted based on participant responses. 
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Interviews were triangulated with archival documents, field notes, and reflective 
journals.  Interviewing and studying participants from varying roles within the high 
school provided a complete arrangement.  Participants were guaranteed anonymity, 
producing candid responses to interview questions.  Additionally, participants had the 
opportunity to review transcripts of interviews and provide additional information at will.  
Selected participants were asked to take part in theoretical sampling, in the form of semi-
structured follow-up interviews.  An expert panel, with rich experience in teacher 
evaluation and leadership, reviewed final findings at the researcher’s request. 
Data analysis.  Following the constant comparison strategy of grounded theory, 
data was analyzed throughout the data collection process. Data was broken down into 
separate excerpts, analyzed and coded into the online program NVIVO using an open 
coding process.  Interview transcripts were coded using open coding procedures.  Codes 
from interview transcripts were further analyzed to develop categories and themes, which 
were drawn from the categories related to teacher perceptions of self-efficacy as well as 
their perceptions of leadership decision-making and application of the new teacher 
evaluation framework, Texas Teacher Evaluation and Support System (TTESS).  Coded 
data used for data analysis and findings purposes were linked to specific school leader 
and teacher actions and behaviors, not to identifiable individual leaders. 
To help identify themes within grounded theory, a process of constant comparison 
was used to identify patterns and similarities (Corbin and Strauss, 2015).  Open coding 
was used, and when completed, axial coding was applied in order to develop 
relationships between categories to develop a concept map (Corbin and Strauss, 2015).  
Information that potentially identified participants was assigned codes and pseudonyms 
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to ensure participants were non-identifiable.  Follow-up interviews took place for 
theoretical sampling after the identification of emergent themes.  Additionally, expert 
checks were conducted to ensure validity of emergent themes.  Data obtained was kept in 
private and locked files.  As themes emerged from the data collection and analysis, 
follow-up or secondary interviews were necessary to help triangulate meaning which 
emerged from initial data collection. 
Limitations of methods.  Without rapport, interviews and observations may have 
seemed intrusive for the research participants.  Also, participants may have said and did 
things that seemed out of context because the researcher did not understand the specific 
contextual significance of the behavior at that particular school or district.  However, 
further probing was allowed because participants were also part of the purposeful 
sampling for interviews (Creswell, 2009).   
 Interviews were inherently biased because they were a retelling of an experience 
from the specific lens of the participant.  Because of the researcher’s position as a school 
administrator, responses may have been biased towards what participants perceive to be 
the safest or most desirable response.  Lastly, not all participants were “equally articulate 
and perceptive” to being interviewed for research purposes (Creswell, 2009, pg. 179). 
 Lastly, documents were not completely available to me since teacher evaluation is 
information seen as personal and potentially linked to employment considerations.  For 
that reason, materials might have been incomplete or difficult to attain for the purposes of 
this study.  Aside from the actual teacher evaluation rubric, the researcher was required to 
“search out the information in hard to find places” (Creswell, 2009, pg. 180) neither not 
easily attained nor necessarily best aligned to a triangulation of data.   
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Significance.  This research was needed at a critical time in education.  A teacher 
evaluation framework has the ability to control the discourse of school improvement for 
teachers and campus/district leaders alike.  When focused on aspects of teaching that 
improve teacher skill and student achievement, concepts and standards within that 
framework have the potential to dramatically improve instruction within a school.  
However, an evaluation tool difficult to comprehend or inadequately deployed by district 
and campus leadership has equal potential to derail efforts to effectively implement a 
teacher evaluation framework.  Michael Fullan (2014) alluded to this in his work “The 
Principal” when he stated leadership is rendered ineffective when “principals are 
expected to lead the implementation of policies they do not comprehend and that indeed 
are incomprehensible as a set” (pg. 37). 
 Further, this complicated aspect of leadership had the potential to contribute to 
either a damaging or ameliorating influence on the culture of the school, based on the 
collective perception of teacher feelings of effectiveness within the school and classroom.  
Success in the school, via a credible teacher evaluation framework, impacts those feelings 
of teacher self-efficacy (Schmoker, 2012; Gavora, 2010).  As a result, teacher self-
efficacy directly influences a school’s ability to meet challenges and adapt to change.  
Goddard, LoGerfo, and Hoy (2004) alluded to this need when they appeal that “future 
research is needed to identify the types of teacher education, ongoing professional 
development, and school reform initiatives that build in teachers the resolve that they can 
effectively serve socioeconomically disadvantaged students” (pg. 408). 
 This study was necessary because much is unknown regarding how leaders can 
best use TTESS as an evaluation framework to influence instruction.  Highlighting the 
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leadership practices that directly improves teacher self-efficacy through a teacher 
evaluation framework directly informs practice.  As a result of this study, analysis 
highlighted leadership strategies and behaviors that helped effectively implement a 
teacher evaluation framework.  As well, the experience of this teacher evaluation 
framework was examined to understand how it impacted teacher performance as a 
function of the district and campus discourse on instruction.  Further, it is important to 
develop a full understanding of how leadership influences the implementation of this 
system-wide tool, as effective change requires the full contributions of district and 
campus administrators (Ovando, 2001).   
Summary of Results of Research Questions 
 This grounded theory case study used a constructivist epistemological stance and 
theoretical perspective of interpretivism to answer the research questions.  Major themes 
were outlined to present conditions, actions, and consequences surrounding the teacher 
evaluation implementation effort.  Ultimately, a theory explaining the influence of 
leadership on a new teacher evaluation system developed.  Themes were organized in a 
manner that answered each of the following research questions. 
1. To what extent do school leader behaviors and actions influence teachers’ 
feelings of self-efficacy within the context of TTESS?  
2. How do school leader behaviors and actions influence teacher perceptions of 
the TTESS framework implementation? 
Themes connecting leadership behaviors and actions.  Leadership behaviors 
and actions centered on the goal of developing teacher growth and performance through 
the theme of evaluative consciousness.  Evaluative Consciousness refers to the educator’s 
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awareness of self-efficacy as an educator, while maintaining an intention to grow through 
reflection.  Evaluative consciousness was demonstrated through a focus on a growth 
mindset and through the actions of reflection, conversation, and goal setting.  This 
dynamic interaction influenced self-efficacy.  A second theme of reflexive coaching 
emerged through described strategies applied by the administrator in response to the 
teacher being appraised.  Leadership behaviors and actions under this theme involved 
strategies such as questioning and feedback, but were also opportunities to establish trust.  
A third theme of collective framework knowledge described leadership behaviors and 
actions that influenced true fidelity to a fair TTESS process and adherence to the rubric.  
This included a focus on developing a sense of fairness and feeling informed through 
collaborative efforts.  Lastly, a fourth theme of strain emerged as a combined effort to 
fulfill the expectations of the TTESS framework, depleting effort from other areas.  In 
this sense, strain manifested through leadership behaviors and actions as a potentially 
negative influence on self-efficacy and TTESS implementation. 
 
Figure 5.  Evaluative Consciousness as a Theme 
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Evaluative consciousness.  A major finding emerging from this study was the 
determination that leadership behaviors and actions were ultimately measured by the goal 
of developing evaluative consciousness.  This original concept describes a demonstration 
of reflection, conversation, and goal setting centered on self-efficacy and a growth 
mindset.  Reflection develops strong feelings of confidence and competence as teachers 
build their own capacity; with capacity building enhancing self-efficacy, the future 
capacity to reflect, and ultimately strengthening evaluative consciousness (Ovando, 
2001).  Additionally, self-efficacy refers to an individual’s conception of effectiveness 
towards specific goals (Gavora, 2010).  This study illuminated an aspect of how leaders 
used TTESS to help redefine effectiveness and shift beliefs about self-efficacy.  Teachers 
and school leaders consistently described the importance of reflection towards the growth 
of teacher effectiveness.  Through this reflection, teachers considered their own 
effectiveness through the terms and concepts as described within the TTESS framework. 
A growth mindset served as a foundation for evaluative consciousness, as well as 
a variable that served as a predictor of the strength of evaluative consciousness developed 
by the evaluated teacher.  Those with the ability to think of their performance in terms of 
a marker on a journey towards greater effectiveness were more likely to be reflective and 
open in conversation.  Further, those individuals with a growth mindset demonstrated 
anticipation and positive feelings toward their experience with the TTESS framework.  
This study highlighted the ability of the school leader to enhance or stifle the power of 
the growth mindset through their interactions.  Specifically, this is accomplished through 
the strategies within the themes of collective framework knowledge and reflexive 
coaching. 
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School leaders and teachers alike valued the opportunity to take part in 
conversation and reflection on instructional issues.  While the concepts were similar, 
reflection is a form of expression focused on past performance, while conversation is the 
act of discussing instructional topics.  School leaders established a context for teachers to 
openly discuss issues related to their classroom, which helped articulate ideas and 
concerns in more concrete terms for both the school leader and the teacher.  While the 
capacity to reflect was often referred to as a trait teachers brought to conversations, it was 
also a trait enhanced by the interaction of administrator and teacher.  Reflection is an 
influential variable impacting teacher self-efficacy, while growing confidence in a 
teacher’s ability to build his or her own capacity (Yost, 2006; Ovando, 2001).  This study 
found the capacity to reflect was influenced by the school leader’s reflexive coaching 
skill throughout observation-based conversations. 
The act of goal setting is also an action producing and measuring a sense of 
reflection and growth mindset for the educator. As well, goal setting increases self-
efficacy through the accomplishment of successful experiences (Yost, 2006).  If self-
efficacy is the belief that one is capable of performing in an effective manner to attain 
specific goals, then the nature of the goal setting process and final goal design highly 
influences teacher self-efficacy (Gavora, 2010).  Goals initiate reflection upon past 
performance, help envision future performance, and highlighted instructional priorities 
through collaborative conversation.  Goal setting within an evaluative framework was a 
new experience for educators, which resulted in school leader actions to align goals 
towards common expectations of quality.  This study found the school leader’s ability to 
effectively design and implement a process to guide goal setting increased the likelihood 
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of enhanced self-efficacy through reflection.  However, this study also found a lack of 
clarity surrounding the goal setting process led to feelings of ambiguity and missed 
opportunities for teacher growth through evaluative consciousness. 
Fullan (2014) expressed that feedback centered on growth, and transparent 
conversation improves teacher effectiveness and classroom outcomes.  Ultimately, the 
ability to take part in goal setting, to reflect, to openly engage in conversation, and to 
adhere to a growth mindset allowed for greater self-efficacy.  The totality of this 
experience is the theme of evaluative consciousness, an experience that served as a goal 
for school leaders as they worked with classroom teachers to improve performance.  
While this was a goal, aspects of evaluative consciousness were also conditions enhanced 
by the interaction of reflexive coaching. 
 
Figure 6.  Reflexive Coaching as a Theme 
Reflexive coaching.  Reflexive coaching as a theme describes the influence of the 
school leader on teacher perception of self-efficacy and the TTESS framework 
implementation through pre-conference and post-conference conversations.  Reflexive 
coaching includes feedback, demeanor, trust, affirmation, questioning, and the act of 
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informing.  This theme aligns well to the idea that school leaders are expected to 
demonstrate “understanding, knowledge, skills, and dispositions associated with teaching 
and learning” (Ovando, 2007, pg. 94).  This theme was also a dynamic variable, largely 
dependent on the strategies used by the school leader. 
The ability to ask thoughtful, probing questions enhanced the quality of the 
conversation and reflection with teachers.  However, questioning is also a concept some 
school leaders felt ill equipped to deliver.  Confidence in questioning was largely 
dependent on experience as an administrator or past experience as a teacher leader.  This 
study found questioning is important because the influence of the school leader shapes 
the staff’s perception of TTESS practicality (Tuytens and Devos, 2014).  While 
information and directives to the teacher were provided in the form of feedback, 
administrators in this study experienced greater effectiveness when using questioning as a 
reflexive coaching strategy.  Pre-observation conferences, post-observation conferences, 
and summative end-of-year conferences were more likely to contribute to growth when 
the administrator skillfully applied questioning techniques.  The reflexive coaching skill 
of questioning enhanced reflection for the classroom teacher, ultimately developing a 
stronger sense of evaluative consciousness. 
The quality of reflexive coaching was also dependent on the ability of the teacher 
to receive the feedback in a meaningful manner.  Fullan (2014) found school leaders were 
more likely to influence improved instruction within the context of strong working 
relationships marked by trust.  This study found the reflexive coaching strategy of 
building trust through demeanor strongly influenced the quality of feedback.  Although 
trust is considered a condition resulting from past experiences in the teacher and school 
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leader relationship, trust is also a product of demeanor in the conversation.  School 
leaders felt a casual and informal demeanor exhibited during the conversation lowered 
feelings of anxiety while elevating trust.  School leaders also used authentic, meaningful 
affirmation at the start of pre-conference and post-conference, as a method of both 
improving trust and establishing the desired demeanor.  This finding aligns to the Tuytens 
and Devos (2010) assertion that teachers who trust the school leader respond to 
performance evaluation in a more positive manner. 
Informing is also an action strengthening trust and improving the quality of 
reflexive coaching.  Teachers felt trust increased when they were able to inform the 
context of an upcoming observation or add detail to findings after an observation.  By 
allowing teachers to contribute to the definition of performance standards, the 
effectiveness of the evaluative process is enhanced (Tuytens and Devos, 2010).  
However, informing was most effective when expressed as a reciprocal action.  School 
leaders valued the ability to inform teachers about aspects of the TTESS framework, as 
much as teachers valued being able to inform administrators about classroom context.  
This contributes to a sense of a fair evaluation system in a supportive environment 
because of a meaningful information exchange (Kraft and Papey, 2014).  Additionally, 
this study found teachers value the ability to inform administrators about issues indirectly 
influencing their classroom performance, further strengthening the quality of the 
observation and resulting feedback.  
Reflexive coaching is a set of skills exhibited in the school leader’s behaviors and 
actions, influencing a teacher’s perception of self-efficacy and a perception of the TTESS 
framework implementation.  These skills varied, depending on the conditions of the 
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administrator’s experiences and degree of evaluative consciousness initially demonstrated 
by the classroom teacher.  Representing a reciprocal relationship, evaluative 
consciousness influenced reflexive coaching as well.  The school leader plays a key role 
in supporting teacher growth by serving as an instructional leader (Kraft and Papey, 
2014).  This study found reflexive coaching requires the school leader to exhibit skill and 
responsiveness to promote teacher growth through the application of questioning, 
demeanor, feedback, informing, and affirmation.   
 
Figure 7.  Collective framework knowledge as a theme 
 Collective framework knowledge.  The theme of collective framework 
significantly influenced participants because of the sense of quality and fairness 
associated with the TTESS framework.  Collective framework knowledge encapsulates 
the idea of true fidelity to a fair TTESS process and adherence to the rubric through a 
collaborative effort.  Without a collaborative effort, a teacher evaluation framework is 
potentially viewed as solely making the job of teaching more difficult (Chao-Sanches and 
Jacinto, 2014).  This aspect of the study is influential because the ability to develop 
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evaluative consciousness was found significantly hindered if teachers feel questions of 
fidelity, fairness, or quality discredit the design or implementation of the framework. 
 A major determinant of strong collective framework knowledge was the ability 
for leaders to help faculty feel informed through a collaborative effort.  The ability of a 
group to collaboratively process and interpret challenges led to productive responses and 
the common pursuit of organizational goals (Goddard, LoGerfo, and Hoy, 2004).  
Collaboratively facilitating orientation about the TTESS framework through teacher 
leadership, promotes a stronger perception of feeling informed.  Further, collaboration 
counterbalances the notion that teacher evaluation is an activity isolated to the individual 
teacher and the supervising administrator (Kanold, 2011).  When teachers have the power 
to influence implementation and training decisions, perceptions of collective efficacy rise 
(Goddard, LoGerfo, and Hoy, 2004).  This study found the collaborative efforts of 
teacher leaders to implement the TTESS framework enhanced perceptions of rubric 
quality, which promotes the rubric as a representation of ideal effectiveness worthy of 
pursuit.   
Additionally, Walshaw and Savell (2001) found opinions over good pedagogy 
and teacher efficacy vary, complicating perceptions of rubric quality.  When teachers feel 
informed about the TTESS framework and have ongoing opportunities to learn more, 
they are more likely to positively adopt the process and rubric with fidelity.  This study 
found when school leaders intentionally create opportunities to help teachers feel 
informed, they positively influence the successful implementation of the TTESS 
framework. 
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 A sense of fidelity strongly contributes to a sense of collective framework 
knowledge.  “Accurate and usable feedback” allows teachers to feel they have the 
reasonable capacity to improve under the provided evaluation framework (Hill and 
Grossman, 2013, pg. 372).  Administrators expressed a strong need to demonstrate 
fidelity with the TTESS framework as they implemented it at their respective campuses.  
This study found teachers collectively communicated a sense of fidelity to each other in 
informal settings after their individual experiences with a formal observation and post-
conference.  When this occurs, feelings of fairness increase, further strengthening 
collective framework knowledge.  This study found that this relationship between fidelity 
and fairness also improves feelings of trust, thus influencing the quality of reflexive 
coaching towards evaluative consciousness. 
 The theme of collective framework knowledge is strengthened when 
administrators consider and act upon aspects of collaboration, fidelity, feeling informed, 
rubric quality, and fairness.  Collaboration, in particular, significantly influences the 
quality of the remaining aspects of collective framework knowledge.  Similarly, Firestone 
(2014) found teachers felt more effective when engaged in collaboration and given 
opportunities to problem-solve.  This study found strong collective framework 
knowledge enhanced the development of evaluative consciousness because issues of 
quality, fidelity, or information did not cloud the context of evaluative consciousness. 
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Figure 8.  Strain as a theme. 
Strain.  The theme of strain emerged as a factor significantly influencing 
evaluative consciousness.  Strain is described as the combined effort to fulfill the 
expectations of the TTESS framework while also depleting effort from other areas.  As a 
theme, the negative influence of strain potentially negates the positive influence of school 
leader behaviors and actions towards the development of greater evaluative 
consciousness. 
Skallvik and Skallvik (2010) found the greatest source of emotional exhaustion 
was teacher perception of overwhelming expectations.  This aspect of exhaustion aligns 
with the strain concept of elite standard.  Some teachers in the study felt as if the highest 
ratings of the TTESS rubric were an unattainable standard for them, and devoting effort 
towards that standard fruitlessly depleted time.  This study found the perception of the 
TTESS framework as an elite standard is more likely to occur with experienced teachers 
without a growth mindset, yet possessing a past experience of highly positive 
performance feedback.  For these teachers, the perception of an elite standard causes 
further strain for teachers already tasked with handling the complexity and time 
commitments of teaching (Tuytens and Devos, 2014).   
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Related to the concept of elite standard is the idea of ambiguity within the teacher 
evaluation framework.  Schmoker (2012) found that “performance invariably improves 
when training and evaluation focus on…crystal clear criteria, which inspire confidence 
and competence – not fear and confusion” (pg. 71).  This study found school leaders 
positively influenced the development of evaluative consciousness and successful 
implementation of TTESS when intentionally addressing issues of ambiguity.  
Specifically, ambiguity is more likely to appear within the area of goal setting and when 
concepts of collective framework knowledge are unclear. 
Another manifestation of strain in school leader behavior is diminished visibility.  
Administrators and teachers alike reported a noticeable reduction of administrator 
visibility in aspects of day-to-day campus operations.  Additionally, this study found 
diminished visibility hindered this effective leadership action to monitor instruction 
through shorter, more frequent classroom observation walkthroughs (Ovando and 
Ramirez, 2007).  A related finding of this study is that visibility is an aspect of strain that 
varies depending on the TTESS framework procedures and timelines established at the 
local level by district leadership. 
The lack of visibility is directly influenced by the time associated with the TTESS 
process.  A strain of time is a common perception of teacher evaluation initiatives 
(Ramirez, Clouse, and Davis, 2014).  As one administrator estimated 120 forms of 
individual meetings in the first semester based on district expectations, the time 
associated with the process became a strain.  This study found a sense of strain on time 
weakens the ability to deliver the TTESS process with fidelity, subsequently influencing 
the ability to produce strong evaluative consciousness. 
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 Special Education compatibility.  TTESS applies to all teachers despite context, 
rendering the framework unable to initially distinguish between unique roles such as 
special education teachers (Sledge and Pazey, 2013).  This manifests in a pronounced 
sense of strain for special education teachers.  Special education teachers from this study 
reported negative feelings of fairness and rubric quality when reflecting on their 
experience with the TTESS rubric.  Combined with the challenge of being accurately 
evaluated by this new evaluation system, special education teachers within this study felt 
as if an evaluation system misaligned to the needs of special education roles had the 
potential to misdirect growth efforts. 
 Sledge and Pazey (2013) found standardizing a rubric in manner applicable to all 
teachers in all areas of student need was difficult to accomplish.  Special education 
educators within the study described classroom instructional needs and settings that did 
not align well with the language of the rubric. For that reason, administrators applied 
flexibility to the rubric as a form of reflexive coaching, deviating from a sense of fidelity. 
Hill and Grossman’s (2013) recommendation reinforced that content specific rubrics be 
used in certain contexts.  However, this study found the initial confusion and need for 
school leader discretion leads to feelings of strain among administrators and teachers.  
This negatively influences the quality of reflexive coaching, collective framework 
knowledge, and evaluative consciousness. 
 Additionally, administrators within the study effectively conveyed the concept of 
growth as the foundation of the TTESS framework, but special education teachers didn’t 
feel as if the metrics of growth applied to them.  When using the rubric to discuss growth, 
special education teachers felt forced to adapt a tool focused on core subjects to their 
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unique responsibilities.  Special education teachers expressed a sense of marginalization 
because the teacher evaluation framework does not proportionally represent all aspects of 
their unique duties.  These include paperwork, communication, and meeting facilitation 
demands that go beyond the responsibilities of the core subject classroom teacher.  
Addressing special education compatibility is a source of strain requiring additional 
actions for school leaders to consider in order to create the conditions for the 
development of evaluative consciousness. 
 Flexibility.  Teacher evaluation is more likely to become a ritual rather than a 
substantive process when barriers to implementation are present (Ramirez, Clouse, and 
Davis, 2014).  The school leader’s method of adapting to barriers is through flexibility.  
Flexibility is represented by school leader actions and behaviors to adapt the TTESS 
framework to the challenges and contexts specific to their respective campus.  However, 
it is also a concept that represents strain because of the deviation from fidelity.  The 
degree of flexibility varies depending on context and school leader discretion.  This 
variance confirms the assertion that a comprehensive training and rational framework are 
“not necessarily enough because rationality does not rule the actions of human beings” 
(Painter, 2000, pg. 370).  This study found the relationship between fidelity and 
flexibility has significant implications for leadership action. 
 School leaders feel the need to apply flexibility to the TTESS framework for two 
initial reasons.  One reason is special education compatibility, as previously described.  
Another is because of strain caused by time and visibility concerns.  Fullan (2014), 
describes an important aspect of the school leader’s role is to balance instructional and 
organizational leadership.  As a school leader strategy to adapt to strain, flexibility to the 
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TTESS framework is applied to help administrators accomplish other responsibilities 
attached to their role.  Without flexibility, school leaders felt as if the teacher evaluation 
framework was unreasonably time intensive, which potentially leads to poorer quality 
observations. 
Another aspect requiring flexibility is due to ambiguity surrounding the goal 
setting process.  School leaders from the study defined and adjusted goal setting based on 
the context of their campus and in response to classroom teachers needs.  This study 
found the goal setting process as an area for clarity and leadership development in order 
to improve the implementation effectiveness of the teacher evaluation framework. 
 This study found the relationship between flexibility and fidelity is unique 
because it is a consistently occurring relationship for school leaders to consider.  This 
aligns with a nationwide trend of placing responsibility on the school leader to interpret 
and implement unclear policy associated with teacher evaluations (Tuytens and Devos, 
2014).  School leaders feel flexibility is key to helping accomplish a successful 
implementation effort because of ambiguity, needs of the local context, and 
organizational responsibilities.  Flexibility is not an entirely negative concept because 
flexibility allows for leaders to help participants feel as if processes are more meaningful, 
improving motivation to accomplish associated goals (Fullan, 2014).  The strain of time, 
visibility, special education compatibility, and ambiguity maintains a constant tension 
between fidelity and flexibility.  While flexibility is seen as a necessity, it potentially 
negatively influences collective framework knowledge, reflexive coaching, and overall 
evaluative consciousness. 
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Theoretical Framework 
As a grounded theory case study, this body of research started with the intent to 
create a theory explaining the school leader’s influence on the implementation of a new 
teacher evaluation framework.  As an initial lens, social cognitive theory was used to 
examine school leadership practices and teacher perception within the context of the 
implementation of a new teacher evaluation system.  Within social cognitive theory, 
Gavora (2010) quoted Bandura’s definition of self-efficacy as the “belief in one’s own 
abilities to organize and execute a certain task” (pg. 18).  An application of self-efficacy 
is the concept of teacher self-efficacy, defined as the teacher’s “personal belief in their 
ability to plan instruction and accomplish instructional objectives” (Gavora, 2010, pg. 
18).  Using this foundation, the relationship of themes presented in this study help form 
the original grounded theory of evaluative consciousness. 
 
Figure 9.  Theory of evaluative consciousness 
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Theory of evaluative consciousness.  The theory of evaluative consciousness 
sheds light on the interwoven relationship between evaluative consciousness, reflexive 
coaching, collective framework knowledge, and strain.  Improved evaluative 
consciousness is accomplished while maintaining an intention to grow through the 
context of reflection, conversation, and goal setting.  As a context of evaluative 
consciousness, the quality of self-efficacy as a pre-existing state of mind also influences 
reflexive coaching, collective framework, and strain.  An individual possessing stronger 
evaluative consciousness is more likely to respond positively to strategies introduced 
under other contributing themes.  In this sense, the development of evaluative 
consciousness is a goal for school leaders seeking to successfully implement a teacher 
evaluation framework.  School leaders seeking to successfully implement the TTESS 
framework ultimately aspire to develop teacher self-efficacy and to establish TTESS as a 
growth model.  Yet, evaluative consciousness exists as an interdependent theme co-
existing with the equally important themes of reflexive coaching, collective framework 
knowledge, and strain.   
In order to develop strong evaluative consciousness, school leaders are tasked 
with the challenge of addressing the three remaining themes.  Evaluative consciousness is 
best achieved through maintaining strength in reflexive coaching and collective 
framework knowledge strategies while mitigating the negative concept of strain.  The 
more school leaders employ strategies of reflexive coaching, the more they enhance 
evaluative consciousness.  As school leaders improve collective framework knowledge, 
they create better conditions for stronger evaluative consciousness.  When strain is 
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addressed and anticipated, negative influences on evaluative consciousness are 
minimized.     
Reflexive coaching, collective framework knowledge, and strain are represented 
as themes serving evaluative consciousness as a goal.  Yet the themes also have an 
interdependent relationship with each other.  The influences of strain can hamper the 
effectiveness of reflexive coaching and the development of collective framework 
knowledge.  The strategies within reflexive coaching can minimize strain and enhance 
collective framework knowledge.  Collective framework knowledge improves the quality 
of reflexive coaching and helps to minimize strain.  In this regard, the theory of 
evaluative consciousness is an interdependent model of evaluative leadership. 
As an illustration of this interdependency, the collective framework knowledge 
strategy of collaboration significantly influences the strength of evaluative consciousness 
towards the development of teacher self-efficacy.  Collaboration not only encourages 
perceptions of rubric quality and feeling informed, it also addresses issues of ambiguity 
and an elite standard.  When school leaders intentionally recruit teacher leaders to make 
sense of a new teacher evaluation framework, strain is minimized, while collective 
framework knowledge and reflexive coaching are enhanced.   
Additionally, the dynamic relationship between flexibility and fidelity is a 
noteworthy and consistent experience for schools implementing the pilot year of 
implementation for this new teacher evaluation pilot.  While a process varies depending 
on the added expectations of the school district, true fidelity to a process causes a sense 
of strain because of issues related to ambiguity, time, visibility, and inequities.  For that 
reason, flexibility is represented by any adjustment made to minimize strain.  Rather than 
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being a purely dichotomous choice, school leaders establish balance between flexibility 
and fidelity depending on context, experience, and expertise.  Flexibility, when applied 
with the goal of evaluative consciousness in mind, can help to promote feelings of trust, 
fairness, and stronger perceptions of rubric quality. 
 
Figure 10.  Theory of evaluative consciousness in classic grounded theory model 
The theory of evaluative consciousness as represented in Figure 10 illustrates how 
evaluative consciousness aligns school leader conditions, contexts, and strategies toward 
awareness of self-efficacy through the phenomena of evaluative consciousness.  
Consequently, this theory explains the consequences of self-efficacy and successful 
TTESS implementation as a growth model are achieved when school leaders promote 
evaluative consciousness by applying strategies appropriate to the context and conditions 
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present.  A school leader with possession of reflexive coaching skills, collective 
framework knowledge, and knowledge of strain develops stronger evaluative 
consciousness. 
The technique flip-flopping, described by Corbin and Strauss (2015) as a method 
to examine concepts by describing their opposite, was applied to evaluative 
consciousness to determine the focus and validity of this theory.  The opposite of 
evaluative consciousness is insular detachment, a term that describes the reaction of those 
experiencing the TTESS framework as limiting reflection and growth mindset.  However, 
individuals more likely to align with insular detachment are not necessarily sub-standard 
teachers.  In many cases, the educator’s past experience of strong evaluative feedback 
negatively contrasts with relatively lower feedback ratings under this new evaluation tool.  
As a method to protect his or her current conception of self-efficacy, individuals insulate 
themselves from evaluative consciousness by not engaging in full reflection and 
conversation.  Additionally, individuals also detach themselves from evaluative 
consciousness by discrediting the TTESS framework through a focus on issues such as 
fairness, rubric quality, the poor reflexive coaching skills of their supervising 
administrator, and special education inequities. 
Implications and Recommendations for Practice 
 The timing of this study preceded the statewide adoption of TTESS as a new 
teacher evaluation framework.  During this pilot year, this study highlighted four main 
areas of focus as themes represented by the theory of evaluative consciousness.  
Thousands of school leaders will be tasked with implementing, interpreting, and adapting 
TTESS to their local contexts.  It is crucial for school leaders to study the influence of 
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these four themes in pursuit of building stronger evaluative consciousness throughout 
their organization.  
 School leaders should seek to enhance evaluative consciousness through a focus 
on growth mindset and clearly defining goal setting processes.  A growth mindset was 
seen as foundational for the successful implementation of the TTESS framework.  
Classroom teachers were more likely to adopt this leadership proposition if the school 
leader proved well versed on growth mindset through beliefs, behaviors, and actions.   
Additionally, goal setting requirements and processes were perceived as ambiguous, 
resulting in necessary flexibility.  Leaders at the district level should collaborate with 
campus leaders to clearly define goal setting requirements and processes to minimize 
strain and improve quality. 
 School leaders should seek to enhance evaluative consciousness through a focus 
on reflexive coaching strategies and skills.  The more school leaders demonstrate 
reflexive coaching skills, the greater the evaluative consciousness and resulting self-
efficacy and TTESS implementation success.  Administrators felt they demonstrated the 
skill of questioning with varying degrees of experience and proficiency.  Training, 
practice in mock scenarios, and opportunities to observe other administrators in 
evaluative conferences would provide moments for strong learning to occur.  
Additionally, school leaders should have the opportunity to debrief about their experience 
with reflexive coaching with other school leaders in order to learn and calibrate skills. 
 School leaders should also enhance evaluative consciousness through a focus on 
collective framework knowledge.  The more school leaders develop collective framework 
knowledge, the greater the resulting evaluative consciousness and resulting self-efficacy 
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and TTESS implementation success.  Teacher leaders should be invited to receive 
regional training resources with the intent of assisting and/or collaboratively facilitating 
teacher training.  Additionally, on-going opportunities should be established throughout 
the school year for teacher leaders and departments to debrief over questions and learn 
more about the TTESS framework.  These opportunities would also be moments for 
school leaders to properly maintain fairness and fidelity. 
 Lastly, school leaders should anticipate strain as an inevitable variable facing 
implementation efforts.  The more school leaders demonstrate knowledge and anticipate 
strain, the greater they enhance evaluative consciousness.  Leaders with special education 
experience at the district, school, and classroom level should collaborate to address 
compatibility issues and apply appropriate flexibility measures to enhance fairness, 
quality, and trust.  School leaders with pilot year implementation experience should be 
consulted to address concerns related to ambiguity, while subsequently seeking to resolve 
issues related to the flexibility-fidelity relationship.  Local decisions regarding 
observation timelines and number of observations required should be made with a focus 
on the strain on visibility and time.  Lastly, incorporating a walkthrough process 
complementing the TTESS framework would provide more data points for reflexive 
coaching and enhance visibility.   
Recommendations for Research 
 There were many studies examining leadership behavior with teacher evaluation.  
However, there were few studies about the requirements under the TTESS framework 
because it was new and still in its pilot stage of implementation.  As TTESS becomes a 
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statewide teacher evaluation framework, the theory of evaluative consciousness could be 
applied in various contexts to determine further insights and applications. 
 Future studies could include (a) specific adaptations to special education 
classrooms that enhance evaluative consciousness, (b) specific adaptations to other non-
core area classrooms that enhance evaluative consciousness, (c) perceptions from 
teachers to validate questioning strategies applied by school leaders, and (d) strategies 
used by school leaders as best practices for the goal setting process.  
Summary 
 This study was conducted to determine the influence of leadership on a new 
teacher evaluation framework.  School leaders and teachers were specifically chosen to 
identify issues and strategies associated with their experience, while analyzing for 
positive and negative influences.  Interviews, document analysis, reflective journals, and 
theoretical sampling allowed for the development of themes and an overarching 
theoretical perspective. 
 Study participants helped define evaluative consciousness as the goal of their 
interaction with the TTESS framework.  Evaluative consciousness included the concepts 
of reflection, conversation, self-efficacy, growth mindset, and goal setting.  Growth 
mindset was described as the foundational belief for successful implementation of the 
TTESS framework.  While self-efficacy was the initial area of focus for this study, 
evaluative consciousness was a state of mind that functioned to influence perceptions of 
self-efficacy through the combined relationship of reflection, conversation, growth 
mindset, and goal setting experiences.  Evaluative consciousness was also a state that 
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marked the quality of school leader and classroom teacher interaction within the context 
of the TTESS framework.  
 The theme of reflexive coaching is centered on the experience of school leader 
and classroom teacher observation discussions.  This theme included feedback, 
demeanor, trust, affirmation, questioning, and informing.  This theme varied depending 
on administrator experience and context.  As an illustration of this, school leaders who 
possessed a unique and relatively uncommon experience as instructional leaders 
demonstrated a stronger degree of reflexive coaching.  This suggests the need for further 
development of school leaders with respect to reflexive coaching strategies. 
 The theme of collective framework knowledge described the concepts of fidelity, 
feeling informed, collaboration, fairness, and rubric quality.  Study participants described 
both feeling informed and collaboration as influential towards the overall strength of 
collective framework knowledge.  Fidelity was also a focus of school leader efforts as 
they sought to implement the TTESS framework. 
 The theme of strain described visibility, ambiguity, special education 
compatibility, time, elite standard, and flexibility.  These concepts all displaced effort that 
otherwise would have contributed to the other themes.  Special education compatibility 
was unique due to the demands and requirements of the roles of special education 
teacher.  Rather than being avoided, strain was a theme school leaders should anticipated 
as an appropriate and natural response to the implementation of this new teacher 
evaluation system. 
The theory of evaluative consciousness encapsulated the themes of evaluative 
consciousness, reflexive coaching, collective framework knowledge, and strain.  These 
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themes were interdependent with each other and defined the overall experience with the 
TTESS framework.  Evaluative consciousness as a state both influenced and was 
influenced by the interdependent themes of reflexive coaching, collective framework 
knowledge, and strain.   The more school leaders focus on evaluative consciousness as a 
goal within the interdependent themes represented in the theory of evaluative 
consciousness, the greater they influence feelings of self-efficacy and successful TTESS 
implementation as a growth model. 
 An additional finding was the unique relationship between flexibility and fidelity.  
Fidelity was essential to school leaders as a method to maintain strong collective 
framework knowledge.  However, concerns related to the theme of strain caused school 
leaders to apply flexibility to the TTESS framework in order to minimize strain.  The 
calibration of flexibility versus fidelity was varied between settings, suggesting an area of 
focus for school and district leaders’ future consideration. 
 School leaders tasked with the successful implementation of a teacher evaluation 
framework can use the theory of evaluative consciousness as a plan to help anticipate 
challenges and ensure success.  It focuses concepts encountered into four themes with an 
interdependent relationship.  It also helps highlight influential leadership behaviors and 
actions that minimize strain while enhancing evaluative consciousness.  A focus on 
evaluative consciousness as an intent of school leadership grows the capacity to improve 
instruction. 
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Appendix A 
Teacher Interview Protocol 
1. How long have you been an educator? 
2. What is your specific role at this school? 
3. How would you describe your experience with the TTESS process at this school? 
4. How did administration introduce TTESS to you at the beginning of the year? 
5. What materials were provided? 
6. How did the introduction of TTESS make you feel about your work? 
7. How did you feel TTESS addressed the needs of your classroom and your ability? 
8. How did the way your appraiser facilitated pre-observation conference influence 
you? 
9. How did the way your appraiser facilitated post-observation conference influence 
you? 
10. What aspects of the TTESS process influenced you the most? 
11. How well do you feel you understand the TTESS rubric? 
a. What did you know of the TTESS system before your school trained on it? 
b. How do you feel campus leadership handled communication about 
TTESS? 
c. How do you feel district leadership handled communication about 
TTESS? 
12. Is TTESS feedback a fair evaluation of your performance?  Why/Why not? 
a. Do you feel TTESS feedback is a fair evaluation for your content area? 
b. How well does TTESS help you reflect on your own practice? 
13. How did TTESS goal setting impact your practice? 
14. What specific appraiser behaviors and actions influenced your feelings of self-
efficacy? 
15. What specific appraiser behaviors and actions influenced your perceptions of 
TTESS? 
16. How does TTESS make you feel about your own teaching ability? 
17. What experiences from the TTESS process change your perception of your 
teaching ability? 
18. Is there anything else you would like me to know? 
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Appendix B 
Leadership Question Protocol 
1. How many years have you been an administrator? 
2. What content areas do you supervise? 
3. How would you describe your experience with the TTESS process at this school? 
4. How did administration introduce TTESS to you at the beginning of the year? 
5. How did the introduction of TTESS make you feel about your work? 
6. How did you feel about the pre-observation conference process and expectations? 
7. How did you feel about the post-observation conference process and 
expectations? 
8. What aspects of the TTESS process influenced teachers the best? 
9. How well do you feel you understand the TTESS rubric? 
a. What did you know of the TTESS system before your school trained on it? 
b. How do you feel campus leadership handled communication about 
TTESS? 
c. How do you feel district leadership handled communication about 
TTESS? 
10. Is TTESS feedback a fair evaluation of teacher performance?  Why/Why not? 
a. Do you feel TTESS feedback is a fair evaluation for individual content 
areas? 
b. How well does TTESS help teachers reflect on their own practice? 
11. How well does goal setting impact teacher practice? 
12. How does TTESS influence the way teachers work together? 
13. How do you think you would have performed under TTESS? 
14. How do you think TTESS influences teacher self-efficacy? 
15. What specific behaviors and actions did you use to influence feelings of teacher 
self-efficacy? 
16. What specific behaviors and actions did you use to influence teacher perceptions 
of TTESS? 
17. Is there anything else you would like me to know? 
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Appendix C 
IRB USE ONLY 
Study Number:  2015-09-0097 
Approval Date:  11-06-2015 
Expires:  11-05-2016 
Consent for Participants in Research 
 
Title:  Case Study Exploring the Influence of Leadership on a New Teacher 
Evaluation Framework 
 
Introduction 
The purpose of this form is to provide you information regarding your decision to participate 
in this research study.  The researcher will answer any follow-up questions you have.  Please 
read the information below and ask questions before deciding whether or not to take part.  
This will be used to record your consent. 
 
Purpose of the Study 
You have been asked to participate in a research study about influence of district and school 
leaders on the implementation of a new teacher evaluation framework entitled T-TESS. 
 
What will you be asked to do? 
If you agree to participate in this study, you will be asked to: 
• Participate in interviews 
• Review transcribed data from the interviews 
• Potentially participate in follow-up interviews to help explain data from initial 
interviews 
This study will take two personal interviews, each with a 30-40 minute duration and will 
include approximately sixteen (16) study participants. 
Your participation will be audio/video recorded.    
There are no foreseeable risks to participating in this study. 
You will receive no direct benefit from participating in this study; however, findings can be 
further examined or replicated to enhance learning environments.  
 
Do you have to participate? 
No, your participation is voluntary. You may decide not to participate at all or, if you start the 
study, you may withdraw at any time.  Withdrawal or refusing to participate will not affect 
your relationship with The University of Texas at Austin (University) in anyway.  
 
If you would like to participate, please sign and send the original copy to the address 
provided.  You will receive a copy of this form. 
 
Will there be any compensation? 
You will not receive any type of payment participating in this study.  
 
How will your privacy and confidentiality be protected if you participate in this research 
study? 
Your privacy and the confidentiality of your data will be protected by using alias, not 
disclosing any information to other participants, to include supervisors, ensure details can not 
be traced to participants, and all data will be locked in a secure location.  
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If it becomes necessary for the Institutional Review Board to review the study records, 
information that can be linked to you will be protected to the extent permitted by law. Your 
research records will not be released without your consent unless required by law or a court 
order. The data resulting from your participation may be made available to other researchers 
in the future for research purposes not detailed within this consent form. In these cases, the 
data will contain no identifying information that could associate it with you, or with your 
participation in any study. 
 
If you choose to participate in this study, you will be audio and/or video recorded.  Any audio 
and/or video recordings will be stored securely.  Recordings will be kept for two years then 
erased.   
 
Whom to contact with questions about the study?   
Prior, during or after your participation you can contact the researcher Devin Padavil at 512-415-
9511 or send an email to devin.padavil@gmail.com for any questions or if you feel that you 
have been harmed. 
 
NOTE:  Only include this statement if the study is Expedited or Full Board:  
This study has been reviewed and approved by The University Institutional Review Board and the 
study number is [2015-09-0097]. 
 
Whom to contact with questions concerning your rights as a research participant? 
For questions about your rights or any dissatisfaction with any part of this study, you can contact, 
anonymously if you wish, the Institutional Review Board by phone at (512) 471-8871 or email at 
orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu.  
 
Participation 
 If you agree to participate please sign the form and send the original copy to: 
 
Devin Padavil 
11192 Corsicana Drive 
Frisco, Texas 75035 
Signature   
You have been informed about this study’s purpose, procedures, possible benefits and risks, and 
you have received a copy of this form. You have been given the opportunity to ask questions 
before you sign, and you have been told that you can ask other questions at any time. You 
voluntarily agree to participate in this study.  By signing this form, you are not waiving any of 
your legal rights. 
 
_____________________ 
Printed Name of Person obtaining consent 
______________________    _________________ 
Signature of Person obtaining consent Date 
As a representative of this study, I have explained the purpose, procedures, benefits, and the risks 
involved in this research study. 
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